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election districts in Pennsylvania
give Taft reinforce our ranks with constitution loving
Elections.
26,166, Wilson 26,316, Roosevelt 18,513. PhilaDemocrats.
Democrats Sweep the Country. Wilson delphia, with one-fifth of the vote counted,
‘We favor every step of progress toward
and Marshall Elected. Maine Gives Wil- gave Taft a vote equal to the combined vote of more
perfect equality of opportunity and the
Wilson and Roosevelt.
son About 2,000
ridding
society of injustice. But we know
CALIFORNIA.
New York, Nov. 5. Shortly after 11 o’clock
that all progress worth making is possible with
San Francisco. Nov. 6. J. O.
Davis, chair- our present form of government, and that to
tonight Democratic National headquarters
man of the Democratic State central
commit- sacrifice that which is of the highest value in
claimed the following States as certain for
tee, telegraphed the Democratic national com- our
Wilson:
governmental structure for undefined and
mittee at 9 o'clock that Wilson had carried
Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware,
impossible reforms is the wildest folly. We
Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, North California by a majority of 20,000 over Roose- must face the danger with a clear knowledge
velt.
Carolina, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
of what it is.
INDIANA
Mississippi, Wisconsin, New York, South Caro“The Republican party is equal to the task.
Nov. 5. Indiana
Indianapolis,
apparently It has had no nobler cause. Let us close ranks
lina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, Oklahoma, went
Democratic.
overwhelmingly
Gov.
Wil- and
New Mexico, Missouri, West Virginia and New
march forward to do battle for the right
son on the basis of the returns from
517 pre.
Jersey, with a total of 291 electoral votes.
and the true
! cincts out of the 3172 precincts in the
State
MAINE GOES DEMOCRATIC.
had almost as many votes as Taft and
RoosePortland, Me., Nov. 5. Returns from 50 velt combined. Wilson was
Princeton, N. J., Nov. 5. Responding to a
leading Taft by
additional Aroostook county towns made a con- more than 2 to 1.
For governor, Samuel Ral- I telegram from the national Democratic cnairj
siderable reduction in Gov. Wilson’s plurality,
ston, D., led over Albert J. Beveridge, Pro. man indicating that Wilson was undoubtedly
which at 12 45 a. m., stood at 2635 with 60 small and'Winfield
T. Durbin, R.
j elected, the Democratic candidate sent a mestowns and plantations in other sections of
!
sage to Mr. McCombs as follows:
MICHIGAN.
Maine to be reported.
“I deeply appreciate your telegram and wish
They were not expectNov.
5.
Detroit,
and
Scattering
incomed to seriously threaten the Democratic plu! to extend to you and the members of the
returns from throughout the State indiplete
The totals at
rality for Maine’s six electors.
i campaign committee my warm congratulations
cate that Roosevelt is leading
by a good on the part you have played in the organizathat hour were: Roosevelt, 47,725; Taft, 26,145,
margin.
and Wilson, 50,360.
tion and conduct of a campaign fought out
MARYLAND.
For the first time since the Civil War Maine
Baltimore, Nov. 5. The Sun (Dem.) claims upon essential issues.
Democrats today helped toward the election of
A great cause has triumphed.
Every DemoMaryland for Wilson by 40,000 plurality.
a Democratic president, if press returns recrat, every true progressive of whatever alGEORGIA.
now lend his full force and enceived in this city from four-fifths of the State
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 5. Incomplete returns liance, must
at 10 o’clock tonight prove correct. The stand- from 130
thusiasm
to the fulfillment of the people’s
countries in Georgia as received by
ing at that hour, with returns from 400 out of the Constitution give an indicated
hope, the establishment of the people’s right,
majority for
hand in
521 places was as follows: Roosevelt, Progres- Wilson of
30,000. Two counties are credited to so that justice and progress may go
hand.”
sive, 43,267; Taft, Republican, 25,028; Wilson, Roosevelt.
Wilson’s plurality, 4769.
This was Governor Wilson’s first utterance
Democrat, 48,036.
TENNESSEE.
The same places four years ago gave Col.
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 5. Incomplete re- of a public character, following his receipt
Bryan 33,488 and President Taft, 61,101, a plu- turns received up to 7 o’clock indicate Wilson of reports that he had been elected.
is polling the usual Democratic
rality of 27,713.
majority in
I Oyster Bay, N. Y., Nov. 5. Shortly before
These reiurns showed a Republican loss of Tennessee in a Presidential election.
Reports
58_per cent and a Democratic gain of 44 per from the gubernatorial contest between Hoop- I midnight tonight Col. Theodore Roosevelt
cent, while the vote of the leading three er, Republican, and McMillan, Dem., show the ! made the following statement:
“The American people by a great plurality
parties was 23 per cent in excess of that race will be close.
thrown four years ago for the Republican and
| have decided in favor of Mr. Wilson and the
ILLINOIS.
I
Democratic candidates. These percentages
New York, Nov. 5. National Chairman Mc- Democratic party. Like all good citizens accept the result with entire good humor and
held fairly steady almost from the start, vary- Coombs of the Democratic
National commit- |
ing .less than four per cent at any time. If tee, shortly after 8 o'clock, conceded a Roose- i contentment. As for the Progressive cause I
can only repeat what I have already so many
tii:_
the same ratio held true, it was estimated that i.«1t
times said, the fate of the leader for the time
the standing of the candidates would be:
j
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
is of little consequence, but the cause
Roosevelt, 46,825; Taft, 28,134 and Wilson, 50,Concord, N. H., Nov. 5. Returns from more being
in the end triumph for its triumph
980, and estimated plurality of 4155 for Wilson than one-sixth of the election districts in New itself must
President Taft’s plurality in 19C8 was 31,584. Hampshire showed that President Taft led is essential to the well being of the American
“Theodore Roosevelt.”
people.
The 20 cities of Maine were responsible for Gov. Wilsoif
by about 100 and Col. Roosevelt
About the same time he issued this statethe plurality for the Democratic electoral
by more than 2,000 votes. Returns from 60
Roosevelt sent the following teleticket, giving Wilson and Marshall 17,692 or towns and wards out of 290 gave: Taft, 3,925; ment Col.
gram to Gov. Wilson:
X Mfl in ptcpsr of
Rnnsovolt snii .Inhnsnn
and
Wilson, 3,821;
Roosevelt, 1809.
“The American people by a great plurality
vote, which was 13,102. The Taft vote in the
VERMONT.
have conferred upon you the highest honor in
cities aggregated 9802. Fourteen of the cities
White River Junction, Vt., Nov. 5. Presi- their
gift. I congratulate you thereon.
gave Democratic pluralities, five were of prodent Taft was the winner in Vermont by a
“Theodore Roosevelt.”
in
gressive complexion and only one remained
plurality of 924 over Col. Roosevelt.
Mr.
the Republican column.
Taft received a total of 23,247 votes, Col.
WALDO COUNTY VETERANS.
Aroostook county, the great potato growing 1
Roosevelt 22,323 and Gov. Wilson 16,397. The
region of the State, which strongly opposed complete vote of the State was received here
Meet With E. M. Billings Post in Monroe.
The Waldo County Veteran Association held
reciprocity, cast a heavy vote for the Progres- by midnight.
sive party.
a most enjoyable and enthusiastic
meeting
NEBRASKA.
With the exception of 1880, the total vote of
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 5. Returns received up Oct. 31st in Monroe with E. M. Billings Post.
the 'State .for the leading three parties, was to
10.30 o’clock tonight from Omaha and Lin- The regular business meeting was held at 10
the largest since the Civil war, being estimat- coln and
a. m.
Comrades Clark, Smith and Knowlton
scattering precincts over the State
ed at 126,000; an increase of nearly 24,000 over showed a clear
were made a committee on time and place of
plurality for Gov. Wilson.
1910.
the next meeting. At noon a fine dinner was
NEW JERSEY.
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anniversary
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attend.

A
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and refreshments will

of Canton Pallas, P.
place Wednesday eveninspection will be made
! of Camden, who was
ast year. Following the
ofreshments, and a comut. John T. Davis is chair’he supper and entertainon

nal.
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City Government.

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

The November meeting of the city govern-'
Mrs. Harriet A. Bray left Monday for visits
ment was held last Monday evening. In the
in Boston and vicinity.
board of aldermen the records of previous
Mr. E. S. Pitcher returned last Saturday
meetings were read and approved and the roll
from a business trip to Boston.
of accounts was read and ordered paid, with
Linville F. Whitmore was at home from Colthe exception of the bill of Good Roads Maby College Tuesday, election day.
chinery Co., as follows:

Contingent.$1,834 13
Free Library.
Fire Department..

113 92

Sewers.

94 89

Genera^ School Purposes.
School Contingent.
Free Text Books.
School Repairs and Insurance.

456 26
21 21

Highways.
Paupers..
Cemeteries.

98 73

119 85
94 37
438 35
537 50
8 00

j

Mrs. E. B. Lunt and son William are the
guests of W. B. and C. A. Young in South Paris.
Frank M. Staples left Wednesday to visit
relatives in Rockland, Maine, and
Beverly,
Mass.

required.

concurred.

Mr. B. D. Field and Miss Annie B. Field
Boston Tuesday.

went to

Miss Annette

Wednesday

for

engagement

as

Brown of Citypoint left
Rockport, where she has an

nurse.

Mrs. S. S. Woods and son Chester of Prospect spent Sunday at Citypoint, guests of Mrs.
Woods' sister, Mrs. Gardner L. Havener.
Mrs. J. F. Eames of Stockton
Springs and
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Meader of Bar Harbor
were guests of Mrs. Arthur W. Morse
Tuesday.

Hon. R. F. Dun ton was registered at Hotel
Wolcott, New York city, last week.
MrB. Ella Gilliatt of Dorchester, Mass., is the
guest of her brother, Mr. John Macdonald.

$3,81721
Miss Louise Richards was one of the ushers
Voted that the bill of Good Roads Machinat the Paine-Burbank
wedding in Farmington
ery Co. for Tar Kettle he held up, and that the
last week.
Mayor investigate the bill.
Voted that the Committee on Sidewalks be
Mrs. Charles H. Walden returned last Satinstructed to raise the grade of Waldo avenue, ! urday from a visit of several weeks in Boston
at its intersection with Main street and re- ! and vicinity.
place the present walk with a crushed rock
Misses Edith M. and Martha Southworth
crossing; and also to replace the crosswalk at spent last Saturday in Bangor, guests of Mrs.
the intersection of Bridge and Main streets
Ashley A. Smith.
with crushed rock. Council concurred.
Miss Clara R. Steward returned Saturday
Ordered, That the City Treasurer be and is from a visit with Prof, and
Mrs. William F.
hereby authorized and instructed to draw his
Schoppe in Orono.
order payable to E. W. Gray, the same
being
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Howes went out to
for labor in whitewashing school
buildings, the Pitcher's Pond last
Saturday to spend a few
same to be charged to the
Appropriation for days at Pine
Lodge.
Schools. Council concurred.
E. Guy Ryder of Lehighton, Penn., is spendVoted, That a competent man be engaged to
examine the amount of crushed rock at the ing a month’s vacation with his parents, Mr.
City’s plant and ascertain if there be a suffi- and Mrs. O. K. Ryder.
cient amount now crushed to complete the
Dwight Kimball of Pittsfield, who is in the
construction of the amount of crushed rock employ of D. Whiting & Sons, is at their Belwalks contempleted in the appropriation for fast creamery for the winter.
that purpose, with the additional amount reMrs. Leslie C. Follett of Belmont, Mass., arquired for the widening of the walks in front rived Tuesday morning for a brief visit with
of the City Park approximately two feet, and
her mother, Mrs. Eli Cook, Charles street.
the construction of the crosswalks in Waldo
Charles E. Knowlton, who spent the summer
avenue and Bridge strec t, and
report his find- in Rutland, Mass., arrived home
by Saturday
ings to the Committee on Sidewalks. Council
evening's train. He went to Boston Wednesconcurred.
day.
Voted, that Mr. H. M. Cunningham be inRoy S. Talbot, who has been employed for
structed to examine the rock crushed as per
some time in the Fogg market, left last Saturprevious vote and report as soon as possible to
for Kansas City, Mo., where he expects to
the committee on sidewalks, and if in his judg- day
find employment.
ment there is not sufficient rock crushed for
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bigelow of Pittsfield
the purposes designated, that the committee
were guests last Monday of Rev. and Mrs. D.
on sidewalks be instructed to
place the crushing plant in operation and crush a sufficient I B. Phelan, and also visited Mr. and Mrs. BowCouncil doin N. Pendleton in Islesboro.
quantity for the
purpose

45

!

Mrs. Arthur W. Morse, who was operated on
in Dr. Tapley’s hospital,
High street, returned to her home on High
street Monday,
several weeks ago

Mrs. Susan C. Mathews

and

Miss

Belle

Mathews, who spent the summer at their cottage on the shore, have returned to their home,

29

Cedar street.

Mr. and Mrs. John Beckwith of
Springfield,
Mass., and Mr. Maurice Thompson of Brook-

ville» Mass., are at Citypoint, called
I the
death of Mr. Wm. H. Beckwith.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Russ

^ill

there

by

leave next

Monday for the South to spend the winter
They will stay a short time in Jacksonville,
Fla., but have not yet decided where they will

locate.

Ralph A. Bramhall from Colby, Linwood S.
Jones from the University of Maine and Ralph
O’Connell fronr Bangor were among those who
came home to cast their ballots
Tuesday.
Dr. Ernest S. Webber, who was operated upin Dr. E. I». Tapley’s
hospital two weeks
ago for appendicitis, was able to return to his
home on Northport avenue Sunday.
He is

on

making a rapid recovery, but will not resume
his dental practice until the last of the month.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harvey Self of Brooklyn,
N. Y., have been on a short visit to Mr. Self’s
native State, Georgia, and will arrive home
next Saturday. The Insurance Advocate, New
York, of a recent date had the following notice
of Mr. Self:
One of the younger generation of court bond
underwriters who has established himself in
the confidence of the brokers on the street is
Harvey Self, who has just resigned his position
of manager of the court bond department of
the Casualty Company of America.
Mr. Self had a very flattering offer made to
him to become resident secretary and manager of the court bond department in the New
York office of the Massachusetts Bonding and
insurance company, and he has accordingly acaccepted the promotion. Manager Conroy is
to be congratulated on securing such a valuable addition to the present very competent
staff which is making the Massachusetts Bonding a factor in the business on the street.
Mr. Self began his surety career with the
Empire State Surety in 1903 as a solicitor.
He was later made assistant manager of the
court bond department, and in 1910 became
manager. He left this position in February of
the present year to organize the court bond

Mrs. Marian W. Newel), who has been
Keating appeared before the spending some time in New Canaan, Ct., with
Board of Aldermen as a representative of Mr. her daughter, Mrs. Gertrude Romayne, has arIra M. Cobe, stating the requirements of Mr. rived at her home at Citypoint for a short
Cobe for further use of the crushing plant, and visit.
obtained unanimous permit for said requireCongratulations are being offered along the
ments.
coast to Capt. Charles Orcutt of the schooner
Voted that Mr. Ira M. Cobe have the use of Lizzie J.
Clark, who has been married. His
the rock crushing plant for eight days from bride was Miss
Mary Babson of South Brooksdepartment of the Casualty Company of AmMonday, November 11, 1912. Council concur- ville.
erica, which at that time was just taking up
Mr. Austin W.

red.

Miss

Kathleen Morris,'who has been

em-

the

surety business.

Mr. Self’s hobby is music, and for some
Voted, That Mr. H. M. Bennett be engaged
ployed at Bar Harbor during the summer, re- years he has been a member of the
to widen the walls and grade in front of City
quartet at
turned home Wednesday for a short vacation the Plymouth Church in Brooklyn. He is also
not exceeding the amount apHOW MAINE CITIES VOTED.
a
Newark, N. J., Nov. 5.
member
of
the
returns served in the Grange hall by the ladies of Mon- Park, expending
well
known
Mendelssohn
Meagre
before
her
studies
in
Shaw’s
busiresuming
I
the amount of rock required to be
Club of New York, and is very popular in
Taft. Wilson. Roosevelt. from
ness College, Bangor.
widely scattered precincts indicated at roe, and was followed by the usual smoke talk propriated;
musical circles in this city.
Mr. Self believes
994
Auburn. 239
1,561
10.30 o'clock, tonight, that Gov. Wilson had and exchange of greetings and reminiscences. delivered to him as he should require it for the
Miss
A. Bickford, who has been the in hard work, and has shown his ability in all
747
983
Mary
357
Augusta.
At 1.30 p. m. President Crockett called the I work. Council concurred.
carried
his
own State of New Jersey by a safe
the positions which he has held of producing
1,154
1,702
Bangor.1,286
guest for several weeks of her brother Walter results
which count.
afternoon session to order with about 50 veterAdjourned.
361
697
Bath. 542
plurality.
! in Brighton, Mass.,will leave next Tuesday for
250
499
The
hall
was
287
ans
decoBelfast.
IN BOARD OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
attractively
present.
MISSOURI.
N.
to
the
winter
with her
Y.,
spend
449
; Brooklyn,
Biddeford. 493
1,208
rated in red, white and blue, with flags and
Petition of Waldo County Agricultural SoTHE EXPECTED HAPPENS.
St. Louis, Nov. 5.
Forty-nine out of the
376
271
Brewer. 177
niece, Mrs. J. Harvey Self.
the banners of the E. M. Billings Post of Mon- ! ciety for abatement of 1912 tax, read and
227
388
2826 precincts in the State outside of St. Louis
Calais. 354
and
D.
Dr.
Mrs.
James
of
Clement
Portland
[The Boston Herald Nov. 6.]
195
251
roe, and the E. M. Billings Women’s Relief | prayer of petitioner granted.
Eastport. 294
gave Wilson 4478, Taft 2652, Roosevelt 1387.
When the Republican national convention
who are on their wedding trip, arrived last
190
275
Ellsworth. 225
The report of the last meeting was
Petition
of
Corps.
Waldo
Telephone Company, preMINNESOTA.
561
372
Gardiner. 164
read and accepted, and in the absence of chap- sented at October meeting, read and prayer of Tuesday from Seal Harbor, Mt. Desert and | made a nomination for the presidency at the
205
St. Paul, Nov. 5. At 8 o’clock, one hour be91
240
Hallowell.
spent two days with Dr. Clement’s parents, behest of the southern States, which have no
was
lain
Albert
Nickerson
of
Belfast
prayer
and
voted that a copy of
petitioner granted,
Lewiston. 271
1,153
1
2,222
fore the closing of the polls in Minnesota,
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement.
Republicanism, of the pocket boroughs East
346
The
Old Town. 316
332
Mrs.
Belle
Palmer.
offered
program
by
petition as granted be incorporated in the city
Fred B. Lynch, National Democratic commitand West, of the outlying possessions, and
Portland.2.769
3,011
4,053
Mr.
Frank
arrived
was opened with the singing of Coronation by
R.
from
Wiggin
records.
Newport
j
teeman
from
Minnesota
claimed
the
State
for
282
653
Rockland. 490
of not more than one-third of the Republican
the audience: then came the address of wel346
Report of City Marshal, read, accepted and last Saturday evening to spend Sunday in Bel- voters who
575
Saco. 480
Woodrow Wilson by 25,000.
participated in the primaries in
fast and to close his cottage on Murphy’s
come by Comrade Cook of Monroe,who remind497
434
South Portland. 302
ordered placed on file.
the States to which the party must look for
IOWA.
699
889
Waterville. 292
ed the veterans that nearly half a century had
F. W. Brown, City Solicitor, appeared before Point for the winter. He returned to New4S2
653
Des Moines, Nov. 5.
its support, it amply provided for what hapWestbrook. 363
At 9.45 o’clock estipassed since they had stood shoulder to shoul- the Board and reported on the petition of port by Monday morning’s train.
mates on the returns from 26 counties out of
pened yesterday.
the
in
War
and
contrasted
meetder
the
Civil
Mrs.
Maude
Follett
13,102
Tewksbury Dodge.
Totals.9,802 17,691
Townsend, who has been
The Herald, not agreeing with those who
99 in the State indicated that Roosevelt would
ings of the political organizations with the
Oral report of City Solicitor accepted.
absent from her duties as teacher in Grade 1,
MASSACHUSETTS DEMOCRATIC.
Mr. Roosevelt should be nominated,
have an estimated majority of 4150 over Wilthought
no
of
the
who
allow
veterans,
Voted that the City Clerk be instructed to South school on account of illness, returned to
quiet gatherings
Boston, Nov. 5. Massachusetts, normally a son.
made every effort to hold the Republicans of
to
mar
their
of
differences
enjoyment
political
draw up a suitable form for releasing prison- the school last Monday. Miss Marian HazelRepublican State, gave substantial majorities
New England in line for Taft. But when it
WISCONSIN.
these reunions.
tine substituted during her absence.
ers, arrested and placed in the lock-up.
became evident that the Republican voters of
today to Gov. Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 5. Congressman
The response was by D. O. Bowen of Mor.
the
that
Clerk
Voted
have
blanks
as
preMrs. Grover Cleveland authorizes the an- the country did not want him renominated,
and Gov. Eugene N. Foss, Democratic candi- Victor L. Berger of Milwaukee, the
only rill, who spoke of the hardships borne by the
pared printed.
It was the Socialist in
nouncement of her engagement to Thomas J.
dates for president and governor.
the Herald urged a compromise candidate.
congress, was defeated for re-elecboys of ’61, and said that few people outside of
Communication from Belfast Water Com- ! Preston, professor of archjeology and
first time that Massachusetts had ever favored tion
history Effort in that direction failing, the Herald
by former Congressman William H. Staf- the Grand Army realized the dangers and sufpany read by Mayor and voted to lay on table. | of arts at Wells College. The date of the mar- never has
other than a Republican for president. Presi- ford, who ran as a fusion candidate on the
given its readers the slightest
ferings they went through, and that the woAdjourned.
dent Taft and Col. Roosevelt, Republican and Democratic ticket.
riage is not yet determined, but will be an- reason for thinking the outcome would be
men of those days underwent, waiting, and
nounced later.
other than what it is.
Progressive candidates, respectively, ran about
KENTUCKY.
waiting anxiously, for news of husband, brothMT. DESERT CORRESPONDENCE.
Indications at midnight were that
even.
The Republicans of the country want tc
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney H. Adams of Hamilton,
louisville, Ky., Nov. 6. With a few scat- er or sweetheart. Those were times which
David I. Walsh, Democratic candidate for tering
Mass., were in Belfast several days recently, nominate the Republican candidate for the
precints missing, 50 out of 120 Kentucky called for patriotism of a high order, and he
Oct.
1912. A shocking shooting
Manset,
3,
lieutenant governor also had been elected, de- counties
guests of Mrs. H. C. Pitcher. Mrs. Adams presidency. The only instances where they
gave according to the Courier-Journal said he often wondered if the young men of to- affair occurred here this
afternoon, when was
feating Lieut. Gov. Robert Luce. For the past figures: Wilson, 108,452; Roosevelt, 48,695; Taft,
formerly Miss Eloise Pitcher of East have not done so—Harrison in 1892 and Taft in
were called upon to go to war if they
West
was
shot
John
day
Crowell
at
close
by
Joseph
two years that Gov. Foss has held office his
Mass. They spent a part of their j 1912—have resulted disastrously. Some revis42,553.
would respond as readily, but earnestly hoped range, the charge entering at the mouth and Weymouth,
next in rank has been a Republican.
honeymoon camping at Hermon Pond, near ion of the nominating system so that those
TEXAS.
that they would not be put to the test.
shooting one side of the head nearly off. Both Bangor.
Returns for the legislature from 17 out of 40
w ho carry the party burden shall be secure in
Dallas, Texas, Nov. 5. Returns indicate
The report of the committee on time and were under the influence of liquor.
The
senatorial districts show eight Democrats and that Wilson has carried Texas by 170,000. The
responsibility for party management is the
Alden
J.
of
a
native
Blethen,
Thorndike,
place was then heard, and it was decided that shooting was at the house of Mr. Crowell, who
moral of the present disaster
nine Republicans elected and from 127 out of vote for Taft and Roosevelt is
of the Abbott Family School first and obvious
nearly evenly White’s Corner, Winterport, would be the lives alone and follows motor boat
formerly
principal
fishing dur240 representative districts 57 Democrats, two
Into the question of whether the conservadivided.
The Socialist vote prohably will
and the time the first Thursday in De- ing the summer months. The particulars of for Boys, but for many years past proprietor
place,
Progressives a^d 68 Republicans elected. This reach 10,000, an increase of 50 per cent over cember. If
of the Seattle Times, is the donor of a hand- | tive leadership at Chicago did right in prethe shooting as nearly as can be ascertained
stormy, the next pleasant day.
is a Republican loss of two and a Democratic 1908.
venting the nomination erf Roosevelt at the
The following program was then given; song are that Mr. West, who is a powerful man and some set of twelve chime bells to the University
loss of two. The Progressives secured three
ARKANSAS.
of Washington, to commemorate his services e xpense of party disruption, it is not now
recitation
school
the
Milmood
when
under
the
influence
in an ugly
of
pupils;
by
High
j by
of these seats and an independent Republican
| Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 5. Wilson carried | dred Curtis; song by Miss Annie York; piano liquor, went to the Crowell house and demand- as a member and president of the Board of ; sponsible for the failure of all compromise
the other.
and also to mark the participation of
Arkansas by about 60,000 plurality. Roosevelt buiu uy lUBBiei nuruvc ^uuuuiguaiu, icuiaiiuii ed some
liquor, and when told he could not Repents,
His dictum that he would be the comTHE VOTE OF BOSTON.
the Blethen family in the work of the Uni- j plans.
Democratic congressional
will run second.
Mrs. Webber; solo by Hazel Gilbert; reby
“K
“6““
“‘V
V»vv...,i6
ut'
candidate, if there were one, settled
promise
Boston, Nov. 5. Complete returns from nominees were elected by usual majorities.
marks by Alfred Stinson of North Searsport, large carving knife started to do up Mr. Cro- versity.
the question. His opponents, in possession of
the city of Boston: For President, Roosevelt,
FLORIDA.
Rev. Adolph Rossbach, former pastor of the
who said that the pleasantest moments of hi6
well, who ran for his gun and put in a shell
the machinery, then proceeded to apply the
21,548; Taft, 21,177; Wilson, 42,706. For GovJacksonville, Fla., Nov. 5 Although the life were when he was attending these meet- and fired, killirg West instantly. The shoot- First Parish, (Unitarian) church, Belfast, was
I steam roller—nominating not only Mr. Taft,
ernor:
Bird. 18,717; Foss, '48,282; Walker, vote is light*and slow in reporting, indications
Mrs.
remarks
as
recitation
installed
Oct.
of
the
Drew;
in
a
Church
of
rear
by
occurred
there
30th,
by
room,
ings;
pastor
although
ing
in significant assertion of
17,296. The Boston Presidential vote in 1908 | are that Woodrow Wilson will carry Florida Comrade Trask of Newburgh; song by Mrs. seems to have been three shots fired; one Our Father, (Unitarian) in East Boston. Rev. but Mr. Sherman,
their mastery of the situation. They defeated
In 1911, the i by the usual Democratic majority. Probabil- Nettie
was: Bryan, 41,456; Taft, 41,249.
President
Crockett
remarks
by
Billings;
through a front door and another through the Julian C. Jaynes of the First Unitarian Church
but they did nothing for the Recity gave for governor: Foss; 50.495; Frothing- j ities are that every Democratic candidate has of Frankfort; piano solo by Master Richard side of the house and there were three empty of West Newton preached the sermon. Other Roosevelt,
Their strategy was thus onlyparty.
publican
ham, 28,751.
been elected.
Palmer; remarks by A. E. Nickerson of Swan- shells on the floor and a loaded shell in the prominent clergymen assisting were Rev.
half effective.
CAROLINA.
SOUTH
NEW YORK STATE DEMOCRATIC.
ville; piano duet by the Misses Conant; remarks gun; but Crowell says he does not remember Lewis G. Wilson and Rev. Richmond Fish. A
| Before the election of 1912 goes into his-.
jjEw York. Nov. 6. Woodrow Wilson was i Columbia, S. C., Nov. 5. Indications are by Mrs. Belle Palmer of Monroe, Eugene of firing but once, but said he had four reception to Rev.and Mrs. Rossbach followed
| tory some definite conclusions should be set
1
the choice of the State of New York for pres- that Woodrow Wilson has carried South Caro- Nickerson of Portland, son of A. E. Nickerson, loaded shells on a stand. After the shoot- the installation services.
down. One is that Roosevelt w’ith the Reident by a plurality estimated at about 200,000 lina by a majority over both his opponents of and Mrs. Nickerson. Mr. Nickerson was then ing he went to William Ward’s store,
The engagement is announced of Miss Ida 1
publican nomination would have swept the
from returns received from nearly every elec- more than 50,000. Returns indicate all Demo- made a member of the association and his wife which is only a short distance away, and said
Ames, daughter of the late Mrs. Viola Ames, country. A man who without a party, with
tion district in the greater city of New York cratic State and county officers and con- an honorary member. A clarinet solo was he had shot Joe West and asked that a doctor
and Leroy, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Webber 1
out an organization, without the label which
and from all but 500 of the 3,093 districts out- gressional candidates have been elected.
then rendered by Forest Knowlton, and a vote be called. Dr. Phillips responded in a short of Bell street. The
wedding will ts.ke place governs most voters, can make the showing
ladies
extended
to
the
of
MonNew
York
was
side of
city.
STATEMENTS FROM TAFT, WILSON AND ROOSE- of thanks
time, but life was extinct. The coroner was within a few weeks, and they will have an | recorded this morning, would have been inthe meeting
President Taft led Col. Roosevelt in the
roe for their hospitality, and
VELT.
summoned, and with the assistance of Capt.W. apartment at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Ernest i vincible at the head of his old column. It did
same district by about 35,100 votes. Congressclosed with the singing of America by the en- R. Keene, who is an Associated Press corre- S. Webber in
Nov.
5.
President Taft at
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Northport avenue. Mr. Webber not need this election to show that. The figman Wm. Sulzer was elected governor with a
tire company.
spondent for this section, removed the re- is traveling salesman for the B. B. Farnsworth ures of the ballot of 1904 remain highly im11 o’clock conceded the election of Gov. Wilplurality estimated at midnight at about 175,- son. He issued the following statement:
mains to S. S. King’s undertaking rooms. Offi- Company of Portland. Both young people
pressive for those who will read them.
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE FOOTBALL. cer Fernald arrested Mr. Crowell, together
000 over Job E. Hedges, the Republican nomi“The returns insure the election of Gov.
have many friends who are extending con- Whether as a dangerous menace to the securnee, who in turn led Oscar Straus, candidate of Wilson to the presidency. This means an
and
Wm.
who
is
it
Ocorin,
gratulations.
early I Oak Grove Seminary won from Hallowed with Frank Perry
I ity of our institutions, or as a great tribune of
the Progressive party, by about 15,000 votes.
change in the economic policy of the govern- High school, Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 30th said were present or near by at the time of the
Franklin W. Cram since his retirement from 1 the people—whichever way he may be regard
chairman
of
Wm. Barnes, Jr.,
the Republi- ment in reference to the tariff. If this
change by a score of 12 to 3 in a fast, well-played shooting, and took them by buckboard to Ells- the presidency of the B & A. has been sojourn- ed—Roosevelt must be set down as possessett
can State committee, issued this statement:
worth where they were placed in the jail. Mr.
can be made without halting prosperity I singame.
ing at Poland Springs. He is a personal friend ! of an almost magical hold on the electorate.
“The result of the election in the State of
West was a man about fifty years of age and
cerely hope it may be.
At Waterville last Saturday Maine defeated
of President Taft and one of his objects in
New York demonstrates one thing: That
J It should besides be set down as made clear
unmarried and has a brother living at this
“The vote for Mr. Roosevelt, the third party
20 to 0, the same score by which it was
making a visit to Portland last week was to ! by the developments of the year that Mr. Taft
the Roosevelt movement was simply a Repub- j candidate, and for Mr. Debs, the Socialist can- Colby,
is
about
five
Mr.
Crowell
of
fifty
years
thank Mayor Curtis for his graceful and gra- could not have been re-elected no matter how
beaten last year by practically the same team. place.
|
lican bolt.
age and a foieigner. He came to this place a
didate, is a warning that their propaganda in
cious welcome to the President on occasion of I harmonious had been the convention behind
At Brunswick Bates defeated Bowdoin, 7 to
“With all of the frantic efforts that were favor of fundamental
and
no
has
as
relatives
number of years age
changes in our constituhis visit. Mr. Cram said that the President j him. This was a Democratic year. All the
made to secure votes from people generally, tional representative government'has formid- 6
far as we know.
spoke of the mayor’s welcome to him,which he signs pointed in that direction. The off-year
Since the Maine football series was founded
the results shows that practically none but able support.
Mrs. Robert Spurling, who has been very
said convinced him that Portland had a very | elections of 1910 had disclosed the presence of
nt
six
has
won
times
Bowdoin
the
in
1893
penna
former Republicans joined the Roosevelt
sick for some time, is improving.
“While the experiment of a change in the
i a tide which nothing had since intervened to
broad-minded chief executive.
has
won the
it
three
for
Maine
tied
and
times;
movement.
tariff is being carried out by the Democratic
Capt. Robert Newman, one of our oldest
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus C. Knight have re- [ arrest. Mr. Taft would have been in a re“The decisive victory of Taft and Hedges administration, it behooves
pennant five times; Bates has won it four times citizens who is about 90 years of age, is very
to
Republicans
turned from their wedding trip to New York j spectable minority had his nomination come to
and tied for it twice; while Colby has won it
over Roosevelt and Straus is a demonstration
sick and not expected to live.
gather again to the party standard and pledge but
and will be at home to their friends after Nov. i him without contest, but he could not have
once, 1909, and tied but once, in 1908.
that the Republicans of New York desired the
to
Boston
to
Moore
has
Peter
in
Mrs.
faith
gone
their
their party’s principles
anew
15th at 16 Brooks street, West Medford, Mass. been elected.
Next Saturday the final games of the series spend the winter.
re-nomination of President Taft and the dele- and to organise again to defend the constituIn New York they were entertained by MrJ
will be played. Bates will play Colby in Wafrom
State
has
returned
the
the
who
W.
R.
Keene,
just
gates
properly expressed
Capt.
tional government handed down to us by our terville and Bowdoin will
play Maine at Orono.
Miss Ada Littlefield, at dinner
W. C. T. U. Institute in Monroe.
preference of the Republicans when a large fathers. We must make clear to the young These games will wind up Maine college foot from Boston and vicinity, reports that he Knighta’cousin,
of
for
an
automobile in her apartments on 114th street. People
them voted for Taft at Chicago/*
ball
Bates, Colby and the State University, stopped off at Camden and took
majority
A W. C. T. U. Institute will be held in Monmen of the country, who have been weaned
from Belfast, Ticonderoga, Boston and New
but Bowdoin has a game scheduled at Pine
Leader Murphy [of Tammany Hall said the
towns of Lincolnville,
roe Nov. 20th, if pleasant.
The short forenoon
away from sound principles of government by Tree Park, Portland, Nov. 16th, with the Uni- trip out to his old home
Searsmont and as far as Woodman’s Mills, call- York were present. Mr. and Mrs. Knight were session will be followed
result was a striking evidence of the power oi
of
reforms
of
of
by a picnic lunch. In
Vermont.
impossible
promises
|
accomplish- versity
on old neighbors and relatives whom he
also
at
the
entertained
at
luncheon
Wool
Club
ing
the people and demonstrated that the reform* ment
the afternoon, the county superintendents are
Other games last Saturday:
by mere legislation, that patriotism and
had not seen for more than twenty years. He
by Capt. S. M. Milliken. They entertained
and changes which the people demand must be common sense
At Bangor, k Bangor High 21, Waltham
says it was a most enjoyable trip, and although
expected to tell “How my Department helps
require them to return to a
Miss
followed
a
Mitchell at dinner,
by theatre I Prohibition,” “The Child,” in various relations,
tere have been many changes in the years
High, 0.
made.
support of .our constitution. Without comAt Portland.
Kent’s Hill! 35, Portland past, he is confident that he is still a gocd party, and the remainder of their short tour
will be considered and also the matter of fedPENNSYLVANIA.
promising our principles, we must convince High, 0.
pilot on the roads that he used to travel on was taken up with sight-seeing and shopping.
At Bnckaport E. M. C. S., 0; H. C. L, 0.
Philadelphia,Nov. 6. Four hundred and foui and win back former Republicans and we must
yean ago.
j e rating neighboring unions.
uo'6
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A MAINE INVENTION.

NEURITIS

Packages.

I have invented and patented a cowtail holder to hold a cow’s tail during
milking, and which has proved1 satisfactory whenever used. The price is only
25 cents, and they may be had at th«
and vegetables, and quite another thing
stores or of me. John Penney, Thornto market them so they will bring the
50-Cent Remedy That is Having dike, R. F. D. 3.
Simple
The above is an advertisement whici
highest possible price in selling coma Tremendous Sale.
in the Belfast Republican Jour
petition with other foods offered for
appears
Notice how few people in Belfast are sufferhere reprint it withousale. Many grow good things for the j ing from Rheumatism since A. A. Howes & Co. nal, and we
charge from a purely philanthropic mo
market and yet do not realize more than offered RHEUMA to the public at 50 cents a tive.
A holder to restrain the more 01
bottle and offered money back to anyone who
less impulsive, not to say erratic, moveone-halt as much cash from the crops as 1 isn’t
pleased
It’s only the skeptics who allow Rheuma- ments of the tail of a cow during th<
they would by carefully grading and
marketing in attractive packages. “At- tism to have the upper hand; wise, broad- process of milking is something for whici

Attractiveness Counts for Much in Making
Sales.
It is one thing to grow choice fruits

tractive

common

GOUT
RHEUMATISM

minded persons have freed themselves from
the merciless grasp of the enemy of mankind.

packages sell the goods,” is a
saying among wholesale com-

and

vegetables,

packed

attractively,

bear direct evidence of careful and clean
handling. The prospective buyer knows,
or has every reason to believe, that if
pains were taken in careful, neat and
clean packing, the goods must also be
clean and of superior quality. Nothing
will detract from the selling qualities of
fruits and vegetables so much as a general air of carelessness and uncleanliness
in packages.
The prospective buyer
thinks, and has many reasons to believe,
that if the goods were handled carelessly and carried in old and soiled pack-

The Fallen Leaves.
Most of the trees which during the
past weeks have been so gorgeously arrayed now stand stripped and bare. It
was as if nature wanted to typify human
life by giving her utmost of glory only
to snatch it away again, so that the contrast might be all the more profound and
striking. The ground is carpeted with
Those who live exrusset and brown.

ages, they are inferior in quality and
perhaps unfit for human consumption.
Much good stuff in this manner is a drug
on the markqf and sells at a discount,
the producer scarcely realizing anything
in growing and marketing it. The commission man is often blamed for unsatisfactory returns from the goods when the
shipper, only, is really to blame through
packing the goods unattractively in old

in the city have no notion of
the enormous volume and weight of dead
foliage which is precipitated upon the
bosom of Mother Earth in the process
of denuding the forests of their royal
garments. It must amount to millions
and millions of bushels and hundreds of
In the forests they
thousands of tons.
lie thick at the feet of the uncrowned
kings; they gradually decay and form
new soil—unless firesget started in their

clusively

packages.

Barrels, boxes, baskets, crates and
other modern packages are now made
and sold by box and basket factories at a
very low price when purchased in large
lots.
The new, clean packages are so
cheap that it never pays to use old ones.
It is the consumer, and not you, in the
end, who pays the extra price for the
new package.
It is your business to
furnish the customer what he wants, if
Jhe is more than willing to pay for it,
with a profit to you for purchasing it
From this point of
for him in advance.
view you become not only a producer
and seller of eatables for the upper
classes, who can afford to pay good
prices, but you become a merchant in the

dry

purchasing and stlling of fancy packages. Every $10 you invest in good
packages will bring back within a few
weeks $20 to $30, or even $50. A neighbor uses parchment paper and cartons
for packing her butter, which is molded
into brick prints. The parchment paper
and cardboard carton for one-pound print
more

over

per

pound

those

■

j

to meet

combustible

masses.

hoottc

rtf

them

will

competition with superior

ages
butter or. the open market.
Jn handling fruits and vegetables for
market, grading for uniform size and
quality is of prime importance. The
tomatoes, apples, pears, or whatever
they may be, should all be of the same 1
kind and size, and all good. It does not
pay to handle and ship poor stuff. In
placing in the basket or box, the top
rows should be straight and uniform
Three tomatoes in a row, with four rows
to the basket, make a dozen tomatoes to
Four such baskets are
the basket.
placed in a crate. These four dozen of
choice tomatoes in the attractive package will sell for fully twice as much as
the same number loose in a large box or
basket. There is good profit in handling
them in this way.
At the fairs this fall several up-to-date
growers are packing a dozen choice
apples in individual cartons. The pasteboard carton, containing the dozen choice
apples, is divided into twelve squares or
compartments, three wide by four long,
similar to the divisons in an egg case. A
single apple, wrapped in tissue paper, is
placed in each division. The apples are
perfect specimens of their kind, one
kind, and uniform in size and coloring.
With the carton filled, the cover open,
and the tissue paper pushed back to show
the shining cheek of each apple, the appearance is perfection for attractive,
fancy packing. The carton bears the
grower’s name, which advertises his
product. A dozen choice apples, packed
in a neat carton, will sell for from 50
cents to $1, twice as much as the same
apples in barrels or boxes, while the exTra cost of packing in this manner will
not exceed 10 cents per dozen, and in
most cases not more than 5 cents per
dozen. Such apples are sold to select
•city trade, and the dozen carton packages of apples is much in demand by
choice customers, who are willing to pay
the price if the quality is there.
Many are now selling apples and other
fruits in barrels or loose, while if they
were packed in new bushel boxes of the
approved market type, the goods would
bring almost double the price. Those
who have choice fruits or vegetables will
make money by wrapping the individual
fruit or vegetable in tissue paper. This
is especially true of apples and toma-

toes.—Exchange.

Colby’s 1,400 Graduates.

Qr»r»n_

Skowhegan Farms.
According

office there

reason to be proud of its
of Colby’s 1400 graduates
has founded a college, 21 have been
college presidents, 90 college professors,
two Governors, 12 United States Senators and Congressmen, 81 members of
State iegis'atures, and 35 foreign mis-

to

are

report from the selectmen’s
368 farms in Skowhegan valued
a

at $282,367 not including buildings or 11 per
cent, of the total valuation of the real estate
of the town. It was found that 147 farms
have 100 acres or more; 32, 200 acres or more;
8 have 300 acres or more; and 2 have 400
acres or more.
Thirty-six per cent, of the
farms of Skowhegan have 50 acres or less.
The average valuation of the farms is about
$10 per acre. The largest farm is owned by
E. N. Merrill who has 640 acres. There are 12
Dr. E. H
farms owned by non-residents.
Stevens of Cambridge, Mass., owning one of
235 acres; the Shawmut Manufacturing Com-

owning islands of 400 acres.

Mineral Paint in Wisconsin.

one

sionaries.

HEALTH RESTORED
ILLNESS.

Mr. Hurd of So. Orrington was a constant
sufferer from biliousness and indigestion. Read
wbat he says:
*'I have used the True “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine for ten years. I was sick for a number of years, could not get any relief until 1
commenced to use ’’L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
It made a well man of me. I use it for most
every kind of sickness in my family and consider it one of the best medicines that is
A. N. Hurd,
made.”
So. Orrington, He.
A large bottle 36 cents at the near-by atore,
or a sample free by mail, if you never used it.

I

/

Fifty-two million dollars is about to be
added to the wealth of the State of Wisconsin as the result of experiments carried out in the mining laboratory of the
University of Wisconsin on the merits of
Wisconsin paint materials. One million
tons of rock containing these materials
have for centuries been lying idle in the
southwest of Wisconsin.; A university
professor has produced from the same ore
paint of every hue and color, from mahogany to colonial oak. All proved fast
colors and every color shows a better
body and is more lustrous than foreign
paints. The different colors are produced
by a difference in the length of the roasting period.

we

but for the

protection of

the

Mitchell

Literary News

and

Notes.

number of Adventure.
It is a Buretu
of Abnormal Litigation story and is as
puzzling, it is said, as The Crimson
Tracks, recently published in that magazine. It is called The Death Cup.
Mr.
Pendexter is a Maine man, born in Pitcsfield 37 years ago. After a long sojourn
in New York as a newspaper man he has
returned to Maine to devote all his time
to literature.
He resides in Norway,
where he was married in 1397 to Helen
M. Faunce of that town.
He is the
author of Teperius Smith published in
1907, and Camp and Trail Series, six
volumes, as well as many short stories
contributed to magazin-s and newspapers.

Tnere is no living American, perhaps,
who has behincf him a life at once so
picturesque, so imaginative, and so full
PORTO RICO’S NEW WONDER.
of the satisfactions which knowledge
From far away Porto Rico come reports of a gives to an insatiate mind, than John
wonderful new discovery that is believed will Muir, whose autobiography begins in the
November number of the Atlantic. These
vastly benefit the people. Ramon T. Marchan, earlier
chapters tell of Muir’s upbringing
of Barceloneta, writes “Dr. King's New Disat the hands of a relentlessly Calvinistic
covery is doing splendid work here. It cuied father and of his passionate struggles for
me about five times of terrible coughs and
the rudiments of an education. A parcolds, also my brother of a severe cold in his ticularly interesting feature of this Nochest and more than 20 others, who used it on vember Atlantic is the first installment
of the letters of Charles Eliot Norton to
my advice. We hope this great medicine will
This collection is
his closer frien is.
yet be sold in every drug store in Porto Rico.’’
taken from his correspondence with
For throat and lung troubles it has no equal. A
George William Curtis during the war.
trial will convince you of its merit. 50c and Another
series, beginning in this nura;
$1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by all
Gamaliel Bradford, Junior,

her, by
paints with a
the portraits

full but accurate palette
of famous confederates,
this first article being on Joseph E.
Johnston, one of the most debated figThere are other arures of his epoch.”
ticles of timely interest and three stories
of
Tinkle
“A Madonna
Tickle.’’byNorman Duncan, “A Holy Man,” by Charles
and
Johnston,
“Perjured,” by Edith!
Ronald Mirrielees. The issue ends with
an entertaining little essay called “The
Order of Morning Prayer,” by Emily
Carter Wight, and a varied Contributors’
Club. We should mention also poems by
George Edward Woodberry and Harrison

VACANCY ON TICKET.
Not Necessary That it be Filled at All.
Washington, Oct. 30. “Political lead-

—

today discussed the effect upon the
Republican ticket should death cause a
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Hand-Crank.

No longer will the caricaturist represent the automobile driver as standing in
a pool of his own perspiration while giving his machine “a husky yank of the
crank,” says Harold Whiting Slauson,
writing in the current issue of Harper’s
Weekly, for the introduction of the 1913
model “self-starting” car by almost all
dealers has made the cranking difficulty
a trouble of the past.
By pressing a
button and releasing a clutch, or some
equally simple method, “a lady can
handle her.

Among the Genealogies recently
bought for the Maine Genealogical Society, Portland, are the following of local
interest:
COLBY.

A Genealogy of the Descendants of
Abraham Colby and Elizabeth Blaisdell,
! his wife, who settled in Bow in 1768. By
One of Them, Concord, N. H. Printed
by the Republican Press Association
1896. 152 pages. The volume is thus

dedicated:
“To my kindred, the descendants of

Abraham Colby, that are now on the
stage, and to the generations that may
come after us, 1 respectfully dedicate
this
volume. —Harrison Colby, Bow,

The national Republican convention July, 1894.”
DYER.
delegated to its national committee
power to nil a vacancy on the ticket,
Ancestry of William Dyer, “The Abbut it is known that the committee will ington Pioneer.”
Proceedings of the
not be assembled at this time.
Dyer Association organized Sept. 16,
Should the Republican ticket receive a 1911.
Edited by Dr. E. Alden Dyer,
majority of electoral votes, and Mr. Whitman, Mass., president of the assoSherman’s death precede a meeting ol ciation 69 pages.
the electoral college, the importance of
CARY.
selecting a vice presidential candidate is
Records of John Cary, the first town
evident, but if, next Tuesday, no presi- I clerk of
Bridgewater, Mass., from 1656
dential electors receive a majority of
electoral votes, then by the constitution to 1681. Published by Loring W. Puffer,
the election will be thrown into th( Brockton, Mass. Wm. L. Puffer, printPamphlet of 14 pages. John
House of Representatives, and the can- er, 1889.
as it was once spelled,
didates to be voted for in the House b.v Carey, or Carew
States would be limited to those voted came to New England from Somersetshire, England, and settled in Duxbury,
for by electors in the electoral college
at the time 25
but the House as at pre ent constituted Mass., in 1639, being
would be unable to make a decision, be- years old. He married Elizabeth, daughter of Francis Godfrey, in 1644.
They
cause the States vote as a unit, and not
later removed to Braintree, and finally
more than one-half of the States art
died
where
he
settled at Bridgewater,
represented in Congress by Democratic in 1681.
members. The decision would, thereCALDWELL.
fore go to the Senate, whose duty is t<
select a vice president. The Senate it
John Caldwell and Sarah Dillingham
limited in its choice to those two candi- Caldwell, his wife, Ipswich, Mass., 1654.
dates who receive the highest number ol
Genealogical records of their descendvotes for vice president in the electors
ants for eight generations, 1654-1900.
thai
it
on
If
results
Tuesday
college.
By Augustine Caldwell, Ipswich.
the .decision rests with Congress, the
John and Dolly Hoyt Caldwell, fifth
selection of the candidate for vice presi- generation. Descendants in Maine. By
dent has the utmost importance, because
Mrs. Sumner Kimball, Lovell, Me.
the Democrats are in a minority in the
Also gleanings, memorials, biographichance
is
,tha< cal sketches of Caldwells included in the
present Senate and the
for
vice
candidate
the Republican
presi records and families allied by marriage.
dent thus selected is made vice presi 1904. Four pamphlets, with 317 pages
dent by the Republican vote in the Sen all told.
ate ana thus succeeds to the presidency.
FLAGGED TRAIN WITH SHIRT
Already there has been discussion ol
the availability of Governor Hadley,
Tearing his shirt from his back an Ohio man
Governor Deneen, Senator Borah, Sena- flagged a train and saved it from a wreck, bul
tor Cummins, Senator La Follette, formH. T. Alston, Raleigh, N. C., once prevented a
er Vice President Fairbanks, Senatoi
wreck with Electric Bitters. “I was in a terriRoot, Senator Burton, Senator Lodge, ble plight when I began to use them," he
Governor Goldsborough and others.
writes, "my stomach, head, back and kidneyi
were all badly affected and my liver waa in bad
A Maine Official.
condition, but four bottles of Electric Bitten
1
a new man."
A trial will
Cyrus W. Davit of this city, secretary ol made me feel like
State, was in Watt Virginia recently aiding convince you of their matchless merit for any
the liquor sellers in their campaign againal atomacb, liver or kidney trouble. Price GO
the adoption of State-wide prohibition.—
Waterville
Kennebec Journal. cents at all druggists.
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TURBINE STEEL STEAMSH
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AND CAftiD
Leave Belfast at 2.00 p.

n

days, Wednesdays,

Thur< !
7.30 a. m
days, Fridays and Saturda
Leave Boston at 5.00 p.
days, Thursdays and Frida
Leave Rockland at 5.1,'
of steamer from Boston
days, Fridays ai d Saturda
FRED W. BOTE, AgeFor

For other

to

Chas. F.

Thompson.
A Cow-Tail Holder

|

HAVE INVENTED AND PATENTED A
1 cow-tail holder to hold a cow’s tail
.luring
milking, and which has proved satisfactory
whenever used. The price is only 25 cents,
and they may be had at the stores or of me.
JOHN PENNEY,
3m38p
Thorndike, R. F. D. 3.
T

|
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CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING

For

and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

Tel. 216-13

ts,

interest in Waldo and adAddress
THE HARVEY OIL CO.,
Cleveland O

Sale

Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street;
9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses;
lot about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON or
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.

DENTIST,
i MAIN STREET,

SPECIALIST

I
Twenty-four years expern
I fitting glasses enables me
glasses will help. Consul't

44 South Main St., WINTt
Office Days, Mondays

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work in Qhir

ing, Shampooing
over

Vjnii#

and Facie: vv

tin,

kinds of H

at■

s

Shiro’s Store, f

23tS

The

our

EYE

parlors

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.

Salesman Wanted

I

full line of all

Belfast,

!

DR, E. H. BOYINGTOI

d- Hand

goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER
Corner Cross and Federal Sir

H. C. HofFses

To look after

Hot

<

your head—
make your fingers obey it.
Actual
Our courses in
Business Practice prepare
you for any position.
Write for our free
Catalog; it shows pictures
our
of
classes—quotes
letters from young folks
like you, who now earn
good money. Call and see
noon—let
tomorrow
me
me show you around our
^
offices. Ask for

jaeent counties.

FARE REDUCE’;
Belfast and Boston

Excellent closet and

particulars apply

Shaw Business College,

£w44p

and

j

resi-

Belfast—containing

stable connected.

Sell

At 52High Street.

BANGOR i.im

storage accommodations. Fine

^

I

rooms

the finest

and cold water in six

BUSINESS
STENOGRAPHY
BOOKKEEPING

i

g
iJw
\g
if

12

I know your ambiI
tions and hopes.
show you how to be
how
to
self-reliant;
#
train yourself for busihow to make
ness;
good, then make money,
Our courses in

K,

of

dences in

and

j-*A

*

MISS EV

1

Hi

William Lincoln West
Kx-YeterhiHry

Industry 1

Iin*i>*Mlor

S.

n<.

VKTKKINA 1
TKKATS

All.

D1SFAM

;!

Iluepital, riuunuii
SI'UING STICK FT.
Il«>h|dtal

BELFAST, MAINE
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Phones—Hospital 59-13.
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York Tribune Farmer j

| New
|
1

"V

=TO T H E=^~

=

j

AND YOUR FAVORITE HOME PARER

j

^The Republican Journal

j

FOR ONLY $2.25.

i

_______

I

J

The Tribune Farmer

w

Is

w

weekly. Special

9

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Sinead, the best known [veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly fcr The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, caie and feeding of all domestic animals,
and bis aiticlcs meet the needs of every practical working farrner ar.d interests everv man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.

9
w

J
w

W

J

W

a

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most

The

subscription price of
To

A

new

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.

subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay
one year in advance we make this liberal offer

%

up arrearages and

•

The Tribune Farmer, one year,
The Republican Journal, one year,

_

The Vanishing

STEAMSHIP
CORPORATOR

cents at all

LOCAL GENEALOGIES.

I

to Young Men

Ir

lGtf

ONLY A FIRE HERO
but the crowd cheered, as, with burned hands,
he held up a small round box. “Fellows!" he
shouted, “this Bucklen’s Arnica Salve I hold,
has everything heat for burns,” Right! also
for boils, ulcers, sores, pimples, eczema, cuts,
sprains, bruises. Surest pile cure. It subdues

!

One

'*1

it is said to be very effective.

druggists.

EASTERN

For Sale

unusual detective story in the December

and

/n
n

Trussell, Belfast

Hugh Pendexter. the short story writer
and author of hoys’ books, will have an

not in-

vacancy for the vice presidency, as then
seemed certain. The situation was outlined as follows:
If his death should occur prior to the
election, it would not be necessary to
make any change in the ballots already
printed and in process of distribution to
the polling places, for no vote is cast diElectors
rectly for the vice president.
are chosen to cast the ballots of their
constituents for candidates for President
and vice president, and while there is a
moral obligation resting on those electors to support the nominees of the
party, the instructions are merely directory and not mandatory. Therefore,
there will be no defect in the ballots to
be cast for the Republican candidates
for presidential electors, even though
they appear, as in some States, upon the
ticket under the name of “Taft and
Sherman,” and Mr. Sherman should
The death of Mr.
then be deceased.
Sherman would of course relieve them,
if elected, from the moral obligation to
vote for him, and the question which
would then arise would be whom they
should vote for in his place. As it is a
party matter, and the governing body in
the party is the Republican national
committ ee, it would be the proper function of that committee to meet and
recommend to them a candidate for vice
president to be voted for by them.
It would be essential to have concerted action in either of two contingencies
—first, if the Republican ticket is successful and, second, if the election
should be thrown into the House of

*

A Glenwood Coal or Gas Ranee for cooking, and ft
Glenwood Parlor Stove, Furnace or Boiler for heating
means solid comfort and less fuel.

gratuitous

milker,

The Range that

Makes Cooking Easy’*

thank our Biddewas

ulenwood
t$

of the inventor of this

useful article

how soon can she geta

%

tended to add to the comfort of the cow

ald.

Maine has

colleges. Out

Address,
••L. F.” MEDICINE CO, Portland, Me.

really

name

ford contemporary for this
publicity. The cow-tail holder

in the corners; they will rush into
the flower beds and fill up the hedges.
There is no dislodging them except by
taking them like fishes by the tail and
yanking them out. They love to get
into tne cracks of the piazza and the
broom is useless in sweeping them away.
They dance with delight to see one's
vexation; they are perfectly conscious of
what they are doing.
The man who looks after suburban
places drives them as far as he can
(after the wind has subsided) into the
gutter, and if he is certain that there is
no policeman in sight slips a newspaper
under one end of the pile and applies a !
match to them. Then he goes away and
lets the fire take its own will. A thin
blue smoke rises; little tongues of flame
flicker here and there, and presently the
j
whole mass is glowing. In an incredibly
short space of time, nothing is left but
gray ashes. If it is not burned school
children passing scuffle through it and
scatter it, and then comes the wind
again and enters into the conspiracy to
make the lawns and grounds once more
disorderly and unkempt.
It is no small delight to scuffle through
dry leaves. The crackling, rustling
sound has a music of its own. Children
of a larger growth will do it if no one is
spying on them. It recalls their own
youth; all such noises and actions and
odors bring back pleasant memories; the l
autumn is a time of retrospection: it is a
sort of old age when the “good old
times’’ seem vivid in the memory. It
has a melancholy of its own. It some- ;
How
how suggests vanished hopes.
many plans have fallen from the tree of
your ambition, have turned brown and
sere and can only be trampled under
foot! Not wholly melancholy either, for
now the early frosts begin to open the
chestnut burrs and the leaves cover the
delicious nuts—others also, walnuts and
butternuts, or as they call them in Maine
oil nuts—and the pleasant bitter acorns.
It is the time when the squirrels are setting human beings good, honest examples of providence. One can see them
at their work through the woodlands,
hiding away their stores against the
winter. They are too busy to play; no
longer will two or three gray squirrels
chase one another up and down the tree
trunks or make loping leaps as they race
It is their haracross the open spaces.
vest time and they feel instinctively that
the day is short and the snow will soon
be here, when they can no longer gather
in their treasures. It is pleasant to hear
their patter among the forest leaves.
Their big nests stand out in the treetops
where when the foliage was on the
branches they could scarcely be seen.
Beautiful as a full-fledged tree is in
summer, its beauty when quite bare is
The fall of the leaves
not less striking.
is therefore attended with many lessons
and with no little charm. —Boston Her-

pany

AFTER YEARS OF

In the

muiate

for her butter in
who do not nack their
She purchases $5
.butter in this way.
-worth of butter packing material and
and sells this material, with her butter,
to town consumers for $25. This is a
handsome profit to make on merchandise,
and it is an advantage to be able to turn
your money over in profit three or four j
times each year. Such merchandising ;
is a legitimate part of farming, or gardening, and those who make money and
are optimistic in their work.
All of the up-to-date farms have attractive, fancy and very sanitary and
convenient packages for eggs to be sold
to hotels, railroads and private customers.
Whether they sell a dozen, two j
dozen or a dozen dozen to one party at
one time, the eggs are packed and sealed
in the neatest kind of an attractive package, and the customers pays for the extra packing with good profit to the producer. All creameries pack their butter
for shipment in approved fancy packtown

highly

\7oof

otonc

of butter costs but about 1 cent, purchased in large lots, and she receives o
cents

and

Vast quantities are annually burned
under the watchful care of farmers and
gardeners, and the spicy odor of the
smoke, if it is not too dense, is pleasant
to the nostrils; it is one of the signs of
autumn. Those who have lawns and like
to see them kept neat are at the present
time in a constant battle with the leaves.
Rake and brush-broom will clear away
the accumulations of a day; but let a
strong wind arise and the leaves instantly thrill with the very spirit of mischief.
They will be seen whispering together;
soon half a dozen wili start up as if alive
and run like mice across the shaven
grass. As the wind increases thousands
of them, like Goths and Huns, will engage in a mad race to see which cohort
will first spread itself over the paths and

The Real Woman Question Is

I

the w'orld has long been waiting. In at
effort to supply this demand student!
have burned the midnight oil and som<
of the best intellects of this and foreigr
countries have been driven to the verg<
of dotty desperation, while the cow hai
continued to switch and switch and smili
and smile after the manner of the typi
cal bovine villian. Therefore, from >
strictly utilitarian standpoint, this new
cow-tail holder is calculated to fill a longfelt want and bring greater peace and
more solid comfort to future generations
of milkers.
From a humanitarian standpoint, however, objections may be made to the use
of such a restrainer. There are no doubl
some cows so pernicketty and so lost tc
all sense of right and wrong that they
switch their tails out of spite, or from
malice, or in a spirit of playful mischief,
but the most of them, we believe, use
their tails only, or largely, as a weapon
to drive away flies and ether annoy ing
insects. Taking this view of the case,
therefore, it would seem to be unfair to
the cow, not to say cruel, to compel her
to wear, even temporarily, any contrivance that would seriously restrict the
range of the natural instrument for protection against one of the most considerable annoyances of a cow’s life. The
question is a broad one. Most persons
who have had large experience in milking cows will hail Mr. Penney’s tail-holder as a godsend and be perfectly willing
to put their greater comfort against the
temporarily decreased comfort of the
There is a chance, moreover, that
cow.
;
this qow-tail holder may contain the
of
a
not
the
idea.
germ
great
Why may
principle here utilized be developed and
made to operate successfully in a contrivance to restrain a kicking horse or
mule? Even as it is, permitting greater
comfort to humanity to offset possible
cruelty to animals, the inventor of a successful cow-tail holder should be set
down as a benefactor of the race. —Biddeford Journal.

RHEUMA takts right hold and attacks the
poisonous accumulations that cause Rheumatism. Gout, Lumbago, Arthritis, Neuralgia and
Kidney troubles and drives them from the
body, Be healthy—happy—sleep well and work
cheerfully. Try RHEUMA.

mission men.
The reason for this is that the fruits

I

•

I

$1.00
2.00

Both for $2.25.
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I—_“I pass >with a brief paragraph the
subject of increasing the supply of eggs
raised to the fact during the winter months, when the
i;
price is higher. That is so important
:s superior in every
from the economic as well as from the
1 he pure-bred will
farmer’s point of view, that it is worthy
and cost less in the a
special paper by itself. In fact, it is
The pure-bred is

s'ti

id'--'
f‘:,

to

!

the writer’s firm conviction, based on experience, that the winter production of
eggs will form one of the bast sources of
income for the average farmer in many
of our northern and central States in the

first
set, and the
.eying again. In fact,
'. tiling,’ and for this
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PULLET THAT LAID AN EGG A

xtract from an article
a ise Ohio farmer who is
.!. pis farm is small.
a: interesting farms in
five-acre tract of land
Darke County, that is
Of recent
Mien Geer.
of “the little farm

Two Pour-Matters in Nip-and-TucK Sailing
Match, Jacksonville to Boston.
Government Expert to Examine the
Boston, Oct. 31. One of the most reRoad* of the State. Particular Attention
markable sea races between large vesWill be Paid to Through Road*.
sels ever recorded ended yesterday when
the four-masted schooners Lewiston, of
E. W. James, one of the engineering Boston, Captain Ginn, and the Augusta
W. Snow, of Bangor, Capt. Armstrong,
experts connected with the United
States Office of Public Roads at Wash- dropped anchor in the harbor side by
ington, arrived at Portland last week to side. Oct. 21st both schooners left Jackmake a scientific investigation of Maine sonville in tow of the same tug, which
brought dropped them off the bar, about 20 miles
highways. This action has beenefforts
of from the city. That night the schooners
about through the combined
Governor Plaisted and the Estate Board parted company and for 900 miles did not
of Trade. At a meeting of the latter come within sighting distance of one anorganization held in Bangor in Septem- other.
Tuesday, when eight miles off Great
ber a special good roads committee was
appointed by President F. E. Boothby Round Shoal, they came within sighting
distance
chairagain, and continued the race
consisting of Lyman H. Nelson,
around Cape Cod and into the harbor.
man; Seth A. Moulton of Sawyer &
Moulton; E. W. Freeman, attorney; W. They were both picked up by tugs yesi L. Butler of Farmington and W. E. terday morning.
They were so close
Davis of Sanford. This committee was when the outer light was reached that
DRINKING AND SMOKING
duly given authority by the State Board the crews were talking together. The
of Trade to investigate the road situa- Mary Arnold hooked onto the Lewiston
On the Increase in this Country. Some
tion in Maine, with a view to presenting and brought her in through Broad Sound,
to the next Legislature such facts and reaching her anchorage in the upper
Startling Statistics.
assistance as it might be able to render harbor just 10 minutes before the tug
The American people are
drinking as
Bronx came in with the Snow towing
a help to future legislation on this
more whiskey and beer and
smoking subject and this committee was given astern.
more cigars and cigarettes than ever beEvery trick known to seafaring men
authority to consult with Governor was
fore in history, according to tax returns Plaisted and Governor-elect Haines.
brought into play by the skippers of
both
vessels to reach here first and the
President Boothby in selecting the
received by Royal E. Cabel, commiscrews
of each craft were confident that
board committee
sioner of internal revenue. From July members of the State
their
vessel would win the race. The
to
the
differpaid particular attention
1st to Oct. 1, 1912, more than
3,800,000,- ent branches of the highway question. schooners were headed for the Gulf
000 cigarettes were smoked, an increase I
It was desired, so far as possible in a Stream, where their speed was greatly
of one billion over the
corresponding small committee of five, to get the dif- accelerated by the swift current. The
period of the previous year, which broke ferent
view-points of this great propo- amazing feature of the contest was the
all records.
sition represented. He was particularly fact that the vessels were so long out of
The nation consumed 33,150,000
gal- fortunate to secure the expert services sight of one another, notwithstanding
lons of whiskey during July, August and
the fact that they sailed over almost an
on this committee of Seth A. Moulton,
September, an increase of 450,000 gal- a civil engineer of the very highest identical course.
lons as compared with that
quarter of
in this State, a man who is
1911, while nearly 1,950,000,000 cigars standing
familiar with road contract
1 thoroughly
were smoked
that
time.
The 1 work and with all the technicalities of
during
Read this
cigar consumption promises to establish the situation from an engineering standa new record.
I have a letter from a prominent Maine
While W.L. Butler of Farmington
point.
A total of 19,800,000 barrels of beer
clergyman in regard to a sickness of one of
is one of the selectmen of that town and
were consumed during the three
months, has been for several years in charge of his children from which I quote as follows:
which was 320,000 barrels more than in the
two-year-old baby was very sick
highways of that vicinity, having at “Our
the same period of 1911.
This some- j
two different times and we came near
built many fine pieces of road.
what surprised revenue officials as beer actually
losing her. We had the best doctors,
\ He is therefore thoroughly familiar with
drinking fell of considerably during the road building from what we might ca l
but they did not know what the trouble
fiscal year ending June 30th last. That
was. In the first sickness she had high fever
the rural standpoint. He is making a
j
decrease was partly accounted for by 1
for several days, and the doctor said it acted
^ai ucuiai o iuuj ui inc Ljutov.v.*
Com’r Cabel by increased popularity of
like scarlet fever, but as there were no other
Lenance. Mr. Nelson, the chairman of
buttermilk as a summer drink. The the
cases he did not think it could be.
Aftercommittee, as is well known, was
wards she broke out in a rash all over her
growing consumption of these articles the originator of the $2,000,000 bond
has greatly augmented the government's
body. The last sickness was similar and
issue idea and has been identified with
revenue.
The internal revenue receipts this movement from the start. As he is
the doctor was puzzled. She was very
for October already more than
nervous
and we feared we would lose her.
$2,000,000 also an enthusiastic automobilist, he will
greater than in October 1911,will eclipse
Your Dr.True’s Elixir was recommended,
see that that viewpoint is not
naturally
all records for any October in the
and after two days' use she passed several
judg- lost sight of. Mr. Davis of Sanford is
ment of Mr. Cabel.
from two to three inches in length,
president of the Board of Trade at that worms
sleeps at
point and has for many years been deep- and is now well and strong and
The Saloon Keepers, Black or White.
nightswithoutf retting, tossing and starting
ly interested in the road question and 'in
as
a fright
she did formerly."
knows how the up-to-date village looks
I will be glad to furnish this clergyis to pay particu“The saloon has no more
in the at this question. He
nesily so
strong and lively as those hatched lrom
hen eggs. For this
reason, then, the
writer would advise pullets for
market
eggs and hens for breeders.
“The falling off of the number of
eggs
from the first year to the second
year of
the hen’s life is about fifty
eggs. This is
quite an item, and because of this fact
many claim that a hen does not pay her
board. At the average price of eggs
during the winter, fifty eggs would
mean about two dollars in
money, which
is quite a loss for each hen.
“Hens that are kept for breeders
should be ones that have never been
forced for heavy egg production. Because of the terrible strain on their
reproductive systems, the larger per cent
of their eggs are infertile, and
what
chicks do hatch are weak.”
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D. P. PALMER’S

| Famishing Goods Store |
t9
A

Its ’not too bad, and not too good,
But I do like to see men dress as they should'

They

^
|R
jj

£

and address to anyone who

? cares to wiite to me.
!N.B.—True's Elixir is the best known
< remedy for all stomach and bowel troubles.

^
{

Purely vegetable, pleasant to take and
.entirely harmless. Expels stomach worms
and pin worms. All dealers, 35c; 50c; $1.00.
Yours for better health,
1

^

^

do it if

they buy their Furnishing
Goods, Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Intercan

2*

Evervverr ), Lamson & Hubbard Hats
and Caps, Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and
Collars, Yale Union Suits—I am agenffor these
goods and they are not to be found elsewhere in
the city—Nice line of Hats and Caps foonestle
woven or

DWIGHT P.

PALMER,

Masonic

*

&

2®
Temple 2*

!
13 Drummond St.,

Auburn, Me.

I

—
--— -•--

Down
^GOES^

Window
Prices.
Our stock is large. We
shall reduce it by giving
the people of Eastern
Maine a chance to buy
Windows at the lowest
price they ever knew.
Come or send at once.

41—

and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
vance;

A Motor Boat Burned.

The motor boat belonging to Walter Arey,
burned in our harbor, Sunday, Oct. 20th. Mr
DOES A HEN PAY HER BOARD?
Arey was running the boat about the harbor
testing her, when sudddenly flames burst out
“Poultrymen are now debating whethin the cabin near the engine. Mr. Arey header the hen or pullet is capable of the
ed the boat for Sherman’s Point, but finally
took to the small boat and tried to tow her
greater egg production. There is gooc
ashore. He finally had to give it up, a? the
argument on both sides.
flames were approaching the gasolene tanks.
"Some claim that, while hens lay lesi
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00 When these
exploded the flames spread rapidthan pullets, they lay larger and heaviei
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The flames were finally extinguished by
of
this
1
fact, the eggi The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10 ly.
eggs, and because
the help of others who went to the rescue, but
command a better price than those laic
The Journal and New Idea Magazine. 2.25 the boat is
practically a total loss and both enThis
is
but
in
The
included
in
our
oftrue,
publications
clubbing
man]
by pullets.
gines are probably ruined. Mr. Arey was just
fers may be sent to different addresses.
sections of the United States eggs an
in condition for the scallop fishing
her
getting
sold without grading, and consequently
The publishers of the New Idea Magazine which begins Nov. 1st. Though the boat was
the small egg is able to command as gooc have advised us of an increase in their sub- insured, the loss of a boat at this season is a
serious one. Mr. Arey has no idea how the
a price as the larger one.
and a consequent advance in fire started.—Camden Herald.
"Others are in favor of pullets, be scription price
clubbing rates, and The Journal and New Idea
cause they lay so many eggs which
A GREAT BUILDING FALLS
they claim, possess a better flavor that are now $2.25.
The publishers of McCalls magazine have when its foundation is undermined, and if the
those laid by hens. No one dispute I
the fact that pullets lay more eggs that > sent us this notice: “The subscribers may foundation of health—good digestion—is athens.
select their free patterns within 30 days after tacked, quick collapse follows. On the first
“The question of which is the better L the
New Life Pills
receipt.of their first magazine by making signs of indigestion. Dr. King’s
hens or pullets,, will never be answerei a
should be taken to tone the stomach and reguon an ordinary post card, stating
request
i
g
It
so that it will please everyone.
that the pattern desired is a free pattern to late liver, kidneys and bowels. Pleasant, easy,
simply a matter of the likes and dislike ,
safe and only 26 cents at all druggists.
which they are entitled.”
of tne individual poultryman.
Total.2,004

THE

WE HAVE SUGGESTED BEFORE THAT IT IS POOR
ECONOMY TO DELAY THE PURCHASE OF RUBBERS
AT THIS SEASON.
WE VENTURE TO AGAIN REMIND
YOU THAT AN INVESTMENT IN MALDEN RUBBERS
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL BE THE MOST SENSIBLE
AND PROFITABLE OF THE YEAR

|

►I

Glen wood
Stoves

PRESTON’S

ti*

Stable
^ Livery, Boarding & Transient
V ashir.gkn sheet jest rff f ain street. I have single and
Is situated
J
Careful drivers if desired. Your
on

B

•

IjJ

double hitches, bucliboards, etc.
patronIy28
Telephones —stable 235-2, house 61-13.
VV. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

age is solicited.

£
^
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LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

>

ristmas greens, pears

FIT

FRESH. NEW RUBBER AND THE BEST OF MATERIALS
AND WORKMANSHIP

j

wi

ran

~li

NEW.
UP-TO-DATE MODELS TO
STYLES OF LEATHER SHOES

Letter!

Parents,

..

/'

SATISFY THE WEARER

—

According to Farm and Fireside an interesting egg-laying contest has been
going on at Mountain Grove, Missouri,
under the auspices of the Missouri State
In this
Poultry Experiment Station.
contest one white Plymouth Rock pullet
laid an egg a day for over seventy-two
ten widely preached
consecutive days, which is probably a
This practical farm world record for continuous
place
egg-produc- business life of the
lar attention to the question of through
of
is
one
Geer
Mr.
: hj
country than has
tion. The highest individual record made
/where the possibility during the first seven months of the con- the smallpox or cancer,,f declared Rev. roads,so that whatever bill may be drawn
Dr. Herbert S. Johnson in a recent ad- for presentation to the next Legislature
into a profitable ac- test was 156 eggs laid by a
pullet. The
will meet the constitutional requirements
o-nsive pursuit of mod- twelve highest records for the first seven dress on “Jack Johnson, the Pugilist
and Saloon Keeper,” at the Warren of the new amendment demanding the
to-date management. months were made by
all
pullets laying
ave. Baptist church, Boston.
equitable treatment of all counties. E.
; into five-acre plots
the way from 156 eggs each down to 144.
“In this address upon the fall of Jack W. Freeman, Esq., is well-known as
nr rotation is followed:
A SMALL BOY’S CHANCE WITH A GARDEN.
Johnson, the world’s most famous pugi- an attorney of prominence and his serco and wheat constituvices will be of great help to the comlist and saloon keeper,” said the
A contributor writes as follows;
The land
.1 are raised.
preach“I live in a small town near Detroit, er, “I wish to state distinctly that I am mittee in drawing up a new law.
tare, while the soil is a
The United States Government mainIiieh is never surfeited Michigan. This town, like nearly all making no attack upon the colored peotains at Washington a highway departsix hundred and fifty towns of similar size, is without an ade- ple. The fact that Johnson is a colored
quate supply of fresh vegetables. This man, if it has any bearing at all, can ment of considerable magnitude. They
; t « maximum depth of
have published a great many bulletins
ich furnish adequate fact does not bother me much, as I have well be urged in extenuation rather than
on highway
construction, have a large
a small garden (fifty feet square, to be
in condemnation.
inderdrainage.
“The colored people of this country number of engineering experts constantexact) in the rear of my cottage, from
rs which he has owned
at work upon this problem, have a
re farm he
has dis- which I have been able to supply my were brought here against their will. If ly
devoted to the
now and again we find
sand tons of manure table throughout the summer.
examples of moral i department especially
“But I also have a small boy who, like lapse, we may well remember that the testing of road building material, and
\ urge portion of this
thus
in
the
last
have
eigftt or ten years
all little boys, is continually asking for slaves learned in the school of vice that
: in the neighboring
He seemed to have no concep- was taught by their white owners and secured an enormous amount of practimg of it, while the pennies.
cal information on this subject. They
cost him from ten to tion of their real value. This, of course, masters.
! was a bad state of affairs, and I decided
“At the same time, I can sympathize are constantly building model roads and
their engineers into every State
efforts in replenish- to find some way for my boy to earn with their feeling that the City Council sending
of Chicago are drawing the color line in in the Union. This department is unhis
ii have not been money.
“My former experience with the their extravagant excoriation of Jack questionably the leading authority in
necessary to mention
grocer’s meager supply of stale greens Johnson. The colored people of this highway matters and it was because of
t progressive countryimmediately suggested the sale of fresh j country may well ask the question why, the broad experience that it has acquired
.ur hundred and fifty
I therefore determined to if the City Council of Chicago is so de- that the State Board of Trade commitfine quality from his vegetables.
tee deemed it desirable, if possible, to
while for the past try interplanting, with the following re- I sirous of punishing a saloonkeeper who
secure one of their experts for Maine.
i is a colored man, they do not exhibit that
eat has never gone be- sults,
“The west side of my garden for about same spirit toward the white men in the The government sends these men out
r .-Is to the
acre, His
application from proper State
:.sh crop has been to- five feet is shaded by maple trees which city of Chicago whose sins and crimes upon
the understanding that
Things I have against the people are 100 times as bad authorities with his
urn from four and are planted in the street.
the
salary and transporquestion of
as those of Jack Johnson.
res
amounted
to found, do not grow there in midsummer.
to
and
from
the particular State
tation
This strip I planted early to radishes,
“Within the past few days a young
■n usually averages
lettuce and onion-sets.
I next planted man in the city of Boston under the in- are taken care of by the government,
to the acre.
the receiving party being responsible
t of the proposition a row each, of salsify, parsnips, planting tluence of liquor, by his own confession,
for his subsistence and transportais a regular Klon- radishes thinly in the same rows. These ! strangled his aged mother to death. An- only
other half-submerged himself in water tion within the State. The State board
nility to draw money, vegetables start slowly, and the radishcommittee having ascertained that a
in an attempt at suicide.
es mark the rows, thus making cultivayears its owner, in
Radishes are ready for sale
“A little north of us a youth 23 years particularly good man would be available
tion easy.
an ample livelihood
from Washington, then proceeded to
is family from the before they do any damage to the young- ; old and under the influence of liquor
matter
up with Governor
his mother in terror for two hours take the
er plants.
kept
of
more
disposed
Highway Commissioner
“Next comes corn, with rows three j at the pistol point.
He then shot a Plaisted and
f produce that was
Hardison. Both of these officials highly
and one-half feet apart and hills three I sheriff, perhaps mortally.
feet apart in the row.
Between the
“Let us not blame Jack Johnson over approved of the idea and Governor PlaisNO FOLKS CAN MAKE
rows I planted spinach and beets, leavmuch.
We ourselves are engaged in the ed has, upon behalf of the State of
MONEY.
application to the
ing just room to run the hand cultivator same business in the city of Boston, Maine, made formal the
of Farm and Fire- between each row.
arrangements
government. Under
through the license system.”
with the Govthe
State
board
made
nnt of how young
by
“Then comes the rows of tomatothe
car on
farms
the
State
will
ernor,
pay
expense of
HAPPY MILBRIDGE.
plants, with rows four feet apart and
the subsistence of the engineer while
Lying farm products plants five feet apart in the row. Toitie cities on commis- matoes
The happiest town in Maine is Mil- here, and the board committee is to look
require plenty of room if they
after the matter of automobile transporin extract:
It never grumbles to the world,
bridge.
tation so that the engineer will have
Ling person in the same way as the corn.
but
each
week
sends
out
such
cheery
lo the city regularly,
"The rest of the space is devoted to
ditions
little
throughout the State, Arrangemessages as the following, through
simple. The eustom- string beans and peas, with a row of
been made for the
'i.e goods picked and
pole Lima beans growing next to a the columns of the Machias Union: ments have already
in the city looks after
transportation and the Maine Motor Co.
high board fence on the east. The fence When the harvest days are over, Mil- of
arson.
Often a large acts as a support to the beans.
Portland, through George A. Wagg,
bridge, the pretty town on Narraguagus president, has generously proffered a
•eked. Thus express
“We have had all the early vegetables
will be found to have raised the
bay,
s are
car and chauffeur for the use of the ensaved, and there we wished for the table, my son has sold most bountiful
crop in its history, and
gineer and committee while covering a
profits to come from the balance (about eight dollars’ worth),
our summer business is over for
although
of the State, and negotiations
goes without saying and the later vegetables look fine.
this year, it looks like a prosperous win- portion
t he exactly as repre"Next year I shall require the boy to ter. The famous Mother Goose brand of are now under way for further assistance
in this line from parties in other parts
hole thing will fail at do at least a part of the work, because
so well and favorably known
of the State.
It is also interesting to
without saying that the sales have come so easy this year sardines,
the civilized world, is packthroughout
el look attractive.
know that this whole program has the
In that he has not learned that it is really ed in
The Island brand of
Milbridge.
warmest
g butter through the hot hard to earn a dollar.”
approval of Governor-elect
clams, which is so well known to all Haines.
uld be out of the queslovers of this class of goods, has been
VARIETY
IN
FRUITS.
TREMENDOUS
ii-r it will be hard and
There is no doubt that Maine is tackIt is probup here for many years.
a big problem and that it requires
In an article entitled “What Varieties put
"King when delivered,
able that four saw mills will be in opera- ling
ay have been several of Fruit to Set.” published in the cur- tion here this winter. The three-masted all the information obtainable before
rent issue of Farm and Fireside, the schooner now
drafting any law that shall lead to the
building in Sawyer Bros.’
of the money recently
bus tried this will say author reports some of the work being
be launched in a few weeks expenditure
will
shipyard
r pleasant work, but it is
authorized by the vote of the people. It
done at the horticultural department oi and it is
that work on a fourprobable
group of young people the Stat Experiment Station at Geneva, masted schooner will commence in the is important that not only the whole
is
State shall be benefitted, but that all
of produce to city New York. Following is a table taker
The freight rates on lumber
roads hereafter constructed shall be contint to private custom- from the article, which gives a list oi spring.
were never so high as at the present
stantly maintained and a permanent
ary thing but pleasant the nutaber of varieties of the different time and our
coasting fleet have been stop
when the country fruits which are actually in the station
put to the leakage of public funjs
a
this
summer.
fine
business
Fish
doing
1 to get the right arti- collection at the
which has hitherto taken place through
present time:
have been plenty in our bay the past
the neglect of maintaining roads after
paying, and they can
Kind
No. of
summer and many large ones have been
1
have been built.
When the weather
Varieties
halibut coming to they
the
caught,
largest
b in not
The State board committee feel much
hard, but cold or
Apples. .513
our notice weighing 320 pounds, and the
over obtaining the services of an
ese young folks are
Apricots.50
largest cod 70 pounds. Many improve- pleased
with such wide experience as
Blackberries.32
"■'tnpt with their shipments are being made on the beautiful engineer
i pick
Cherries.95
Mr. James. There in probably no better
everything so atour
adorn
which
and
it
streets,
buildings
Currants.30
qualified expert in the whole country
cannot fail to sell, and
never looked better for our prosperous
Grapes.282
than he. His investigation and report
ays the best. Cottage
Gooseberries.€2
than at present.
village
will undoubtedly go a long way to clear
'•■radish, country sau33
Nectarines
fruit cake, preserves,
up many of the problems that now conPlums .261
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing trol those interested in
w inter
highway imPeaches.355
vegetables,
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad- provement.
Pears.121
utter, lard, smoked
a

i;
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A CLOSE SEA RACE.

FOR GOOD ROADS.
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All extra nutri^Bg*
tious, too, bem,
cause

i eggs and later wonIt is not
't hatch.
chance afforded the
...
farm work, while,
are and attention, it
h profit.
Why it is,
red puzzles of mod-

good for

cake and biscuits and
pastry and all the rest
of the good things
to eat that good
flour makes.
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!:^k
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thought being given it
■
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“Personally, the writer favors pullets

‘•Ihe eggs of pullets do not
hatch as
well as those of hens. Not
only that
but the chicks do not seem

»io

«

fj

Nothing Better for
Heating or Cooking
—-

Let

us

=

1

§

THE

COE-MORTIMER

NEW

#

|

JACKSON & HALL, Beltast Agents.

COMPANY.

g

YORK.

lv

|

show you

Kitchen Utensils,
Tin, Agate and

AluminumWare,
Cutlery, Etc.
Wlitch8ll&Trussell
Pullets for Sale
PLYMOUTH ROCK PULLETS. Hatched in April and May. Some nearly
C. B. CUSHMAN.
ready to lay.
44tf <
Freedom, Me., R. F. D. No. 2.

7C
I J

They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTIL IZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory m the Country at Belfast, Maine.

THE CHIPMAN MILL
and Seed Srader
Helps Clear the Farm of Weeds.
M. J.

DOW, AGENT, BROOKS, MAINE.

J. WESTON DEANE,
LICENSED AUCTIONEER.
Real Estate. Live Stock, Anything.
Terms Reasonable.

3m38p

FREEDOM, MAINE.

TRUCKING.
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Crose
streets, and they will receive prompt atten~
Telephone connection
, ttf n.
|W. W. BLAZO,
14tf
1126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.
~.

I fluence upon the result of a general election, and a discussion of the evolution of
the presidential office. It thus has the
advantages and disadvantages of an atBELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1912
tempt to present the political history of
the most recent times. Any one competent to prepare such a history must have
BY'
Pl’BLISHED EVERY THURSDAY
been by conviction a member of one of
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co. the two great parties; but it is hoped
1 that any views herein
expressed will be
found not to be colored by offensive parC -1ARLF.S A. PILSBUKY,
tisanship.

The

Years of

Republican Jounral

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
months; 50 cents for three

year; $1.00 for six
months.

The hunters

generally spell

it

dear

and Blood DiseaseDoctors Failed to Cure.
Miss Mabel F. Dawkins, 1214 Lafayette St., Fort Wayne, Ind., writes:
“For three years 1 was troubled with
catarrh and blood disease. I tried several doctors and a dozen different remedies, tut none of them did me any
good. A friend told me of Hood's Sarsaparilla. I took two bottles of this
medicine and was as well and strong
I feel like a different person
as ever.
and recommend Hood’s to any one suffering from catarrh.”
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called S&rsntabs.

Catarrh

We think that all who are familiar
with current political history will agree
that Mr. Stanwood has performed his
somewhat difficult task with skill and
discretion. The publishers are Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 4 Park street, Boston.

Price, $1.75

OBITUARY.

net.

meat.
The Director of the Census estimates
16,000,000 voters in this

that there are

country, including 620,000 women; but
they did not all go to the polls last Tues-

day.
“At midnight, in his guarded tent,
The Turk

was

dreaming

of the hour

When Greece, her knee in suppliance bent.
Should tremble at his power.”
The Turk should get another dream
It seems to be up to him to do
the trembling.

book.

The Atchison Globe asked: “What has
become of the old-fashioned mother who
covered her children’s school books with

calico?” And the Boston Globe replied:
“The city furnishes them now.” What,
the old-fashioned mothers?

In

a

reference

some

William H. Beckwith died at his home at
Citypoint Nov. 4th after a long illness. He
was born in Belfast Oct. 28, 1845, the son of
the late Thomas A. and Hannah E. (Patterson)
Beckwith. He was twice married; first to Miss
Georgia Bixby of the Head of the Tide. Of

time ago to the

The Churches.

Suffering

Greeley campaign it was said that Mr.
Greeley delivered the most remarkable
series of political speeches that had ever
been given up to that time. He spoke
this union two daughters and two sons sur! two and three times a day, without vive—Mrs. Elvin
F. Hanson of Belfast, Mrs.
i repeating
previous utterances. The Maurice Thompson of Brockton, Mass.; Vinspeeches were recalled as read in press cent and Dwight, who live in the West. His
despatches, and we find the estimate we second wife, who was Miss Hattie Bixby, surhave given of them confirmed in a foot vives him, with four sons—John of SpringLeon of Belfast and Clifton and
note to Col. Henry Watterson’s article field, Mass.,
Russell, who remain at home. He also leaves
in “The Humor and Tragedy of the Greea brother, Alonzo Beckwith of this city.
Mr.
ley Campaign” in the November Cen- Beckwith was a farmer during his active life
tury, in which it is said that Mr. Greeley and for many years an interested member of
delivered “a series of speeches of per- the Waldo County Agricultural Society. He
suasive eloquence regarded as unexam- served as a private of the 19th Maine Infantry
pled in the political annals of the coun- in the Civil War and was mustered out May 10,
try.” In the article itself Col. Watter- 1865. He was a member of Thomas H. Mar.L

The services at the

!

JAMES H.

First Parish Church
10.45

(Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at
а. m. Sunday school at noon.

The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2 30 and 7.30 p. m.

The Christian Endeavor of the Baptist
Church will meet next Sunday at 6.30 p. m.;
topic: Temperance progress over the world.

You have known the name
Regal for twenty years.

The services at the Universalist church tor
the week will be as follows: K, 0. K. A. Satur-

name means

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

It means good fit, good wear,
and good looks. Wearing

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not
attend Sunday school at any other church are

son

J
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For the

Is

enough,

long enough,
enough

good.

Wei,

just

Vigor. They

Ayer’s
surely

using it,
Remember,

ingredients
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Suits for Ladies, Misses,

A London style, dressy, modish, but com*
fortr.ble. Flat sole,wide shank, broad tread,
low heel—the fashion notes of this Winter.
Tan Gun Metal Button or 6* A cr|
Tan Russia Calf Blucher H*T.JU

1

Dinsmore

You

Store

Several matters of business
meeting and after receiving
due attention a recess was declared and a supper of sandwiches, pastry and coffee was served in the dining hall. The grange was then reconvened and the choir rendered music. County Deputy G. H. York was present and upon
request exemplified the unwritten work of the
degrees. The meeting was declared open for
visitors and a fine program was presented by
the Lecturer, as follows: Instrumental music
by Margie Reed; reading by Susie Edward.-;
song by Inza and Verna Boyd; remarks and
story by W. S. Jones of Harvest Home Grange,
Brooks; song by Merle Tasker; remarks and recitation by Mrs. G. H. York of Sunrise Grange,
Winterport; song by Nellie Boyd; remarksby J,
H-lMcKinley; remarks by G. H. York of Sur.«
before the

Grange. There were nearly fifty present,
including visiting members. The choir again
sang and the meeting wa3 closed in form.

rise

The News ot Brooks.
Vesta

Wednesday
a

on a

D.

Higgins was in
shopping trip.

Belfast

Ezra Carpenter returned last Saturday from
long trip through Aroostook county.

Mrs. Fannie Hall of Waterville is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs, Wm. Rowe.
The Bennett family have moved from the
Morse house to a farm now owned by F. W.
Brown.
Merton Fogg and family have moved back
from the farm to their village home, which
they recently bought of Chas. Bowen.
Mrs. Capt. Bennett rides out occasionally,
a very precarious condition, and suffers greatly from cancer of the stomach.

but is in

Mrs. Lizzie Smith, who has been stopping
with her sister, Mrs. Rich, for a few weeks,
went to Belfast Tuesday for an extended visit.

The Ellis Bros, hay press is working in this
vicinity this week. It is pressing the hay in
Elmer Roberts barn belonging to Ezra Carpenter.
Mrs, Fogg, accompanied by her sister, Mrs.
Samuel W. Johnson, of Belfast, will go to New
York this week to visit their brother, David A.

are

invited to visit

our

Sunday.
long cold ride, but
they felt fully repaid in going by the pleasure
of the visit.
It

was

a

Mrs. Alfred Huxford is quite seriously ill
with an abscess in the head. Her sister,
Marie Goodwin, is caring for her. Alfred is
also having a hard of it with an extremely bad
case of eczema about the face and head.
and Mrs. Willard Jones, Mr. and Mrs
Fred H. Brown and son Everett, made an auto
trip to Jackson recently and visited the grange.
The Browns were given demit cards for the
purpose of joining Brooks Grange, which they
attend since residing here.
Mr.

ready-to-wear depart,,

B

I
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1

j

:ft

ft.

storm

Saturday night_W. t.
bought part of the appi.
has a crew packing them

B

ft

ft
ft
ft
ft
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B

and Miss Helen Gordon v
day... Mr. and Mrs. Lymar

joying
;

H

A

the Alf M
for Friday night could n<
The cold snap caugnt some
pie with their apples and
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. New
were at Mrs. Victoria A.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Boynton
severe

last week for an extended visit with her
daughters. She will first visit Mrs. Earl Maloney in Westbrook, going from there to Beverly, Mats., for a few weeks’ stay with Mrs,
j Everett Sherman_A. J. Skidmore was a
j visitor in Augusta for a few days last week.
_Miss Mary Kent Davey, w’ho has been er.weeks at her
a vacation of several
home here, left last Friday for Boston and vicinity to pass the winter. Miss Davey had
just returned from abroad when she came
home, where she had spent a year and a half

®

Fred Allen's hall
Mrs
riou3ly ill-Mr. Perley
the house with jaundice

pleton passed Saturday
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Mrs. W. D. Tasker_Mrill. Mrs. Lizzie Kandali a

1

Mrs. Hazel A. Mac!
and studying-W. J. Greeley was a i
business visitor in Belfast Monday.... Mr. Belfast at F. B. Luce's f...
! Enos Hatch, who has been visiting his son, i M. Ricker picked ripe sir
to cast his
and Mrs. Ellen Harriman f.
| Major E. E. Hatch, has returned
vote for Wilson.
ries Oct.27th.. ..Mrs. ( i; |
VV.Howard were in Beifu-;

j teaching

....

j

j

PROSPECT FERRY.

day-Miss Gracia C. Lt,
Mrs. Harry Ginn and little daughter Ruth, j from
Friday to Sunday..
been visiting relatives here, return- j Ricker is at
Tl e Head
ed to their home in Jonesport last Monday.... j Mrs.
Abby S. Daniels
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ginn visited their son Otis !
neighbors dug an acre and ;.
in Brewer last Saturday and Sunday... .Mr.
for her Monday
Mr an
weekand Mrs. Albert Avery of Brewer wTere
ent have gone to
Northp
end visitors of Mr. and Mrs. B. C. AveryMrs. E. B. Ramsay. They a
Mrs. Carrie M. Healey and son Stanley of port to Pittsfield
where i;,
Bucksport visited Mrs. W. D. Harriman sev- of Mr. and Mrs. E. O. (Ten
eral days last week_Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
man is to lay a
pipe to
J Silver visited friends in Bangor last week.... water from a well
nearby
Boston
for
left
train
I Capt. WT. H. Harriman
by
and Ralph I. Morse of
: Nov. 5th, accompanied by his nephew, Sidney j
last week looking over tl,.
I Harrison, who will go to sea with him-W. by Elisha Norton with
a v
i D. Harriman visited his daughters, Mrs. M. B. Mrs. Millie
Hannon was n
Grant and Mrs. J. A. Pierce,in Sandypoint last
evening to Joseph Chapn
i Sunday_Fred Bowdoin visited friends in
D. Jones, Esq.James
! Sandypoint last Sunday.
out an old well in P. ('.
lay a pipe to supply his h.
NORTH SEARSMONT.
| Mr. Raymond Hills of Camden spent Nov. running water.
I 1st and 2nd with his mother, Mrs. A. G. Hills.
Most disfiguring skin
{_Mr. Harry Edison of Lynn, Mass., Mrs.
pimples, rashes, etc.,
; Louise Brown and Mrs. Olive Ladd of Lowell,
Burdock Blood BitterMass., were called here by the illness and tonic, is well recommend
death of Mrs. Ida (Brown) Edison-Mr. A.
MEETING OF WALD'
K. Paul and son, George Paul, of Boston are in
I town and it is rumored that Mr. George Paul
A very
me
| will move his family here in the near future. Pomona enjoyablewas
Grange
esTurner
had
a
narrow
Arnold
I_Mr.
veryr
Sheepscott Lake Grant
He was driving his
cape from death Nov. 1st.
was fine and the attend:
team when his horses became frightened and
who have

|

■

..

ing

dragging him some distance. The horses
Boody.
! were stopped by Charles Atkinson. Mr. TurMrs. F. W. Brown has returned from tl e ner was quite bad'y bruised.... Miss Jessie
Waldo County hospital, where she had been Drinkwater of Lincolnville Beach is spending
|
receiving treatment for some weeks, and we the week with her sister, Mrs. Milbury Hunt...
trust will soon be enjoying good health again. Mr. F. H. Cooper is at home from packing apOur plumber, Harry Hutchinson, accompa- ples in Morrill and vi:inity.Miss Thomas
nied his mother to visit her brother in Dix- of Morrill has been stopping for a few days

mont

B
K

JAMES H. HOWES.

choir followed.

Mrs.

.1

excelled.

breaking class in the 6th degree has bten
County Correspondence.
promised.
Star of Progress Grange, Jackson, held its LIBERTY.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter N. Cargill of Arlington,
regular meeting Saturday evening, Nov. 2nd,
with W. M. Lawrence Cook presiding. The Mais., are in town for a two weeks' stay at the
meeting was duly opened and a song hy the Cargill residence_Mrs. George Cram left
came

B

prevail;^ B

?

THE

B

Childri

Plain-tailored and noveltv Suits in a 1 colors, mi
stripes and novelty weaves, and in all the
fabrics. The quality, workmanship and tit ar

jREGALSh
r

Coat

B

m.

says:
If speech-making ever does any good
toward the shaping ot results, Greeley’s I
the Atchison Globe said: “The party speeches surely should have elected him.
They were marvels of impromptu ora- j
will hand over the reigns of government
tory, mostly homely and touching apwith everything in excellent business peals to the better sense and the
magna- 1
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
The funeral of Everett P. Ames was held
trim and with prosperous conditions in nimity of a people not ripe or ready for
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting: Sunin
their
October
at
10
a.
generous
at
his
late
home
at
25th,
impressions,
convincing
m.,
\
every part of the country. Above all,
and integrity, unanswerable Dark Harbor, Rev. Albert G. Warner, a former day at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
simplicity
the pariy has been true in its principles from
any point of view of sagacious pastor of the Baptist Church at Islesboro, of- at 12 m.; Epworth League praye meeting
and record.”
statesmanship or true patriotism, if the ficiating, assisted by Mr. Upton, present pastor Sunday evening at 6.00 p. m. Praise and
North had been in any mood to listen, to i
service at 7.00 p. m. each Sunday
of the church. Mr. Ames recently weni: to Evangelistic
The Century Magazine, which added reason, and to respond.
the Maine General Hospital at Portland for a evening.
Col. Watterson writes interestingly of
greatly to its prestige and circulation by
There will be a Sunday school Institute in
surgical operation, and did not fully recover
the publication serially of the life of Ab- the Liberal Republican movement and its from
the ether before he passed awray. His the Baptist vestry tomorrow, Friday, evening.
leaders and of the part taken in it by Sam- j death was a
raham Lincoln by John Hay and John G.
great shock to his friends and It will be union meeting of all the Sunday
Nicolay tlS86) and by its series of war uel Bowles of the Springfield Republi- relatives. He was the youngest deacon of the schools of the city. The conference will be
articles, began with The November is- can,Murat Halsted of the Cincinnati Com- Islesboro 2nd Baptist Church and wrill be great- led by Rev. A. W. Bailey of South Hadley,
sue an “After the War” series.
The mercial, Horace White of the Chicago ly missed, as he was seldom absent from any Mass. He is an exceptionally fine teacher and
first article is on the humor and tragedy Tribune and himself, the editor of the Lou- of its meetings. He is survived by his wife, it is hoped there will be a good attendance.
of the Greeley campaign by Col. Henry isville Courier-Journal, and who became Mrs. Louie F. Ames, who was with him in All interested in Sunday school work are inWatterson. There was certainly both known in the campaign as the Quadrila- Portland; also by his mother and by two half vited.
sisters and one half brother. He was 50 years
At a business meeting of
the Baptist
humor and tragedy in that campaign- teral. Whitelaw Reid of the New York
old.
Church, held October. 31st, a unanimous call
unique in our political history—and no Tribune became a member of this comwas extended to Rev. W. F. Sturtevant of
one is better equipped to portray it than
bine. Bowles and Halsted are dead, and
Mrs. Julia E. Lappin, formerly of Searsport,
Freeport to become pastor, and Messrs. 0. E.
of
the
late
Col. Watterson.
Reid, White and Watterson survive. Me., daughter
Joseph and Johanna
Frost, A. K. Braley and C. H. Twombly were
Before giving out his article for publica- B. Morse, passed peacefully away at her home made a committee to confer with Mr. SturteThomas Rolfe of Miibury, Mass., came
tion Col. Watterson sent a copy to Reid 60 Roosevelt avenue, Jersey City, N. J., on vant and make
arrangements. Mr. and Mrs.
home drunk, ordered his wife and chiland White, and their notes accompany Sunday, Oct. 27th. She had been a resident o* Sturtevant motored to Belfast Tuesday and
dren out of the house and then set fire to
for
over forty years.
Mrs.
Jersey
City
Lappin were guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. Frost, at
it in The Century. They naturally differ
Both house and barn
the buildings.
underwent a critical operation in August last
whose home the committee met Mr. Sturteon some points, the most material confrom which she nevei fully recovered. She
were destroyed and two cows and a horse
vant, who has taken the call under considerathe effect of Mr. Greeley’s death was
cerning
a member of Emory M. E. church of Jersey
When Rolfe
were burned in the barn.
tion.
on
the country. It is a very beautiful
City for over 22 years. Mrs. Lappin is surwas brought up for trial the District Attribute Col. Watterson pays the dead vived by her husband, two daughters and one
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
torney reported that Massachusetts law
editor, expressing no doubt his own sen- son. The daughters are Mrs. Alida Littmar
does not make it a crime for a man to
timents, but we agree with Mr. White and Mrs. Lillian Taylor, and the son Edward
Equity Grange, Belfast, held a very interburn a building belonging to his wife,
that it did not have the effect Col. Wat- Lappin.
esting meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
and so the charge of burning buildings
terson attributes to it.
For example HALLOWE’EN
Henry Elms last Saturday evening. A very
IN THE CHURCHES.
with intent to defraud was dropped, and
'His martyrdom shortened the distance
pleasing program was carried out. Doughnuts
to
the
Rolfe having pleaded guilty
charge across the
Wednesday evening, Oct. 30th, was observed and coffee were served at intermission. Ti e
bloody chasm; his coffin very
of cruelty to animals was sentenced to a
filled it”.
‘‘In a wordCreeley did as Hallowe’en in the Baptist, Congregation- meeting next Saturday evening will be held a*
nearly
year's imprisonment. “The law is a more
alist and Methodist churches. In the North the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Seekins.
by his death to complete the work
sort of hocus-pocus science,’’ wrote
church two suppers were served—the suppers
Waldo County Pomona Grange will meet
of Lincoln than he could have done
by
Charles Macklin, who died in 1737, and
of Yesterday and Today. The Yesterday supNov. 13th with Comet Grange, Swanville. The
a triumph
at the polls and the term in
it evidently has not changed much since.
per was given in the dining room, under the address of welcome w ill be by A. T. Nickerson
the White House he so much desired.”
management of Mrs. E. J. Morison, assisted by of Swanville and the response by Ira Veazie.
Mr. White says;
Mrs. Frank E. Wiley, Mrs. Mary Mansfield, The question for discussion will be
There could have been no doubt with
“Resolved,
Chapter V on Greeley is prime, but it is Mrs. Ella Small, Mrs. Fred W. Brown, Mrs. That the American people are suffering less
those weli informed as to the result of
true
to
or
hardly
say
imply that his mar- Alex Lindgren, Mrs. R. F. Dunton and Miss from the high cost of living than from the cost
last Tuesday’s election. With the Retyrdom shortened the distance across the
publican party divided a Democratic vic- bloody chasm, or that his coffin nearly Margaret Dunton. Misses Margaret Hazeltine, of high living; to be opened by J. W. NickerP. Morison, Caro G. Hatch, Louise son.
Reconstruction, Kuklux and Evelyn Helen
tory was assured. Worse might have filled it.
Brown,
Kittridge, Marguerite Owen and
lasted
The 39th annual session of the Maine State
Grant’s
carpet-baggery
thiough
befallen the country than the election of
second term, except in so far as it was Annette Holt, in costumes of “ye olden time,”
Grange will be held in the New City Hall,
Gov. Wilson to the presidency.
We put down (in T.xas and
Arkansas) de- served. The menu included cold chicken, Portland, December 17-18-19, 1912. The indiknow him to be a scholar, and during the spite the Republican party. The South baked
beans, brown bread, hot biscuit, pickles, cations are that more people will be in attenddid
not
real
relief until Hayes raisin
get any
campaign he proved himself to be a gencake, jelly, pumpkin pies and coffee. ance than at any meeting in the history of the
came in, and then only as the result of a
The Today supper was served in the church State
tleman, and an occupant of the'White
Grange. Complete arrangements have
bargain made before the vote of the
House should have these qualifications. Electoral Commission was
parlors under the direction of Mrs. Chas. M. been made by the Executive Committee; retaken.
Craig, assisted by Mrs. J. W. Jones, Mrs. Amos duced rates at the hotels have been secured.
He is committed to a tariff policy opposClement, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, Mrs. C. F. At- Headquarters will be at the Falmouth Hotel.
ed to that under which the country has
THE CAROLYN.
kins, Mrs. E. S. Bowker, Mrs. C. W. Jenness, In addition to the hotels, the Board of
prospered as never before, but as the
Mrs. Leroy Strout, Mrs. C. J. Pattee, Mrs. Ar- Trade of Portland has arranged that those
election has had little disturbing effect An Iron
Rescued
from the Rocks thur
Stermship
Moore, Mrs. W. L. West, Mrs. B. O. Nor- wishing to stop at private houses can do so,
on business we may escape another
Patched
and
leaking, but still a good craft
soup
Mrs. R. D. Southworth, Mrs. C. E. Owen, and all wishing rooms outside the hotels
for all of her five months’ submergence under ton,
kitchen experience.
So great and so
Anne M. Kittredge, Emeroy Ginn, should correspond with Mr. M. C. Rich, Secrethe water, the British steamer
Carolyn arrived Misses
general is the present prosperity that it in Portland Friday morning in tow
of two tugs. Alice E. Simmons and Amy E. Stodaard. The tary of Portland Board of Trade, Portland.
The Carolyn is like a vessel raised.from the
may withstand the proposed changes in
tables were decorated with flowers and daintily This information has already been forwarded
dead, for after being on Matinicus rocks since
the tariff under a Democratic adminis- 'last
spring she was finally raised and is now laid. Both suppers were liberally patronized, to the masters of the various granges in the
tration.
Let us hope so at all events. on her way to Boston to be placed in Stimson’s there was an abundance of food, and some of State. The railroads of the State have granted
dock, where she will again be made ready the tables were laid a second time.
reduced rates and full information will soon
As to President Taft, his fame is secure, dry
for sea.
be sent all the Pomona and
subordinate
ui au tne salvage operations undertaken on I
He will go into history as one of the
There was a large attendance at the Hallow- granges. Business of vital importance will be
ablest and best presidents this country the Maine coast, there has never been any
; that has quite equalled the saving of the Caro- e’en
party in the Baptist vestry, which was presented at each session, for consideration.
has ever had. Had he been a politician lyn. It was last April when she struck on the
decorated foi the occasion with jack-’o-lan- The Board of Trade and the citizens of Portand played to the grandstand he would rocks east of Matinicus. She was heavily loadThe admission fee was two cents per land will do everything possible to make the
terns.
ed with potatoes and paper at the time and
have been re-elected.
when she struck it was thought she would foot, and one cent per inch for fractions of a
visiting Patrons welcome. A reception will be
never be saved.
the
assistance of foot and all were measured at the door. The
Through
tendered the grange in City Hall, Monday
Without a very great addition to the the revenue cutters Androscoggin and Woodand the life saving crews in the vicinity, tallest was six feet and two inches, his ticket evening, December 16th, at which time all will
number of customers,or to the amount of bury
the captain and his men were taken from the costing him 14 cents. The shortest was 4 feet have an
opportunity of hearing the Great
money placed in circulation, half a dozen ; steamer. She was then practically abandoned. 9 inches and his ticket was 17 cents.
Bobbing Organ, called by jpany the best organ in the
I
Several wrecking companies tried to drag
or more new stores have been opened in
for apples was one of the features of the even- world. The 5th degree will be conferred in
I the Carolyn from her position on the
Belfast during the past year or so, to di- but they had to give it up. Finally Capt rocks,
John- ing and caused much amusement. There were the afternoon of Wednesday (probably), and
son bought the steamer for a
vide the business with those already espaltry $700 and several guessing contests. In a can guessing the 6th degree, Wednesday evening. A record
started wrecking operations along his own
tablished. Now, in addition to the con- lines. This was two and a half
months ago. contest, Hosea Rhoades won the first prize and
I
tinued endeavors of the Board of Trade He secured N. E. Gordon, the marine diver of Donald Hall, the booby; while the prize for
South Portland, who directed the submarine
the height of the total number of
to secure more new industries, efforts |
operations. Two and sometimes three diving guessing
should be made to bring trade here that j crews were kept at work. Lighters and power- guests in inches was won by Miss Edna Hopful pumps were also employed. After a
great kins and the booby by Miss Edna Curtis. The
should properly come here but has been I
deal of work, the Carolyn was finally
dragged total height of the guests in inches was 1949.
.diverted elsewhere. The long talked of off the ledges and floated into Rockland harA reading by Mr. Rhoades was enjoyed.as were
bor
electric road from Belfast to Camden—it j holesfive weeks ago. Here repairs to two big the vocal solo
by Miss Hopkins, and the piano
amidships, one forward and one aft were
should also be built to Searsport —would made and Thursday night, the Carolyn in tow ! solo
by Miss Mary Hayes. The “ghosts” which
of
the
tugs Somers N. Smith and Hugh Ross were
be of material help in this direction, and
planning to visit the party and scare
started for Boston. The tug
was to
by building up the intervening country meet the small flotilla at the Seguin
Are you so fortunate as to
mouth of the everybody to death were caught before they
Kennebec
but did not join them until Portland made their appearance and vanished. Apples,
would lead to a yearly increasing summer j
be well satisfied with your
was reached.
and purrpkin pie were
business.
Then the steamer route down
Capt. John Snow,in charge of the towing,de- pop-corn, doughnuts
it
hair?
Eggemoggin Reach as suggested by Mr. ! cided to take no chances with the heavy south- served.
?
east wind outside so came into Portland harrich
thick
!
Mclntire and reported in The Journal of
bor about 10 o’clock Friday afternoon. While
At the Methodist church the young people
! air does not tail
And
Oct. 17th would surely bring many new j off the port, the revenue cutter Woodbury
your
held a Hallowe’en frolic which was enjoyed by
and desirable customers. Belfast has picked up the tugs and the Carolyn and Capt. a
we!':, that is
out?
large number, and the games, tricks and
! Randolph Ridgeley, Jr., stood by until the
today handsomer stores than many larg- j Carolyn came into port. He was ready to give music added to the enjoyment of the All
Eut you may know of some
er places, with good stocks in all lines of | any assistance that might be needed,
Saints’ season. Many attended in fancy cosnot so fortunate. Then
While t he sum laid out by Capt. Johnson in
goods, and prices as low as elsewhere. If jj saving the steamer is a big one, in view of the tumes adding to the fun.
Hair
tell
them about
small amount he paid for the craft, he is sure
you have not been in the habit of com- to
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
realize a handsome profit.
The Carolyn will
will
thank
ing to Belfast to do your shopping, try it remain in Portland until the weather is favorif not beyou after
Call on the dealers whose adver- able to proceed to Boston and then three towonce.
The following transfers in real estate were
boats will have her in charge.
it does
fore.
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
tisements you see in The Journal and we
for the week ending November 4,1912:
feel assured that you will come again.
the
hair.
Show
color
not
Burnham Grange observed Hallowe’en last
E. C. Marden, Swanville, to A. E. and A. S.
to
A large crowd attended
of
list
the
Thursday
evening.
land
in
Swanville.
i
Trundy, Searsport;
In 1884 J. R. Osgood & Co., Boston,
and the evening was much enjoyed by old and
Herbert M. Dodge, Boston, Mass., et als., to
Let
him
decide
doctor.
your
of
the
“A
History
published
Presidency young. The ghosts and witches were much in A. E. and A. S. Trundy, Searsport; land in
their value. He knows.
from 1788 to 1884”—from Washington evidence. The hall was attractively decorated Searsport, (three deeds.)
Joseph A. McKeen, Belfast, to Charles F.
Made by the J. C. A7ER CO., Lowell. Maes.
tidward
to Garfield—by
Stanwood. with bunting, apples, owls, corn, black cats Walker, do.; land in Belfast.
to
Theodore
B.
James
J.
Montville,
Clement,
There was an introductory chapter on and grinning jack-o-lanterns. An admission
Passadumkeag; land in Montville.
To Sift Charges Against Railroads.
the electoral system and an appendix of 5 cents was charged and an interesting pro- Thompson,
Frank L. Marston, Camden, to William H.
of
land
and
nominees
of
gram
Stockton
the
and
the
readings,
recitations,
consisting
ghost
Morrison,
buildings
Springs;
gave
platforms
Rates, classificaWashington, Nov. 4.
conventions of 1884. It was, and is, a march and song, tableaux, and the shadowy in Stockton Springs.
tions, regulations and practices of the New
The
was
folman
was
wise
program
given.
valuable political text book, and has now
York, New Haven & Hartford, Boston & Maine
Car Shortage on the B. & M.
of 30 pies, and after the
and the Maine Central Railroads, which have
been supplemented by ‘‘A History of the lowed by an auction
a
hour
was
availsocial
had been eaten
Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 3. Every
enjoyed
been attacked as unjust and discriminatory in
Presidency from 1897 to 1909” by the pies
wi th games appropriate for the occasion and able locomotive and all of the freight crews of
will be discussed at a
same author, who says in his Preface:
the Boston & Maine R. R. were used today to complaints by shippers,
the telling of fortunes by “Ouija” and “Mag move the vast amount of
freight that had col- hearing at Boston, Nov. 18th.
This continuation of the “History of
t he Fortune teller”. In a booth in one corner lected in Portland for Boston and other points
The Interstate Commerce Commission in
the Presidency” covers the three prefortune from on the B. & M. System.
the hearing today acted in accord
sidential campaigns of, 1900, 1904 and of the hall you could get your
ordering
R.
had
beR.
the
Maine
Central
Last night
of your
1908, together with a somewhat compre- the cradle to the grave and a picture
tween 900 and 1,000 cars of freight in the with a determination of Commissioner Prouty,
out
of
the
wife
handed
or
husband
future
hensive notice of the important political
Maine city and today extras have been to Bos- who it especially familiar with the New Engevents of the whole period, whether witch kettle. The sum of $25 was realised, and ton. in many cases double-headers being used, land railroad situation, to sift all tha charges
to lack of train crews.
to the bottom.
a
owing
did
have
indid
or
not
all voted it a right good time.
4bey
perceptible

election, in view of the
probable defeat of the Republican party,

phenomenal

demand tor Coats at its
h.Xh K
section is more than demonstrating
jt| B
Customers
tell
us
that
our variety
leadership.
jj
styles and attractive prices are second tc none
H
the unprecedented business we are doing seems
i
B
prove this.

CRISPIN
MODEL.

business meeting of the First Congregational Church Oct. 31st Melville C. Hilljwas
elected deacon to fill the unexpired term of
five years of A. J. Knowlton. Mr. Knowlton
had served about six months of the time.

The services at the North church will be as
follows: Junior C. E., Thursday at 3.45 p. m.;
shall Post, G. A. R., was a good citizen, and his I prayer meeting, Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; Castle
genial disposition had won him many friends. North, K. O. K. A., Friday at 7 p. m.; morning
The funeral service was held at his late home worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school
at 10 a. m., Nov. 6th, Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Sunday at 12 m.; C. E. Society Sunday at
pastor of the Universalist church, officiating:, б. 30 p. m.
and the interment was in Waldo.
The services for the week at the First

Before the

With the

our

Begin by wearing

a

I

AND CHILDREN.

Regals puts you in the class
with the best-dressed halfmillion Americans. (

The services next SundaV at Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday
school.

service at 7.30 p.

COATS FOR LADIES.

But you don’t know what the
unless you have
worn the shoe.

day night; preaching service Sunday morning
at 10.45; Sundav school at noon.

cordially invited. Evening

I|

+»B

Sunday

At

HOWES’*

ran,

with her sister, Mrs. Harry Paul....Miss
Bertha Woodbury of Morrill is our new Hello
girl.Quite a number from Victor Grange
attended the meeting of Pomona with Sheepscott Lake Grange and report a fine time.
SANDYPOINT
Mrs. Sarah Clark of Winterport is here for
a visit....Mr. and Mrs. Alanson Bowden and
children spent three days of last week with
relatives in Penobscot-Miss Lucy Leach of
Augusta recently visited at the home of her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. George Crocker.
....Mr, F. F. Perkins returned to Northern

was

opened

B

ft

ft

ft
ft

|B

ft

ft
ft
ft

in dti'

Howes presidint
cers found the Master.
Asst. Steward, Treasun
mona and L. A. Stewan.
didates were initiated
The noon recess was tiiMaster

ors were
ViftQfr
1

well

ft

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

cared for

crraniTP

When the afternoon n
order ten granges respor
fine address of welcome
Lenfest and an interesti:

j
\
j

question, K<
farming is preferable
was interestingly discusMorse. The

fic
<

O. B. Keene, W. Shibles,
sey and C. M. Howes. T
by the choir, song by I. 1'

|

Annie

Tibbetts,

!

instrume.

Tibbetts, “A Musical R>i::
Keene, song by I. P. Grid
Maine Tuesday afternoon, having been at his
The next meeting wi
home since Saturday... The Hallowe’en sup- !
Grange, Center Belmoi;Mrs. Lena West of Lynn, Mass., visited her
per last Thursday evening was a great success. I
following program: Op*Jf
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Perkins, this
Sixty-eight were served at the tables and af- j of Granges; conferring :
week. Sunday there was quite a family re1
terwards listened to an entertainment pertaincess; music; address of w«
union at the Perkins home. Mr. and Mrs. B.
ing to the occasion.... Mrs. Arthur Moore was shorn; response by L. A
Wentworth of Waldo, Mr. and Mrs Daggett
called to another part of the town last week (
discussion: Resolved, 'i
of Morrill and others were present.
by the illness of her mother.... Milford Turner | able for the farmer t
1
Wednesday night, Oct. 30th, Happy Valley is repairing his house.... L. K. Perkins, who
money in the improvetn
Chapter, O. E. S., held a most successful Hal- recently arrived home, is confined to the house i
it in the bank
lowe’en party. The lights were turned low by illn jss. .Arthur Perkins arrived home: deposit
Neg., Fred Marriner; n
and the entertainment was given by the golden !
he
has
been
emfrom
where
Rockland,
Friday
j
host grange.
glow emanating from the grinning faces of ployed on a dredging machine....A car of | gram by
the huge Jack o’lanterns placed about on the
I
farm
was
Perkins
cabbage
shipped from the
desks and piano. Mrs. Dow enacted to per- here last week....Mrs. S. M. Grant and Miss !
and
with
famous
fection the part of the
witch,
Marie Grant visited in Penobscot several days
wierd incantations over the brew in the big last week....F. S. Harriman wTas a business
iron pot called forth the ghosts of departed | visitor in Belfast Wednesday. ...Monday mornEight room house, v>
celebrities and other characters, which were | ing Nov. 4th—fourteen above zero—the cold- furnace heat. Situated
Condon streets, a fand
represented by members of the chapter in cos- est here this season.
port avenue.
tume who slowly “floated” around the hall, reR. W
43tf
MONTVILLE.
turning to form a tableaux on the stage behind CENTER
A pleasant home wedding occurred at the
the witch. Among those which attracted the
home of Mr. Leonard Carter at noon, Oct. 28th,
most attention perhaps, we noticed the beautihis daughter, Marianne, was married to j
ful and stately goddess of Liberty as imper- when
Mr. Charles Littlefield of Thorndike. Rev. AlInez Johnson
sonated by Frances Merritt.
The
Leach of Vassalboro officiated.
made an ideal Poe.
Mary Staples wielded bert
was of white nun’s veiling, and
Carrie Nation’s hatchet with a vim and grin bride’s gown
Miss Viola Carter, w^ore a
determination of purpose not exceeded by the the bridesmaid,
gown of light blue. The groom was attended
Sourness, Fullness.
Belle
£
Carrie.
was
and
Boody
original
only
1
Mr. Lester Nelson of Palermo. The parlor
ach Misery Disappear in
stately Martha Washington, and Vesta Higgins by
was prettily decorated with chrysanthemums,
to
in
as
her
th<
identity
“Tried them all,” yeti
quite mystified many
asters and potted plants. There were twenty
character of Aunt Dinah, a very portly blacl
cured?”
Well, you haven t
and Mrs. Littlefield reMr.
present.
guests
Stomach Tablets or you woul«i
mammy. Other features of the entertainment
ceived a large number of useful and ornamen- with stomach trouble toda>
were solos by W. S. Jones and others, a negr<
tal gifts. They left on the 3 o’clock train for a
Perhaps you bought a t'
character song by Mrs. Higgins, music by tht
two and then let the rest m
to points in the central and westorchestra, etc., after which tables were spreat wedding trip
the cupboard.
of the State. Their many friends
and a lunch of pumpkin pies, twisted dough- ern parts
Make no mistake; if you "
extend congratulations.... Mrs. Calista Sprow 1 Stomach Tablets regular
nuts, cheese and coffee served. All presenl
and Miss Nancy Sprowl are visiting Mrs. end all stomach misery and
greatly enjoyed the evening, and were en
and vigorous ami
Sprowl’s daughter, Mrs. Leslie Sylvester, in strong
ii
entertainments
for
future
thused to plan
the heartiest meal as tin
and daugh- America.
Clement
Penson
Jefferson_Mrs.
in
demant
was
the chapter. Union hall
great
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. S.
If you suffer from Indigo'
that night, as beside the Hallowe'en party, tht ter visited
of the
Maccabee’s were holding a meeting in the Erskine, last week....Mr. Frank Whitcomb, Gastritis, Catarrh
Stomach
Misery A. A. Hotfes
grange room,followed by an oyster stew in tht 1 who has been employed the past season by ized to refund
'•
your money
banquet hall, and in the main hall on tht Mt. T. S. Erskine, has returned to his home in fled with the results
obtained
a ful
Marts
was
floor
All
entertaining
ground
Waldo... .There was a Hallowe'en dance at Price 60 cents.
house with his vaudeville show.
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j EVERYbody wears stockings, but
Everybody doesn’t have to

Pettigrew.
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I

She

.yes.
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on

begun

was

taken from he

Lermond and hauled in along
above the steamboat wharf
be

re

examination for postmaste
will be held at the custor
iy Nov. 16th. The office is no
ve one but the incumbent will b
,ler civil service rules.
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Holeproofed.

of Belfast’]
He did not oc-

Wells was
:.:ul advertisers.
F.

Tr

one

ace, but every week had someId. He devised the doll adver-

;

Carle & Jones

ch

ertainly striking

use

and

6 pairs for "Him,”
6 pairs for “Yourself,”

\

6 pairs for “The Rest,”

this week

effective.

call for the names of col
the forthcoming
'liamson’s History, the births
,.;lr3 1S75 1900 are wanted, with
and birthplace of parents
of parents is not wanted. An
is requested. This data maj
James C. Durham, Belfast.
the

appear in

to

...

i,ark
disappeared with the
jf tire old tide wate» mill at
Brooksville. It was built in
;r
-ars did a thriving business in
grinding grain. With the
and the advent of Western
di>use. It was built by Ezra I
:»• Martin Gray and later to
has

o’clock.

The

first half

rounds of the
credited with sellelsewhere in the State,
was

ir

First

load of brush
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Quin:
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from a hunting
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mis for the work of the
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ence over
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y occasional
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been ship keeper
has been at this port.
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Friday brought
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closing
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Their sports were cheap and cheery;
Till butter’d so’ns, with fragrant lunt
Set a’ their gabs a’ steerin’;
Syne wi’ a social glass o’ strunt
They parted off careerin’
Fu’ blythe that night.

Saturday morning and Sunday

bic-w

was a

verse:

Wi’ merry songs and friendly cracks,
I wot they did no’ weary:
And unco tales, and funny jokes.

'cither setback to those having
n low ground, and as it has
by freezing weather must rel°ss. The ground was slightly

l

uts, duck for apples in a tub of water, and
perform other harmless fireside revelries.
While the same thing can be said of Scotland,
the Hallowe’en ceremonies of that country

discover who should be his or her partner
life. These customs are summarized in
Burn’s well known poem, “Hallowe’en,” but it
is too long for quotation and not readily understood by any but a Scotchman. Here is the

running off the coast. The
Carlisle was among the craft
K- afier putting her nose outside.
■'

harder freeze.

Sailing Packet Days. Mr. C. E. Mclntire has put in a substantial slip at his fish
wharf (formerly Lane’s wharf) and has a hand
derrick that will handle up to 1,000 pounds—
conveniences that would have been greatly appreciated a third of a century or more ago.
Then a considerable portion of Belfast’s trade
was with the islands and
points along the coast,
by means f small sailing craft. Lauding and
loading were then attended with difficulty.
Boats arriving at low water wou’d anchor off
and land on ihe shore from their
tenders, and
as women often came on these
shopping ex! peditions Walking over mud flats or rocks
covered with slimy seaweed was not an agreeable experience. We recall one incident where
a boat had hauled in on the
upper side of the
steamboat wharf to take on board a cooking
stove, and a rope slipped or broke and the
stove went down between the boat and the
wharf and was a total loss. The Journal at
that time, and later, urged that the city establish and maintain a public landing, the need
for which was evident, and it would have been
a good investment.
In the 70's trade with
Islesboro was carried on mainly by two sailing
I packets, the schooners Nora and Planet The
Nora was 11.32 tons, and was built in Belfast
| in 1870. A few years ago she laid at moorings
| in Gilkey’s harbor and was used to take out sail| ing parties, but she has since disappeared
| from the government list. The Planet is not
1 so easily traced, as our file of
government lists
is not complete, but we find in the 1884 list
the steamer Planet of 20.82 ton hailing from
Islesboro. It was recalled that the schooner
Planet was withdrawn from the packet service, hauled out in what was then Dyer’s yard,
had steam power installed and was to be used in
connection with a canning factory at Camden.
Later Capt. E. L. Williams did a packet business between Belfast and Crow Cove, Islesboro, in the sloop Edith, which he built, sparred
and rigged himself, also making the sails.
Communication with Islesboro is now kept up
by the steamers Golden Rod and Anna Belle.
In
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But this

to

iocompanied by an easterly
bound to the westward made
Portland and some that had sailed
<rt had to
put back, unable to cope

1

fleet.

day.

partook more of a superstitious character:
taking, among rustics, the form of a charm

an-

increased in violence at

1

Mb

of the

its

We have Hallowe’en dances
parties now-a-days, but not the observances of the olden times.
Hallow Even, or
Hallowe’en is the name popularly given to the
eve or vigil of All Haliow’s or festival of All
Saints, which being the 1st of November Hallowe’en is the evening of the 31st of October.
In England it has long been customary to crack

little, laying most of
cottage at Tenant’s Harbor

lsc'i

one

and

tons gross, 80 feet
beam and 9 feet 7 inches

when in commission

any

probably had

Hallowe’en.

the old-time

t. is 69

fws

!

Bangor

with steam

fate of

with mahogany planking and
overhangs, and for pleasure, comand safety would have given her precedsome

extreme

yacht Speranza to New
will be taken there and

’union

be

yachts,

society.

F. W. Hill of

fisherman,

■

the street Nov.

served in grape-fruit Jack-oMan terns, celery,
pineapple whip, cake, coffee and nuts. Those
a
Maine, eachbringing moose,
present w^ere to rs. Cleveland Downes, Mrs.
Mr.
hunters.
Poor’s
by local
! Charles W. Atkins, Mrs. Robert P. Coombs,
,.:.ig up Saturday night in front of
Miss Mary Hilton, Mrs. A. B. Wylie, Miss
some time during the
T, and
1
Edythe Atkins, Miss Georgia Hall and Miss
v
the “bell” as the tuft of hair
Katherine E. Brier.
oder the throat is called, was cut
Fishing Boats. We saw at Mclntire’s
intended
to
As
Mr.
Poor
away.
mounted this is a serious loss, wharf the other one of the present type of
boats. She had a long sharp bow, and
:
ng to pay a reward for the re- j fishing
no bowsprit, the jibstay coming down to the
and ask no questions.
stem head. The jib had a boom and was sheetmcut of Helen,” a pretty little
ed to a traveler, so that in windward work her
id be given by the Guild of the
two fore-and-aft sails required no attention.
in the Colonial theatre on the
A gasolene engine furnished power, to be used
hanksgiving with the following in calm weather or in
moving from berth to
■uce Simmons, Miss Katherine C.
berth. Many of the craft engaged in the fishAnne M. Kittredge, Charles
ing business now depend on power alone, and
a"Ms L. Slugg, Charles Hammons
some of the fishermen have had power inGrace
and
ford.
Miss
L.
Hall
lay
stalled in their sloops. In sailing craft the
ldard were made a committee to
most perfect type yet developed in the Friendadvertising and tickets. Two
ship sloop. We saw one moored in Camden
ees were appointed to arrange
harbor not long ago in a fleet of up-to-date
during the remainder of the

!fiP

I

on

The room was
acting as hostesses.
prettily decorated and the tables daintily appointed and decorated. Yellow chrysanthemums formed the centerpieces and the favors
The menu
were in keeping with the season.
included chicken salad, rolls, olives, fruit salad

,d Robert Gross

ening’s

I

MB

there

payment in ten
$8.25 for egg
stove and $5 for soft.

North,

j

delightful Hallowe’en picnic supper was
Thursday night in the E. K. Brier
millinery parlor, the young latlies employed

to

Mr. A. C. Hopkins,
superintendent of th<
Penobscot Bay Electric Co., has
bought of th«
estate of H. Holton Wood the
real estate o:
the Duplex Roller
Bushing Co. on the wesi
side of Front street, which
includes the irot
foundry, brass foundry and galvanizing build
and
lumber
ings
shed. There ought to De
profitable business for a foundry in this
city
and we hope to see these
plants utilized.
W. J. Ryan will soon make his
annual tour
through Maine, selling the Old Farmer’s Ab
manacs for the coming
year. Though totally I
blind it does not prevent him from
working
Howard Whitten and G. Osborne Lord are tc
his way. Along his route
through Easterr
and Northern Maine he has a
occupy the Dr. G. W. Stoddard house, 120 High
large list oi
patrons, who depend upon him to supply then: street.
with the peoples’ favorite
Castle North K. O. K. A., No. 8f3, will mee
almanac. If youi
name is not on his list, have
it placed there Saturday evening at 7 o’clock this week, inthis year. He is thoroughly
reliable, and your stead of Friday.
patronage will aid a worthy cause.
Bert Wentworth of Waldo is hauling apple:
j
and is using as t
j Deputy Sheriff Charles O. Dickey went tc to Citypoint for shipment
Providence, R. I., last week after Carlo Guido storehouse a building near the railroad statioi
of Frankfort, a
prosperous Italian of thal owned by Levi Clay.
granite town, who was convicted of
Misses Amy E. Stoddard and Marian Well:
illegally
selling liquor in this State and had defaulted entertained at Miss Stoddard’s home Wednesj his
bail. Guido had been before the court day evening in honor of Mrs. Leslie C. Folletl
before and had paid a heavy
fine, but this of Belmont, Mass, who is making a short visit
time failed to appear and gave his bondsmen at her old home.
a”
opportunity to settle for him. It is underThe Journal acknowledges receipt of an instood that Guido was about to sail for
Italy, vitation to attend the opening of the new bankbut Mr. Dickey arrived in time to
capture his ing rooms of the branch of the Waldo Trusl
; man, brought him to Belfast and landed him Company in Unity from 1 to 4 p. m., Nov. 8th
in the county jail.
to inspect the rooms and vault and meet the
At the annual
meeting of Casile
No. i officers of the institution.

|

A

cent off for

prices

Warm, but

served last

coal dealers

put up
egg and nut sizes 50 cents,
,i -oft coal 50 cents, making
and nut $8.65 and soft coal
the

Weights.

Belfast post
for the week ending Nov. 5th. Ladies—
Mrs. Elizabeth Brown, Miss Margaret Craig, (3
letters), Mrs. Fannie Homes, Mrs. Delia D.
Mank, (2 letters). Miss Edith Stubbs, Miss
Welch, Milliner. Gentlemen—James Breslau,
John E. Clifford, Percy Harvey Mr. H. Harvey, James Hanson, Van Jones, G. E. Smith,
Jedediah Stuart, Jessie Webber, Blacksmith.

that went the

;.-es

ter

ters remained unclaimed in the

business, after which
will give the illustrated lecannounced, on “The Grand

ngor

showing Win-

office

i to

mgor
than

are now

SKeS^immoreottom^

of the

;,30

2.00

We

Advertised

parish, gentlemen
attend the first meeting of
church parlor this, Thurs-

the

j

2.00

Good progress has been made the past week
in macadamizing post office square.

the First Parish
rch extends an earnest invitaAlliance of

ors

$1.50

not cumbersome.
Yes—
wiil look as well Six Months
from now as they did the
day you put them on.
Only to be l ad at

>

r

Hdepraof

What’s sauce for the
Gander is sauce for the
Goose.” So madam, instead of Mending, insist
that the whole family is

power craft have been haulei
mter and last week Capt. T. D
ut his sloop Fiona on the bead j
W. B
« the Macomber boat shop.
aunch, the Louise, is still in commis

»

buy largely.

mend them. If “He” did
there would be no question
about

dismasted schoone r
essner, under the direction o I

[

-T
Green Bros. Co. of Lowell.
Mass., who will
soon open a 6 and 10
cent store in Charles N
Black’s block on Phoenix
Row. also handlt
large quantities of fruit, and Mr. Black hai
orders to buy 100 barrels of
baldwins for them
Next season they will canvass
the county and

j

853, Knights of King Arthur, Nov. 1st, the folThe Travellers Club will meet with the
lowing officers were elected: King, Frank Misses
Field, P-imrose Hill, Tuesday, Nov.
Waterman; Seneschal, Harry M. Prentiss; Mas- 12th.
Program; Paper, “Hinduism,” by Miss
ter of the Exchequer,
Wesley Wood; Chancel- Margaret A. Dunton; paper, “Madura and the
lors, Milton Stephenson, William Greenlaw and
of Southern India,” by Mrs. Amos
Harold Coombs; Heralds, Dana Pattee, Francis Temples
Clement; reading, Trichinopoli, by Mrs. R. F.
Robinson; Sentinel, Roy Coombs; Page, Willard Dunton.
Whiting; Degree team, Harry Snow, Louis
Two electric lights have been placed on the
Gannon, Dean Knowlton, Donald Spear, Roy
front of the post office building, one on each
Ellingwood, Eugene Gannon and Ben Parker.
side of the main entrance. These were inThe Castle meets on Friday night of each
week, cluded in the
plan for enlarging and remodeland at the meeting tomorrow
evening the rank
ing the building, but the ornamental iron
of Page will be conferred on five candidates.
brackets for the lights were not received until
W est Belfast. Mrs. Annabel
Underwood, last wTeek.
Jennie Cole and Mabel Miller spent last TuesThe Belfast Musical society at a special
day with Belle Towle in East Belfast....
meeting
Monday night voted to produce, later
Henry Morris, Belmont avenue, has quite a
in the year, the beautiful little opera, The
crew gathering
apples. He will have about
Chimes of Normandy. The best local talent
250 barrels-Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Went- [
will be assisted by artists from outside and it
worth visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred Toothaker
is hoped to get it into shape by the last of
Sunday... Annie McClain of Appleton is !
December.
dressmaking for Mrs. Newcomb, Belmont aveJefferson Smith of Waterviile, Secretary of
I
nue.... Eddie Littefield and Alberta
visDury
ited Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Dyer last Sunday. the Maine Y. M. C. A., will conduct a meeting
-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Toothaker took din- for men and boys only in the Opera House
ner with the Dunn Bros,
in Northport last next Sunday evening. Lakie’s orchestra will
Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs. Wallace of Swanville furnish music and a male quartette wiil sing.
spent Saturday with Mrs. Charles Wadsworth. All the men and boys of the city are urged to
attend. Mr. Smith is an able speaker.
One of the successful up-to-date farmers of
Waldo county is Delbert Paul of Morrill. The
Miss Ella Erskine, teacher of the City point
past season he and his son Clarence, with school, has secured a small organ to be used
one hired man,
have carried on two large during the musical exercises.
Mrs. E. S.
farms, having 22 acres under cultivation. He Pitcher, teacher of music in the city schools,
has raised 1,800 bushels of fine potatoes, and Miss Evelyn P. Morison, teacher of drawhad kthree acres of sweet corn, three acres ing, come to Citypoint once in three weeks to
of field corn and three-quarters of an acre give lessons in the school, and with Miss Ersof pop corn. He will have 250 barrels of kine’s efficient aid the pupils are making good
apples, and has a three-year-old nursery of progress in these branches and in all their
apple trees of four acres in fine condition. other studies.
He has nine head of cattle, two spans of fine
Owing to the South primary schoolhouse befarm horses, and three colts, and has all necesThis fall he ing used as polls for ward one there was no
sary, modern farm machinery.
bought a Hoover potato digger. Outside of session there Tuesday. The other schools had
the work of these two farms his teams have their usual sessions. Beginning Monday the
noon recess of the grade schools was changed
earned over $200 the past season.
to one hour instead of one and a half hours,
Presentation to Mrs. Mary Russ. After the
morning session closing at 11.30 and the
the regular meeting on Nov. 5th, Thomas H. afternoon session
beginning at 12.30. In the
Marshall Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R., served afternoon
there is a recess of 15 minutes, the
one of their five cent lunches to the members
session closing at 3. There is no change in the
of the Circle and Post. The secretary, Mrs.
hours of the High school, which has one sesMary Russ, who will leave for the south next sion, from 8 to 12.45.
Monday, was presented by members of the
Spiritual services will be held in Grand Army
Circle with a fountain pen, a book, a box of
candy, a bouquet of chrysanthemums and hall Sunday, Nov. 10th, conducted by Mrs.
pinks, and postals to remember the Circle with Louise D. Francis of Boston. Her services
on her journey.
The presentation was made last Sunday demonstrated to a large audience
by Mrs. Julia A. Me Keen in her usual
| her grand gift as a physchic, united with her

The sewing circle of the Women’s
Hospital
will meet tomorro v, Friday, at 2
m. at

Aid
the

p.

hospital.

The W. C. T. U. will meet to-morrow. Fri-

day, afternoon with Mrs. Nellie Finch,

25

Church street.

The Methodist Ladies’ Aid society will meet
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Annie
M. Frost, Cedar street.

next

The Loyal Temperance
Legion will meet
Sunday afternoon at 3 p. m. at the Baptist vestry. All boys and girls are
invited.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid
society will have
a picnic parish
supper next Friday evening in
the Epworth League room. The
ladies are requested to be there at 5 o’clock to
arrange the
supper.
next

At the

November meeting of the directors
Home for Aged Women, held
Tuesday
evening, a vote of thanks was extended to
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe of Chicago for the check of
$26 received last month.
of the

Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Mrs. E. P. Frost, No. 42
High street, Monday
afternoon, November 11th. The topic will be
from the Chautauquan

Magazine, “European
Rulers, and chapters eighc.nine and ten of the
C. L S. C. book, “Social
Progress in Contemporary Europe;” roll-call, name some unusual
words from the
chapters of lesson. All members

are requested to be
present.
Poors Mills. Newton
Strong returned to
Boston last week, after
spending the summer
with Henry Wentworth.... Mrs.
Jane Cole and
Annabell Underwood, visited Mrs. Frank Towle
one day last week.... Mr.
and Mrs. Richard
Merriam went to Thomaston last
week, returning Sunday.Lee Wentworth and sister Ida
of Stockton visited their
grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Wentworth
recently.
The Universalist Current Events Club.
The boys in Mr. Frank I. Wilson’s

Sunday

school class at the Universalist church have
organized a club with the following officers:

President, Byron Salters; vice president, Alphonso Ritchie; secretary, Perley Tibbetts; I
treasurer, Vaughn Hayes; executive committee, Percy Dutch, Harland Pattershall, James
Staples, Evan Wilson; Messenger, William
Lunt. The subject for discussion next
Sunday

f r/
|
>

ieJ
'fr*v Iffflirliaria.
'
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Rochester, N. Y.
“fatted
XTO
calf,” for the prodigal son—but we
do offer comfort and satisfaction to the prodigal CLOTHES-BUYER. Those who have
spent riotously in the past for both custom-made and
ready-to-wear clothes—and have not found satisfaction—wiil be surprised at the satisfaction they will
find in Michaels-Stern
garments.
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Not

only

price,

the

but the

\

welcome the

l

Clothes Comfort.

j

prodigal

RALPH D.

place

manner.

These

presents

were a

token of

re-

;

understanding of
which all religions

Universal

on

Ctias.R. Coombs
UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER,
CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY
EVERYTHING MODERN

IN

Caskets and Burial
Suits.
Home

Telephone 48-3

Office

48-4

72 MAIN

STREET,

BELFAST

HILL, OMYHiiville'.

was
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School Children’s
EYES

■

New Stock

Record.

1

Remember the children of today are
the future sight of this great nation,
Not one pair of eyes should be neglected for want of properly fitted glasses.
Your children will receive careful attention from us, we realize their im-

j

j

j

\

portance.

J. H.

WOOD,

0.

0.,

EYE
14

Main

SPECIALIST,
Street, Belfast, Maine.

Over W.

K.

Swift’s Shoe Store.

.j

For Sale
A FRANK HOLTON lORnEI.

Practically
043

new.

Apply to
W.YI. M. THAYER.

WANTED
A

small, convenient tenement
location. Apply to

in

good

CLARENCE E. HALL,
At Southworth’s Store.

|j

1c.to$10,00

Dwere

J==j

l"|

CARLE&JONES'

TNEMENTS
To let or hire, or bargains in
city and
farm property. Call on
8w44

EXPERIENCED

for thousands of others it will do for you. In
any event you cannot lose anything by giving
it a trial on our liberal guarantee. Two sizea,
60c. and $1.00.
Remember, you can obtain
Rexall Remedies in this community only at our
store The Rexall Store—City Drug Store,
Edmund Wilson Prop., 98 Main street.

i

papers,

CATARRH
SUFFERERS
ASTONISHED

’’BALD’HEADS

$

BELFAST, MAINE.

given, Interspersed with readings and
Mrs. Ann Webb and son Charles were guests
including a general paper from the of Mr. William Smart and family in Searsport
Spiritualism,
National Federation on Arts ar.d Crafts. Mrs. recently.... Mr. James Webster has returned,
of the world are founded,
from Knox, where he had been for several
gard for the long services of Mrs. Russ as secPierce’s paper took up the practical side of
interested to induce her to redays.... Mr. and Mrs. Levi Seekins have reretary of the Circle. About 35^were served ; causing many
the work from personal observations at Hull turned from B elfast, where they had been vismain
in Belfast another Sunday and engage a
with lunch. Next Saturday noon the Post will
House in Chicago and the Vanderbilt estate, iting their s<in Herbert for several weeks.
larger hall to accommodate the people. Good
serve a clam stew in honor of their comrades
has a crew of men cutting
Biltmore. She spoke of the experiences dur- Mr. L. D. Holmes
Mr. H. M. Chase bought a
Christmas trees
and sisters who are going south to spend the ! music will be provided for the occasion and all
first year’s work of the Belfast Club heifer of F. J. Webb
the
ing
Saturday.... Mr. and Mrs.
winter. All members of the Post and Circle, thinking people are invited to attend. Come
Frank
of
Belfast
visited his father, W.
Peavey
and displayed many of the articles done by
the Sons of Veterans and Ladies Auxiliary are and enjoy a really Spiritual service and prove
R. Peavey, Sunday, who is ill with a heavy
the club.
Mrs. Pierce was enthusiastic over cold.
for
that
life
is
and
yourself
we
can
everlasting
invited.
cross the bridge between the seen and the un- I the beautiful work done by the Rockland laHallowe’en at Seaside Grange.
The
A GREAT BUILDING FAlLS
dies and hopes to see a flourishing club orhere
and
now.
Com.
seen,
Hallowe’en ball at Seaside Grange hall, on the
ganized there. They will hold a meeting in when its foundation is undermined, and if the
New Advertisements.
night of Oct. 31st, was a great success, both
Read what “The about two weeks for further discussion in re- foundation of health—good digestion—is atsocially and financially, under the manage- Home of Good Values” has to say to the gard to the club.
tacked, quick collapse follows. On the lirst
ment of A. D. Hayes, Elijah Ritchie, Earl clothes-buyer of the Michaels-Stern
| signs of indigestion, Dr. King's New Life Pills
readyBraley and A. B. Smalley. Much credit is due for-service garments, their price, perfect fit
j should be taken to tone the stomach and reguthe committees who served on that occasion, as and wearing qualities... Mr. Edison’s Blue
late liver, kidneys and bowels. Pleasant, easy,
safe and only 25 cents at all druggists.
they were untiring in their efforts to make Amberol Record, is one of the many good
their hall attractive and to entertain the things he has perfected and which is now
i~~
i
public in various ways. The supper, served in offered to the general public. You will find
the dining hall from six to eight, was enjoy- them at Carle & Jones, who sell the Edison
ed by many, the hall and tables being suggesRemember the
Phonographs and records.
tive of the date by the beautiful decorations dates for free repairs on your
phonograph,
which surrounded them. The committee in Nov. 18th, 19th and 20th... .10,000 wives want- Booth’s HYOMEI, the Soothing, Healing,
was
ed
Mrs.
Mrs.
western
J.
A.
Germ Destroying Air Gives Instant
Elijah Ritchie,
charge
by young
farmers, who will guarMcKeen, Mrs. A. D. Hayes and the Misses antee to always wear the Holeproof Stockings.
Relief.
Mertie and Ada Sholes. The ballroom was Write or enquire at The Dinsmore Store_
If you already own a HYOMEI hard rubber
the
occasion in the Halalso decorated for
....You will find the Crispin model in Regal inhaler you can get a bottle of HYOMEI for
I
lowe’en colors of black and yellow, and the shoes at The Dinsmore Store—a London
style, only 50c.is The complete outfit, which includes
$1.00, and is sold by A. A. Howes &
candy-booth and sales-table in the corner, dressy, modish, but comfortable.W. A. inhaler,
Co. on money back plan.
successfully managed by Mrs. E. B. Lunt and Swift sells the Glove brand of rubbers and
With every bottle of HYOMEI comes a
Miss Harris, showed much artistic taste and Arctics-We doubt if there was ever such a ! small booklet. This book tells how easy and
were well patronized by the dancers.
The stock of dolls in Belfast as Carle & Jones now j simple it is to kill Catarrh germs and end
Catarrh by just breathng into the lur.gs over
stage was pleasing to look upon and worthy of have ar.d a sight of the bills for these anc the Catarrh infected
membrane the powerful
mention. Its home-like appearance, with the other toys would be an eye-opener_Winter- yet pleasant antiseptic air of
Eucalyptus from
the
from
inland
forests
the good old-fash- weight Hole proofs at The Dinsmore Storeof Australia. This-book
rays of mellow light
tells
about
the
HYOMEI
treatment for
such
vapor
ioned fireplace, cast
reverential influence warm but not cumbersome-See card of Dr
stubborn Catarrh, Croup, heavy Colds and Sore
upon the crowd that ail seemed happy; even J. H. Wood, Eye Specialist, 14 Main street.
and
other
Throat,
interesting facts.
the old witch who sat by the fire with a smile
of contentment. Jack-o lanterns, scattered
about the hall in profusion, looked wise with
their beaming faces. The decorating commitMarion Hayes, Miss Susie
tee were Miss
Braley. and the Misses Christine and Louine
Sholes. The Grange wishes to thank its members who so magnificently responded to the
committee’s call for aid. Seaside Grange is
a very flourishing
now in
condition and is
of the numerous good things recently perfected by Mr.
Edison, the first to be
among the leading Granges of Waldo county.
=
offered to the general public is the Blue Amberol Record which is now
ready. O
The Blue Amberol Record combines the unsurpassable Edison tone with
FOR
In
the exhaustive tests to which these records
5 practical indestructibility.
A Treatment .That Costs] Nothing Is If
subjected during the process of development, they were played three
Fails.
thousand times and revealed absolutely no variation in tone, volume or
We want you to try three large bottles of
quaUty. They simply refused to wear out. The tone volume of the Blue
Iq
Rexall **93” Hair Tonic on our personal guarAmberol is greater than that of the ordinary record, land in quality it far
antee that the trial will not cost you a penny
excells any record now on the market. The BLUE AMBEROL RECORD
~&AT ££*
if it does not give you absolute satisfaction.
can be played on any phonograph now
equipped for playing the Wax Amberol [o
That’s proof of our faith in this remedy, and
Records. There is no advance in price and nothing to prevent your
beginning n
it should indisputably demonstrate that we
to use the Blue Records at once.
! j
know what we are talking about when we
say
“93”
Rexall
that
Hair Tonic will retard baldWe are mailing out to our regular list of customers 633 phonograms,
O
ness, overcome scalp and hair ailments, and if
but if by any chance your name is not on our
regular monthly mailing list
any human agency can accomplish this result,
it may also be relied upon to promote a new
P,ease wri‘e “s for catalogue and phonogram. We will be very pleased to
O
growth of hair.
mail them to you.
r>
Remember we are basing our statements
Remember the dates for FREE repair work on your phonographs Novemwhat
has
been
upon
I
already
accomplished by
the use of Rexall “93” Hair Tonic, and we
her 18th, 19th and 20th.
Yours truly,
have the right to assume that what it ha done
pleasant
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perfect fit and

wearing qualities will surprise

; At the annual meeting of the Liberty & Belfast Telegraph & Telephone Co. at Center
The steamer May Archer is running on the
Montville Nov. 4. 1912, the
following officers Bucksport and Camden route while the Stockwere elected; Lucius C.
Morse, President; V. j ton is undergoing the usual overhauling preA. Simmons, Vice
President; Clarence H. i paratory for the winter service. The Castine
Smith, Secretary; John C. Carey, Treasurer; J. is at the railroad wharf receiving repairs to \
J. Walker, Volney Thompson, J. F.
Marden, 0. her boiler. She is open to charter for business,
W. Ripley, James H. Cilley. S. W. Shibles and or
pleasure.
L. C Morse, Directors; J. C. Carey, Business
Food Fair. At a meeting of the Belfast
Manager; James H. Cilley, Collector and LineBoard of Trade last Monday evening tfie adverman.
At a directors meeting a dividend of six
tising committee were instructed to pay the !
per cent was declared.—Clarence H. Smith,
advertising bill of The National Magazine if, j
Secretary.
in their judgment, it should be paid. Plans ;
Arts and Crafts. Mr. and Mrs. Edward for a food fair to be held here the week of ;
R. Pierce motored to Rockland Monday, where Feb. 10th to 15th were discussed and the fol- !
Mrs. Pierce, who is the president of the Bel- lowing executive committee was chosen, with
fast Arts and Crafts Club, was invited to give power to appoint any or all membeis of the
an original paper on the “Practical Side of
Board of Trade on sub-committees: W. L. j
Arts and Crafts Work” before
Lady Knox West, H. W. Clark, R. D. Southworth, E. S.
Chapter, D. A. R. The meeting was held at Pitcher and W. J. Clifford. The fair w ill prob- !
beheld in the Belfast Opera House, and
the home of Mrs Jennie T. White, Middle ably
will follow food fairs to be given in Ellsworth
street, with Mrs. Julia A. Burpee, regent of and Bangor, and precede one to be given in
Rockland.
In
of

theChspter, presiding.

j

<

ready-for-service

will be the Turkish War.

lar business session

<
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CARLE &
Edison

JONES,

Phonograph Distributors

in

Belfast,

Me.

n

M. R. KN0WLT0N.

66 High Street.

Shirt Stitchers Remnants

Are wanted by E. EDWARDS & SONS, Natick, Mass. (17 miles from Boston) Steady employment for good stitchers. Prices good.
2w44

We have for sale several hundred
yards of
woven cheviots and madras in
one to three

yards lengths.
2w44

ESTABROOKS’SHIRT

MANUFACTURING CO

The

In unison the two Americans flung the
remnants of their cigarettes on the low

Spectre Bird.

Ling To Fey’s gorgeous junk moved
Blowly up the Huangpo river, the steersman skillfully guiding his unwieldy craft
in and out of the shipping. In the luxurious cabin of the pleasure craft two
Americans were dining with the most

mandarin in northwest China.
a massive bulk of flesh,
was gorgeous in blue brocade.
At his right hand sat Luke Ponsonby,
millionaire promoter of mining industries. His attorney and friend, John
Burnett, sat at the left of the Chinese
potentate.
The attorney knew it required a delicate approach of the crafty and superstitious official, but after many weeks of

Ejwerful
ing To Fey,

table. “There’s what’s left of it,”
said Burnett grimly.
Before the mandarin could command
the servants to kill, Burnett’s hand shot
up in the air with a gesture.
“Excellency, listen! The cry of the
spectre bird!” he shouted.
The mandarin seemed to shrivel in
size as he bent forward, one fat hand
raised to his ear, his face pallid with
fear. The servants had paused as if
frozen in their tracks, with their jet
eyes fixed in terror, arms uplifted, menacing destruction to the two men at the
window.
Then out of the night there came a
strange, unearthy cry. When its last
echo had died away Burnett spoke in a
solemn voice, though his keen eyes

Bkirmishing he had brought together the
principals in the transaction. The sparkled hopefully.
evening on the junk was the result.
“Let all beware who hear the voice
“I presume your excellency,” said of the spectre bird! liet them cease
this
matto
close
Burnett, “is prepared
what they are doing, make peace with
ter now. All that remains is for you to their
enemies, lest they die a dreadful
PonMr.
and
this
give
agreement
sign
death! Listen, excellency! It may come
which
his
for
a
check,
sonby
receipt
again!”
covers one-half of the agreed amount.
Then all at once it did come again in
The remainder will be paid to you at the the
very cabin of the junk and at ihe
expiration of your term of office, when sound Ling To Fey’s huge bulk lifted up
the matter may be made public.”
in the air with an unearthly cry of terror
“Quite true.” murmured Ling To Fey and fell lifeless and twitching on the
“I shall be
in his slow English words.
floor before his dais, dead from very
pleased to discuss the matter when my i fright.
we
will
Meanwhile
secretary appears.
Through the doorway there streamed
enjoy the entertainment.”
| a file of American marines headed by an
He clapped his hands, and a moment
i officer, who leaped forward at the outtwo

later wide casements were thrown open,
revealing the flower boat alongside keeping pace with the junk’s leisurely progThe lanterns in the cabin were exress.
tinguished, and the three men gathered
about the window to witness the spec-

tacle.
Burnett's eyes seemed to pierce the
darkness beyond the lighted boat. His
compelling glance seemed to demand reassurance from something that should be
near at hand, and a vague anxiety crept
into his watching face as no sign appeared.
His eyes finally wandered to the massive head of the mandarin behind whom
he stood. The glowing ruby in the white
velvet cap seemed to pulsate with some

stretched hands of his fellow country-

at the window.
“Just in time, eh?” he beamed as they
voiced their thanks.
“Good thing you
pressed us into service as a body-guard,
eh, Burnett? The Grayling has sneaked
along in your wake for hours. When
the junk was wedged into this creek we
became suspicious that some dirty work
One by one we
was up and scouted.
caught the fellows on deck and put them
into the dispatch boat. Then one of the
boys saw your handkerchief at the window, and we worked the specter bird cry
on them. Does the business every time.”
men

“Where
“The

river.

are we

now?”

Grayling is towing you down the
Another half hour and you’ll be

strange emotion.
in the city.”
After a while the mandarin clapped his
In the early morning hours in Ponsonhands, and the singsong boat diopped by’s rooms at the hotel the millionaire

astern and was seen no more.
As the windows were closed and lights
flared forth Ponsonby drew out his
“The hour grows late, excelwatch.
lency. We wish to return to Shanghai
before midnisht.” he drawled.
The mandarin smiled blandly. His
“I regret
voice was smooth as silk.
that my villainous secretary has been
left behind in Shanghai. I have dispatched |a sampan for him, and in the
meantime we will anchor until he appears. The matter must wait until the
rascal joins us.
The two Americans exchanged quick
glances. The lawyer spoke first.
“If that is the case we will defer the
settlement of this matter.”
“We will await the coming of the
secretary,” purred the mandarin softly.
“It will avoid future unpleasantness
began Burnett with some heat, when
something happened that closed his lips

drew from his pocket the magnificent
ruby that had formed the button on Ling
To Fey’s official cap and handed it to the
lieutenant of the Grayling.
“Theory of the spectre bird saved our
lives, Decker,” he said with emotion.
“Not on your life,” vociferated the

nthpr* “mal'PS

mo

prnvvl tx/hon T tVtinr\f

to death, j
rap if it had been !
an open fight.
Burnett’s forethought in i
asking for escort saved the day!” He
tossed it to the attorney.
That is how Lieutenant Decker sent
home a check that month which enabled
his father to pay off the mortgage on his
farm, while Burnett’s wife wears as a
pendant at her throat the magnificent
ruby that once graced a mandarin’s cap.
Ponsonby does not own any coal mines in

scaling

the

old

Wouldn’t have cared

beggar
a

China.

ing gurgle and then dead silence.
“What was that?” Burnett

asked

Pittsfield personals.
William G. Dobson are
relatives in Troy.

Mr. and Mrs.

visiting

Mrs. Ella Sprowl of Portland arrived
last week to spend the winter with her
niece, Miss Caro Murray.

sharply.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles White of ThornThe mandarin shrugged his fat shoulders, and for the first time his eyes fully dike, who have been visiting their cousins,
opened, and the hatred in their depths Miss Ada E. Coffin and Mrs. Jennie
“A killing—a Hackett, have returned home.
startled th^ foreigners.
small matter,” he sneered.
Miss Caro L. Murray went to MassaThe cry in the night as they passed chusetts this week to
accompany home
servthrough the houseboat city merely
her sister, Miss Edith Murray, who has
ed to strengthen their belief that up been
receiving medical treatment there
here, now beyond the confines of the for some time.
native city, they were quite at the mercy
of the mandarin.
Mrs, Henry N. Fernald of Troy, who
Instinctively Burnett’s hand sought his has been visiting her daughter, Miss
hip pocket and came away—empty. His Alvah Wyman, left Tuesday for Knox,
muttered exclamation prompted Ponson- : where she was called by the serious
by to feel for his own weapon, with the illness of her aunt, Mrs. Susan Gilchrist.

result. Some time since their arBert Bean of Camden has been in
rival on hoard they had been relieved of
1 town for a few days thi3 week calling
their revolvers.
on old
friends. He assisted the PittsLing To Fey’s yellow hand touched a field Band
in furnishing music for the
gong beside him and the curtains parted
Wilson rally held in Union Hall, Wedto admit the recreant secretary, who
do.ubtiess had been within ten feet of his nesday evening.
master during the entire voyage.
Of Interest to Meat Shippers.
The mandarin uttered a few words in
Chinese and the secretary moved swiftDr. A. G. Young, secretary of the
ly to the heavy draperies that- covered
the walls of the cabin and lifted them State Board of Health, has lately been
informed
one by one,
by Massachusetts authorities
revealing rows of armed
servants in
grim outline against the that until the supreme court of that State
When the Ameri- determines the status of the new law
carved background.
cans had counted thirty in all the last relating to the inspection and the brandcurtain dropped from the hands of the ing of carcasses of animals which have
been slaughtered in other States for
secretary.
“A holdup for sure!” murmured Pon- shipment to the Massachusetts market,
sonby, drawing a small leather covered neither the city board of Boston nor the
book from his pocket. From among State board will concern themselves in
the leaves of cigarette wrappers he the enforcement of the law or enter
drew a thin folded slip of paper, tore it prosecutions for non-compjiance with it.
in two and passed half to his companion. That means that for the present, at
“Smoke your last cigarette, Burnett,” least, butchers and shippers need not
he said significantly, offering his tobac- comply with the requirements of the,
co pouch.
law, but can ship as they did before the
first of September.
uuu.cii nuinc'j saiuuim-aiij
ly rolled a cigarette and watched PonsonHALLOWE'EN AT KENT'S HILL.
by do the same. Then as he touched a
match to his smoke his glance caught
All Hallow’s eve was brilliantly observed at
the malevolent gaze of the mandarin.
Ling To Fey uttered a few sharp the Kent’s Hill seminary Thursday evening
orders and the secretary motioned the with one of the most elaborately planned and
foreigners away from their stand be- successful social functions of the year. All
hind the table. Reluctantly they step- who attended the
party were (masked and
ped aside, careful that their backs should dressed in fantastic costumes and so well was
be against a shuttered uncurtained winthis idea carried out that hardly a person on
dow.
the floor could identify another. Of the local
The secretary opened a wide panel in students Helen Brier of Belfast was a
Spanish
the bulkhead, disclosing a canopied dais dancing girl,“ Herbert Partridge of Searsport
on which was a gilded and inlaid chair.
and H. Phillips Boody of Brooks were children.
On either side of the chair stood one of About 150 people enjoyed the festivities of the
the mandarin’s retainers, splendid in evening. The music was especially fine, conof violin solo, piano duos and orchestra
purple and silver and bearing a tall staff sisting
music. Refreshments of punch, crackers, cakes
tipped with red feathers.
and candy were served. The decorations were
A low lacquered table was placed be- elaborate and in excellent taste.
Bundles of
fore the dais and spread with a cloth of corn stalks surrounded the three central
posts
of
the gymnasium; fortune-telling booths occugolden tissue. Then the mandarin slowtwo of the corners; cats, witches and bats
and
mounted
arose
into
the
chair
of
pied
ly
were to be seen on all sides of the hall, while
state.
“Sons of dogs,” began the mandarin pumpkins with their smiling and fastastic faces
to light the whole. The programs
appeared
politely, “because I am a merciful ruler were very tasteful, hand-painted cards
in figI shall give you an opportunity to die ures of
pumpkins &nd cats, the work of the art
respectably that your wretched souls department of the seminary. Prof. H. Phillips
may be afforded some solace when you Boody was a member of the general committaste the bitter tortures of the nether tee, and Herbert Partridge a member of the
world. I will graciously permit you to music committee.
drink a cup of poison instead of having
your heads cut off as you deserve!”
Ponsonby lounged forward and removed his half consumed cigarette from
between his smiling lips.
“Then the deal is off?” he queried.
Scores of Republican Journal Readers Are
The mandarin frowned thoughtfully.
Learning the Duty of the Kidneys.
do
not
understand
“I
your meaning,”
To filter the blood is the kidneys’ duty.
he said at last.
When they fail to do this the kidneys are
The millionaire explained.
Burnett,
his broad back pressed against the win- weak.
dow, felt the shutter give beneath his
Backache and other kidney ills may follow;
weight. A little rush of cool air came
the kidneys to do their work.
Help
in the opening, and with it came a disUse Doan’s Kidney Pills-the tested kidney
tant sound that awoke every sense.
Ling To Fey was speaking: “The only remedy.
Belfast people endorse their worth.
deal that will be consummated between
B. Robinson, 6 Waldo avenue, Belfast, Me.,
us tonight is that you place the documents that have been drawn up, to- says: “I still use Doan’s Kidney Pills whengether with Mr. Ponsonby’s check on ever I feel that my kidneys are not working
the Shanghai bank, on the table before
right and they relieve me in a short time. We
me.”
this remedy in the house all the time. I
“And after that you may quaff the keep
all that I said in praise of Doan’s
poisoned cup,” answered the mandarin gladly verify
Kidney Pills in 1905 and consider them the best
amiably.
Burnett over at the window had man- kidney medicine to be had.”
When Your Back is
aged to slip his handkerchief through
Lam^— Remember
the crack at Mb back and wedge one the Name.” Don't simply ask for a
kidney
corner so that it fluttered out into the
remedy—ask DISTINCTLY for DOAN’S KIDnight. Then he came forward and stood NEY PILLS, the same that Mr. Robinson had
beside his companion.
—the remedy backed by home testimony. 50c.
Ling To Fey’s face was inflexible in
its cruelty.
“Place the check on the at all stores. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
table!” be commanded.
same

oo

uv.

erations. How Mrs. Bethune
and Mrs. Moore Escaped.

PUNCTUATION MARKS.
Returning from school the other afternoon, a little girl informed her mother
that she had learned how to “puncshate.”
"Well, dear,” said her mother, “and
how is it done?”
“Why, when you write ‘Hark!’ you
put a hat-pin after it; and when you ask
a question
you put a button-hook.”
getting even.

Sikeston, Mo.—‘ ‘For seven years I suffered everything. I was in bed for four
or five days at a time
every month, and so
weak I could hardly
walk. I cramped and

had backache and
headache, and was
so nervous and weak
that I dreaded to see
anyone or have anyone move in the room.
The doctors gave me
medicine to ease me
said that I ought to
have an operation. I would not '.ist-n to
that, and when a friend of my husband
told him about Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and what it had done
for his wife, I was willing to take it.
Now I look the picture of health and feel
like it, too. I can do my own housework,
hoe my garden, and milk a cow. I can
entertain company and enjoy them. I
can visit when I choose, and walk as far
as any ordinary woman, any day in the
month. 1 wish I could talk to every
suffering woman and girl.”—Mrs. Dema
Bethune, Sikeston, Mo.
Murrayville, 111.—“I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
for a very bad case of female trouble
and it made me a well woman. My
health was all broken down, the doctors
said I must have an operation, and I was
ready to go to the hospital, but dreaded it
so that I began taking your Compound.
I got along so well that I gave up the
doctors and was saved from the operation.”—Mrs. Charles Moore, R. R.
No. S, Murrayville, Ilk

WiHiam, aged five, had been reprimanded by his father for interrupting
while hi§ father was telling his mother
about the new telephone for their house.

He sulked awhile, then went

Why Salves Canl Core Eczema
Since the old-fashioned theory of curing eczema through the blood has been
given up by scientists, many dd'-' vr
salves have been tried for skin dis
?■
But it has been found that these salvos
only clog the pores and cannot penetrate
to the Inner skin below the
epidermis
where the eczema germs are lodged
This—the quality of penetrating_
probably explains the tremendous success of the well known liquid eczema
remedy, oil of wintergreen, thymol, glycerine. etc., as compounded in ddd

f troubles but none that we can recommend as highly as this for we know that
D.D.D, stops the itch at once. We jusc
want you to give D.D.D. a trial. That will
be enough to prove it.
Of course all other druggists have
D.D.D. Prescription—go to them it you
can’t come to us—but don’t accept some
big profit substitute.
But if you come to our store, we are
so certain of what D.D.D. will do for you
that we offer you a full size bottle on
this guarantee:—If you do not find that
Prescription.
itch AT ONCE* it
Wo have sold other remedies for skin it takes away the
costs you sot a coot*
Wm. O. Poor & Son, Druggists.

SCOTTISH

RITE

speculative Masonry, appear
appreciated by the craft, in our

to be less
own

city

than in the distant fields, from which it
is a matter of considerable time and labor to make a pilgrimage to attend a
meeting. All present on this occasion
were amply repaid, as the work was of a
high order and there nas been some notable improvements in the manner of presenting it. The lodge of Perfection met
at 2.30 p. m. and conferred the 14th degree, the others from the Fourth up being communicated. At 6.45 a banquet,
of which chicken pie was a prominent
and much admired course, was served by
the ladies of Golden Rod chapter, O.E.S.
The invocation was offered by Companion
Thomas Hawken, and during the banquet a beautiful concert was rendered
by an orchestia under the leadership of
Dr. I. E. Luce, of Thomaston, which
also furnished appropriate music for the
work in the evening. Rockland Council
of Princes of Jerusalem began conferring the loth and 16th degrees about
eight o’clock, and it was nearly 11 before the candidates were finally proclaimed as Princes of the order and
Knights of the East and Sword. Those
receiving the several degrees were—
Louis S. Shiro, George C. Trussed, Frank
R. Keene, Fred E. Ellis, Belfast; George
T. Stewart, Rockland.
The brotherhoods enjoyed an unexpected pleasure in
the presence of Illustrious Brother William C. Mason, M. D., of Bangor,Deputy
for Maine, who made an official visit and
inspection of the work of Lodge and
Council. In the presentation of the
dramatic portions of the work, in both
bodies, the following named gentlemen
took leading parts and acquitted themselves most creditably: Wilmer J. Dorman, Dr. James A. Richan, Albert I.
Mather, Alan L. Bird, Morris L. Slugg,

Dr. George Shorkley, George W. Smith.
—

Rockland

Opinion.

BORDER

STATE

BALLADS.

THE BLUEBERRY PICKERS OF MOUNT

WALDO.

The purple

morn now rosy blooms,
The sun goes laughing up the sky;
Good wife, we’ll leave these narrow rooms,
Our fortune on the heights to try:
This is the day to go abroad

Into the open world of God.
The blueberries are ripening now
On all these rocky ramparts free;
The morning breeze shall kiss my brow,
And cheer be in the heart of me;
With gladness, wife, and with good will,
We will ere night our baskets fill.
At blueberry time, dear wife say
We must be up at break of day;
We are no longer young, to fly
As boys and girls upon our way:
Yet cheerful hearts will aid us while
We chat and travel many a mile.

Tis up Mount Waldo way we are—
The berries there are fine and sweet:
But, husband dear, it is so far
To toil and travel on your feet!
O weary walk ere you come down
From Waldo into Frankfort town.
Dear wife, the dawn is sweet and still,
The dew lies lovely on the ground,
And berries ripe and rare, our f 11,

Grow on the. bushes all around;
So, while we rest, we’ll eat a few,
All large and sodden with the dew.

O, in the light and in the dew,
Our treasure-trove, how beautiful!
These countless beads of perfect blue
It is a heart’s delight to cull;
Then, when high heaven doth on us smile,
We’ll gather pleasant thoughts, the while.
And oh! its grand to look away
To seaward, through the mountain air,
Adown Penobscot’s breezy bay,
And watch the vessels sailing there,
And see the strong tide upward waft
The steamer and the pleasure craft.

Then, if

noontide sun is hot,
In shelter of some friendly rock
We’ll eat the little lunch we brought,
And sit awhile in friendly talk,
And list the powder’s sullen groan,
Where quarry men are blasting stone.
trapse from door to door,
the summer heat,
To sell our little gathered store?
We surely must have bread to eat.
And God will surely give us more
For being glad—though we are poor.

To-morrow,

we

in

Then,

when we’re quit of all our load.
The Lord be praised! we’ll take our way
Thankful along the homeward road,
And in our cottage end the day,
W hat odds, though ours be humble fare,
If Heaven and love dwell with us there?
—Arthur John Lockhart.

(Paster Felix.)
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ANTICIPATION.

ere entitled to the balance ot
his hands for distiibution.
shares therein and order tli

Senator Bailey of Texas was so fiercely attacked by some of his opponents the
last time he was a candidate for re-election that one editor indulged in a circumstantial forecast of what would happen
to him in the county convention the next

accordingly.
Ordered, that the said petit

day.

U

“He was so specific about my finish
that he reminded me of a story,” said
the Senator.
“An influential citizen in
a small town had an attack of
appendicitis. The editor heard the report and
hurriedly made an item of it, which he
printed in this fashion:
‘Our esteemed fellow citizen, John G.
Harris, will go to the hospital tomorrow
to be operated upon for the removal of
| his appendix by Dr. Smith. He will leave
i a wife and three children.’

I

Smokeless

A “warm” breakfast—the kind that sends
you out ready braced for a good day’s work—
should be eaten in a warm room.
You lose half the good of the meal if you are shivering in discomfort while you eat it.
A Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater makes breakfast
a cosy meal for the whole family.
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STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
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tor the Count' ot Waldo.
19th day of October, A. I).

j

No smoke or smell with a Perfection. Easily cleaned. Easily
moved from room to room. An ornament anywhere; a luxury in
the bedroom; a necessity in the sewing-room or the bathroom.
Dealers everywhere; or write for descriptive circular.
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Nutter visited their aunt, Mrs. Ada Colby, in by fhe Jud^e of Pr« bate.
ROCKING FOR TIME.
Ordered, That the said
Palermo, Sunday.... Charles Colby and son all pci sons interested b> pen:,,
A Richmond darkey called upon an old
Walter were in Belfast for a few days last ! «-rder to bo published thn
; in The
Journal,
friend, who received him in a rockingweek-Leola Choate dosed the fall term of lislied atRepublican
AND KUKAGTION.
Belfast, that, they
chair. The visitor at once observed not
j
school at the Vose Fchoolhouse. Nov. 1st. The ! hate Court, to be held at Bel:
only that his host did not rise, but that Office hours—10 a. m. to 12 m.# 1 to 3 p. m
i said County, on tin* 12th <tav
attendance for the latter part of the term was 1»12, at ten of the clock h<
he continued to rock himself to and fro
|
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment.
two
in a most curious way, similar to that of
pupils.
jI cause, if any they have, v
petitioner should not be grant
a person
suffering from colic.
GEORGE I-;. J*
A true copy
“You ain’t sick, is yo,’ Harrison?” CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Attest:
43
Ch s. 1’ Hazi
asked the caller anxiously.
23tf
Telephon connection.
“No, 1 ain’t sick, Mose,” said HarriAt a Probate Coni
held :.r
Mrs.

j

HERBERT
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Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Window

son.

BELFAST

A moment’s silence, during which the
caller gazed wide-eyed at the rocking

figure.
“Den,”

ness

continued

Mose, “why

in

time?”

On and after

Harrison paused not in his oscillations ing

he explained:
“Yo’ know dat good-fur nothin’ Bill
Botts? Well, he done sold me a silver
watch fo’ five dollahs, an ef I stops
movin’ like dis, dat watch don’t go!”
as

DEAFNESS AS AN ASSET.

During

his tenure of office, which was
a long one, no Congressman was held in
greater regard than the late General
Ketchum of New York.
Whether in
Washington or in his home district, he

affectionately addressed

was

al”

or

as

“Gener-

“John.”

One of his limitations, that was hardly
a drawback, was a slight deafness which
attended him in his later years. This
deafness was a cause of much interest
and not a little merriment among his
acquaintances, some of whom seemed
too sure of how much they had been able
to make him comprehend.
“I say, General,” shouted a needy and
discouraged constituent on a Washington street one day, “I want to go home.
Can you let me have ten dollars?”
The General gazed at him vaeantiy.
“What’s that?” he inquired. “I don't
think I heard you.”

Sept. 30, 1912, trains

Burnham and Waterville with througl
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port
laud and Boston will run as follows:
at

FROM BELFAST.
A.M.

Belfast, depart. 7 05
City Point. t” 10
Waldo....+7
7
Brooks.
Knox.. t7
Thorndike....,. 7

Unity.

Winnecook.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.

Benton...

Waterville.
Portland.
Boston.

Bangor.
TO

I want twenty dollars

“Twenty dollars?” answered the Gen“Why, dummit! you just asked
for ten!’’—November Lippincott’s.

eral.
me

P. M.
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ANNIE H. WKBSTKP
in the County of Waldo.
bonds as the law direct'
demands against the estabdesired to present tin-s. u
all indebted thereto are ifji.
ment immediate;v.
I .’.A
Belfast. October 8, 1912.

<

CHARLES W. COOMBS
in the County of Waldo,
bonds as the law directs, a
demands against the esta’
are desired to present ttand all indebted thereto ar<
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DRUGS and,
MEDICINES.
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payment immediately.
Belfast, Octobei 8.1912-3
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Leading

Republican

noon,

4 DMINISTKATRIX’S V
xV senber hereby give'
been duly appointed adnni:
tate of

A.A.Howes&Co.

100-page monthly periodical that is adding to women’s
happiness and efficiency everywhere.
The publishers of McCall’s are planning to spend
thousands of dollars extra in 1913 in order to keep
McCall’s head and shoulders above all similar publications. Every issue will be full of delightful surprises.

—

William and Ann Streets. New York.

All

Each month 1,100,000 copies of McCall’s, brimful of latest fashions, fancy work, interesting short
stories, and scores of labor-saving and money ideas
for women, are welcome visitors to 1,100,000 wide•
awake American homes.
McCall’s is a large, artistic, handsomely illustrated

Price

c

by gives notice tin.i
pointed executor ot the

22

4 45
14 53
5 08
t5 18

Probate

U’

I

Make good your Cellar and
Outside Windows.

Fashion journal in America.
In the matter of dress, McCall’s is indispensable
to every woman. There are over 50 of the newest
designs of celebrated McCall Patterns in each issue.
Is the

Fevers. Congestions, Inflammations.25
Worms. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease..25
Colic. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
Salt Rheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25
Fever and Ague, Malaria.25
Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External, Internal.25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.25

--

Fuel is High!

60
15
32
20

a

;
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GEORGE I
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha

McCall’s Magazine, One Year,
j
The Republican Journal, One Year,
Any 15=Cent McCall Pattern,
McCALL’S

Whooping Cough. Spasmodic Cough.25
Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.25
25
Kidney Disease.
IVervous Debility. Vital Weakness.1.00
Wetting
Bed.25
Incontinence.
SO Urinary
25
34 Sore Thront. Quinsy
77 Grip, Hay Fever and Summer Colds.25
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of prloa.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., OOSMt

!
|

j

Coming!

n—M————WI

Medical Book sent free.
for

Winter is

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
H. D. WALDRON, General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
.Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

Specifics have
the people with

for

Paints

35

t4 30
4 39

Here Is
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tFlag station.

Half-Century.

Humphreys’
been used by

AND

00

AM

MORRILL.
Mr. A. B. Hatch, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Dickey,
Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Bowen and Mr. R. B. Smith
and Miss Zetta Smith attended the meeting of
the Waldo County Veteran Association in Monroe last. Thursday.... Mr. and Mrs. Roy Paul
moved to Belfast last week, where he will be
employed by the Coe-Mortimer Co.... Mr. and
Mrs. Ezekiel Merithew are at Mrs. Orilla Merithew's, where they will board this winter....
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gurney have taken rent in
the upper part of Robie Mears' house.... Mr.
Clarence Paul and Miss Mildred Wentworth
spent the week-end in Camden and Rockport.
....The Ladies’ Aid met with Mrs. Nettie
Pearson last Thursday and will meet with Mrs.
D. O. Bowen Thursday Nov. 14th.... Mr. Herman Merriam was in Searsport several days
last week, where he was employed.
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BELFAST

“Well, General,” continued the needy Unity.
Thorndike.

one, “I’m broke.
to get home.”
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good-

does yo’ rock yo’self dat way all de
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1SUUU1 Relieves sour stomaefe,
lelpitation of the heart Ttisaaw ■lnljlWMl
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Concert and
Ban

Two Marylanders, who were visiting
the National Museum at Washington,
were seen standing in front of an Egyptian mummy, over which hung a placard
bearing the inscription, “B. C. 1187.”
Both visitors were much mystified
thereby. Said one:
“What do you make of that, Bill?”
"Well,” said Bill, “I dunno; but maybe it was the number of the motor-car
that killed him.”

the

What though

have their

“Don’t you love me, too?” asked his
father.
Without glancing at him, William said
disdainfully, “The wire’s busy.”

in

of

'will

1,

to his

over

the Scottish Ritt
meetings
bodies at the Masonic Temple in Rock- mers did
not relish the meal. The counland, Tuesday afternoon and evening, try people did. The landlord charged
Oct. 29th, were fairly well attended, but the country people twenty-five cents,
fifty cents of the travela
majority of those present were from but .demanded
men.
Now, drummers don’t mind
outside the city, and four of the five can. ling
paying fifty cents for dinner, but they
didates for the degree were from Belfast. want everybody else to
pay the same.
It is a remarkable fact that the opporOne of the drummers laid down a half|
tunities offered by the establishment of dollar with a nickel on top. The landlord
the Scottish Rite jurisdictions in the pushed the nickel back.
“My dinner
“Valley of Rockland” for the acquire- I costs fifty cents,” he said sternly.
ment of advanced knowledge and “light”
“I know that,
smiled the drummer,
The

NO.

mother, and, patting her on the cheeks,
said, “Mother, dear, I love you.”

Several drummers stopped at a hotel
a small town in Illinois for dinner.
Among the diners that day were also a
number of country people. The drum-

MASONS.

Hook&Ladder Co

_

THOUGHT IT WORTH A NICKEL.

uv-ii.

DOING THEIR DUTY

A

Against So Many Surgical Op-
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—

into a rigid line.
Out of the night beyond the closed
windows, so loud that it seemed almost
at his elbow, there came a blood freezing scream, followed by a splash, a chok-

WOMEN SHOULD
BE PROTECTED

Lippincott’s.
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Don’t Miss this Extraordinary
By special advertising arrangement
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WEDDING BELLS.

-Cobb French, widow of the
: p French, died Friday
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*
illness, aged 61
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ago.
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Goodyear Glove Rubbers
Are made especially for those
who appreciate the best.

Chester-Weeks. A notable wedding
took place in the Unitarian church in
The contracting
Castine Oct. 30th.
parties were Miss Elizabeth Weeks,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter
Weeks, and Charles Chester of Hancock
Point. Miss Weeks is a graduate of E.
S. N. S., and has been for several years
a teacher in
Presque Isle public schools,
where her pleasing personality attracted

,

|

(^5

The materials used in the
GLOVE brand Arcti&s Are *«asa»!s9'ewi*®*
the highest standard of quality. The
rubber is from the best quality of
tough,
elastic gum to be obtained. The
Jersey
cloth used in GLOVE brand is recognized
as the best made in America—and
the GLOVE factory consumes the entire output of this factory.

I
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friends.
to herself
The
many staunch
groom has been in the Government employ at Panama since the inception of
the canal. The church was very prettily
decorated for the occasion with evergreens and red berries and was filled
funeral services beinj
with friends and relatives of the con-T -moon from the home,
tracting parties. The normal school
frienc
eh, a life-long
faculty occupied prominent seats. W.
of
ex,1 fusion
flowers,
A. Ricker presided at the organ. The
ushers were E. H. Carpenter, C. F.
-thy and love of manj
of
the
emblems
r'ting
Jones, Rosmer Devereux and Boyd BartThese materials are furhad been lived amonf
lett, the matron of honor Mrs. John
has not merely “passec
nished on the latest
Henry, and the bridesmaid Marion Chespassed on” to join the
ter, sister of the groom. The bride enof lasts and are finished with the utmost skill.
styles
who has gone before,
tered the church on the arm of her father
aror eye and fuller faith
| and was preceded by Master Guy Gardand
GLOVE BRAND
ner and Beatrice Stevens, who scattered
great
holy purpose
Of
flowers along the aisle. The bridal gown
it >w, sin and death.
was of crepe de chine over white mesAre the most stylish, comfortable
.mily there remains tc
footwear
three (laughters, Mrs. A
saline, and the veil was caught with
to
be
had.
; i.eolnville,
Mrs. A. H
The bride carried a
orange blossoms.
shower bouquet of white bride roses,
York, Mrs. J. F. Bur
Made
in
all
and
sizes
but
one grade—the BEST
styles
only
lilies of the valley and asparagus.
She
md one son, T. Jen
was met at the altar by the groom and
Camden. One sister
and
the
Rev.
of
best
I.
Wood,
'..piling
Roxbury
man, F,
Walter C. Pierce of Somerville, assisted
.;so survives.
by the Rev. George Peterson of Castine.
The
The two-ring service was used.
arl died Oct. 29th at
bridal party received in the church par_,-r after an illness of
lor, at the rear of the church, which was
hich wms borne with
.
.
filled to its capacity. Later the couple
with no diminuation
left by auto for' Green Lake, and after
life and cheery
,-t in
visits in several towns will sail from
While
rcumstances.
United States will turn to the consideraNew York for Panama. Their address
xpected, her passing
tion of questions
a very wide
affecting the weal of after Nov. 20th will be Ancon, Canal
-w to
the nation, and one of.the livliest at this Zonfe.
Css Pearl was born
Washington, D. C., Nov. 4,1912. The
„i most of her life
time is the speedy improvement of
the
63rd Congress, the Congress to be electTitcomb-Lorp. The marriage of Verr, wht re she was ac- 1
inland waterways of the
country, to the non Titcomb and Miss Helen M. Lord
A ed tomorrow, will consist of 435 memi-naritable work.
end that the threatened
congestion in took
ais church, she was bers, and for their places nominations
place Wednesday evening, Oct.
1 in the efforts of have been made in
It is freight movement, warning of which has
every district.
j 30th, at the Methodist parsonage in
r<.
Her friendliness,
been given by the railroads,
be
com- Brewer.
also to be noted that it is not unlikely
may
The groom, a native of Maine,
ss of spirit
made
|
eliminated.
It is expected that
ve.l far outside her the new House will have more contest- pletely
has for some years traveled extensively,
j
A brief residence ed election cases than any before it, this subject will be given commanding spending, at one
time, a winter in
was followed by a due
Of late he has been engagto the number of candidates running attention at the coming annual conven- j Alaska.
years ago, since
tion of the National Rivers and Harbors I ed in business at Belfast, but recentresided on Third on the several party tickets. There are
ly moved to Bangor, where the young
which meets in Washington j
Congress,
a
few instances in which candidates
p
law, Mr. James C. not
i couple will establish their home.' The
with
the
voted care during the for nominations by their respective par- simultaneously
convening of bride is the daughter of Stephen Lord,
Mr.
two of his life.
the Federal Congress, the dates of the j late of Orrington. She has resided for
ties have failed to comply with the prithe current
;ie of
convention being December 4th, 5th some years in Brewer and is a member
of the First M thodist church of that
survives, Charles S. mary election provisions of the campaign and 6th.
A number of most distinguish- J
i city. She is vqry popular in the younger
publicity law. The delinquents are sub- ed men
in public life will deliver ad- set, and is a prominent member of the
ject to a tine and liable to have their
dresses before the Congress, which is ‘'Priscillas,” of which organization she is
wit's of Isaac Dow,
their opponents
if
elections
contested,
j the third to be married since the beginat Cape, Oct. 18th, j
second in importance to the
Congress of I ning of the year. The newly wedded
have complied with the law and wish to
: about two months.
the
United
President
States,
including
couple have many friends who wish them
contest. The big book in the office of
jh a great sufferer,
with patience and the clerk of the House in which the Taft, Gov. Woodrow Wilson, Secretary the utmost happiness.
of War Stimson, and others
he was tenderly cared
equally promsworn statements of candidates are reShaw Property Sold at Auction.
family, and all that
inent. Senator-elect Joseph E. Ransdell !
aid hands could do corded, shows some remarkable coni
of Louisiana, president of the National
Under the direction of Edward W.
tier comfortable. One trasts in the amounts of money spent
1 nurse, had been with for nominations in the different States. Rivers and Harbors Congress, expects Wheeler of Brunswick, the receiver of
Mrs. Dow was
< ss.
the forthcoming convention to be the the A. W. Shaw Shoe Corporation of
New York, for instance, the largest
an auction was held
in by her friends and
Thursday
greatest in the history of the organiza- Freeport, Oct.
ill he greatly missed. State, having forty-three districts, spent
afternoon,
31st, of the real estate
tion.
owned
the
:: two sons—Henry,
an average, as reported, of but $44.09,
by
corporation. The property
consisted of a saw mill, two lots of land",
Robert C., of Cape, and while
Florida, one of the smallest States
three double houses and four single
Mrs. Willis Carter, of
12,150,000
Apples.
in population, having four districts, spent
houses and a private sewer. A total of
Henry McKevwn, of
The record shipment of iapples from $11,230 was realized as a result of the
Harold Chatto, of South an average of $5,750 to the district. The
Miss Stella, of Cape. A largest amount spent, the limit under the Boston for the season went out in the sale. The highest price paid was $2,800
Leyland Line
also survive her—AlBohemian, for a house on Main street, which was
law, being $5,000, was by Harvey Helm which sailed from steamship
East Boston Nov. 2nd purchased by B. S. Peacock, who also
Hayside, and Amanda in the
eighth Kentucky district, who re- for Liverpool. In her holds were 27,000 purchased the saw mill and machinery
The famwest Harbor.
of $4,865. The barrels, containing more than 12,150,000 for $945 and a lot on the corner of Main
ithy of the entire com- ported an expenditure
smallest sum reported expended was by apples. The fruit was all from New Eng- and Mill streets for $155. Levi T. Patland orchards. The shipment is valued terson purchased two double houses, one
D. L. Thomas, a Socialist candidate in at
about $100,000.
for $1,010 and the other for $1,170.
,iishee of Appleton died the
his outlay beIllinois,
twenty-second
j
vt
28th.
He had been
but
Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
provoke
for
one
Itching
piles
profanity
profani2
cents
postage stamp.
mils and was on his way ing
ty won’t remove them. Doan's Ointment is pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood.
from appearances his
recommended for itching, bleeding or protrud- Burdock Blood Bitters as a cleansing blood
With election over, the people of the ing piles. 50c at any drug store.
and he had got out to
tonic, is well recommended. $1.00 at all stores.
he wagon and got him
.ng up the harness must
as
he was found by
and Joseph Ames, who
a load of
a Camden with
ishee was taken to his
ieian called, who said he
t an hour. Mr. Gushee
nig well for some time, I
art trouble. He leaves
..biters and one son, who
of their many friends.

by her family at
and friends attes
et, her lovable quali
gcity for deep friend
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Dealer—W. A. Swift, Belfast
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Washington Whisperings.
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cuts, burns and bruises.
25c and 50c

"DON’T WAIT TO

everywhere

C.

of the

football team,

and
enlivened by
The
wosongs.
men’s division had two basketball games
in the afternoon and in the
evening presented Sheridan’s “Rivals” in Foss Hall,
with a student cast. Another feature
of the day was the sophomore and freshman drills. The sophomore drill took the
form of an American folk dance
by girls
carrying garlands in the class colors,
green and gold. The freshman drill was
a Grecian dance
by girls attired in white
Grecian costumes.

others.

The program

j

f’”
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earache, toothache, pains, burns, scalds,
sore throat, try Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil, a
splendid remedy for emergencies.
For

WANTED:

A PASTOR.

be young in years, in wisdom old,
His heart transmuted into purest gold,
Fervent in prayer, calm, earnest, modest,
Yet ever bold the gospel truth to speak.

He must

Solemn, yet social; thoughtful, yet urbane,
His dignity most careful to maintain.

To suit the elders he must be true blue,
To please the young folks, must be jolly too.
His preaching must be brilliant, yet profound,
Theology the soundest of the sound,

Must prove his doctrine back from Paul to
Moses
Then down to Calvin, ere his sermon closes,
be trained to speaking extempore,
repeat his phrases o’er and o’er
And when we want a written sermon, then
Must wield a graceful and a practiced pen.
He must

Yet

never

While hurling forth the thunders of the law
With honeyed sweetness must be skilled to

draw,

Must be a potent instrument to use.
In filling up a score of empty pews.
His heart replete with every saintly grace,
A holy calm must rest upon his face.
With soul exalted to the sacred skies,
He must be planning to economize.
And ere he break to us the bread of life
He must be furnished with a comely wife,
For children he must thank the gracious giver,

Yet not be burdened with too full

a

quiver.

If Rev’rand Sir this scrap should meet your
eye

While looking for

a

pulpit, please apply.

For sotto voce, will confess to you
We’re sore perplexed and know not

what to do.

and

J

Tai8iT¥is]
Carpets |
mat

disgrace
archaic, unscientific,
te,
insufficient, and

C. F. SWIFT

extravagantly costly,

Staple and Fancy

a

"tie good and the great
■
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This criticism was
P. Wentworth of
the preliminary ad-

nnual

meeting

of the

cnee of Charities and
"pened in Saco, Oct.
the speaker said: “I
whatever criticism of
here made has refer■
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Groceries,

EQUIPPED

day evening,

which

greatly enjoyed by

was

jjs
i,

1

25c.

a

box at all

drug

stores.

Aroostook Potatoes.
Potatoes are quoted in Houlton at
$1.00 to $1.05 per barrel, with not many

coming in on account of the bad condition of the roads.—Aroostook Pioneer.

coming in pretty freely
nowadays, little less than a quarter of
the offerings being Cobblers. The Cobblers bring from $1.10 to $1.25, or a little
better, or have brought those prices
during the past week. During that time
the price for Green Mountains has run
from 90 cents to $1.05, the latter price
bei g quite prevalent the past day or so.
—Fort Fairfield Review.
Potatoes

The Shoe Situation.

Review, November 2nd.
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FURNISHED ALL THE
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Jm.r'knowltonT
Insured his life
sold the land
Always has a bargain
in real estate.
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H. E. MCDONALD,;
70 Main

I?

COOPER & CO.
Builders’ Supplies,

I

Street.

LET ME SHOW
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P
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Lumber, Brick,
Lime, Cement, Etc.
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The above is Mr. Smith’s first view of his newly completed home. He was surprised to find it covered with the signs of those who had built and
equipped
this elegant residence, with the signs ot his grocer and others with whom he did business. When the signs were removed he was still more
pleased and gave
orders for building a garage for his 191J model Ford touring car bought of Carle & Jones, the agents for Waldo

County.
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t

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP
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them.”
referred to the numo perated for drunken-

reformatory
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plumbing,

to
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:
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Spring business in footwear has hardly been
up to expectations, but New England. New
York and Pennsylvania manufacturers are
very busy, the large volume of supplem ntary
orders for seasonable goods more than offsetting the lack of forward contracts. All kinds
of shoe leathers display well-maintained
strength, with further advances named in
sorae varieties of sole, owing to moderate

supplies.—Dun’s

i

j
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a
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ing potatoes, apples and some hay. E. H. Littlefield is buying and loading several cars of
hay-Paul Cyr is at work for E. H. Littlefield-David Wingate had to lay his old driving horse away, as she had lost all of her teeth.
-The Union Sunday school will observe
World’s Temperance Sunday Nov. 10th.

WALDO
TELE PHONES

1

1

!

all

A fine supper was served to 75 peo- |
ple ...Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown and two
children of Belfast visited Mr. and Mrs. E. A«
Robertson Sunday-Mrs. E. E. Clements and
children of Searsport were guests of Mrs. H. I
P. White Sunday-North Waldo Pomona
Grange will meet with Comet Grange Nov.
13th.The ground was frozen hard
Sunday
morning and there is still quite a lot of potatoes to be dug
.There is a good deal of business at Waldo Station now.
Farmers are haulpresent.

WITH
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minister it. While I
administration of the j
ntmendable, the sysjail system, that
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local jails
by;
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fects in the system
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part of the
not
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rheumatism," said a man who
recommending I)r. Williams’ l’ink
Pills for this painful disease.
Dr. Williams’ l ink J Mils lor Pale People do the only thing that will permanently cure rheumatism. They build up
the greatly thinned blood and purify
and cleanse it of every trace of the rheumatic poison.
They are invaluable
both during an attack of the disease
and during the intervals between attacks.
If you have already passed
through one*er more sieges of the disease it is advisable not to wait for ail
attack before using Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills but to start taking them now and
prevent a return of the trouble. 1 lon’t
be satisfied until you have thoroughly
cleansed your blood, for until this is
done you will never be free from rheumatism.
Mrs. Charles Day, of Tidioute, Warren Co., Pa., says:
“I was taken very
suddenly with rheumatism which I first
noticed as a pain in my right knee,
The pain went down to my ankle and
sometimes would be in both knees,
causing them to swell, and was so intense that I could not move without the
greatest agony. My hands were drawn
lip so that they were useless and it
seemed as though every joint in my
body was affected. I was in bed nearly
all winter and was so helpless that I
had to be waited on.
“For two months I was under a doctor’s care without bis medicine doing
me any good.
I then tried liniments
and various medicines but received no
Ter
four months of suffering I
help. A
decided t-o try Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
and fe’tmuch better before I had taken
many boxes. 1 then decided to give
them a thorough trial and was soon
able to walk around and do
my work.
I feel thar it is my duty to tell others
Dr.
Pink
what
Williams*
Pills did for
me and hope it may benefit others.”
Start today to cure yourself with Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.
They are for sale by all druggists, or
will be sent, postpaid, upon receipt of
price, 50 cents per box; six boxes for
£2.50, by the Dr. Williams Medicine
Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Send
for free booklet, “Diseases of the Blood,
A Method of Home Treatment.”
tack of

..

relieve habitual constipation is
take regularly a mild laxative.
Doan’s
Regulets are recommended for this purpose.
One way to

to

I

*

to repress and diminthe very reverse in a

“Last winter was the fi:.-t time in
twenty years that I did not have an at-

SWANVILLE CENTER.
The four months old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George Walker of Monroe died Oct. ‘23d
from cholera infantum after a week’s illness.
Much sympathy is extended to the
family_
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler of Foxcroft, who were
called here by the death of their aunt, Mrs.
j Thayer, have returned home ...The Industrial
Club sale and supper will take place Nov. 20th.
1-H. P. White has put in the cellar 500 bush| els of rutabaga turnips and 100 bushels of flat
i turnips....Richard Robertson visited his pSr\ ents the past week and while partridge hunti ing shot a fine fox. The fox started to pass
| him and he shot quickly and brought him down.
j-The Industrial Club had a pleasant meeting
Oct. 30th with Mrs. Joseph Marden. The next
meeting will be with Miss Louise Cunningham,
| Nov. 6th, and the last meeting before the sale j
| will be Nov. 15th with the president, Mrs. Otis j
Patterson-Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson 1
had an old-fashioned corn husking last Satur- i

Carle & Jones

Massachusetts.

of Maine is

:■

If There Is Rheumatism In Your
Blood Drive It Out Before
It Disables You.
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THE HOUSE THE JOURNAL

wife of Sanford H.
23rd at the home of her
Misses Young, on Free
aged 81 years. Mrs.
of Rockport, but
rs in Union, moving
r
husband several
i« a
most estimable !
her home and family,
the aged husband,
H. Y'oung, and two
Harriet and Josephine
of Camden, and other

HUSBAND

attend-

The speak-

—

throat, colic,

best-wearing

j

large

DRINK HABIT

Used 102 years for internal and external ills.

RUBBERS

Bio
fti:

evening

IN THREE DAYS
Milliken, ’97,
My husband isn’t loaded with
of Island Falls; R. B.
more—he doesn t want it ami won’twhiskey any
of
look at
Stanley, ’97,
I cannot express niv gratitude.” From
a gennBoston; Hon. O. B. Clason, ’77, of Gard- me
letter'among the
we can show voiiJ ^
iner; Scott Wilson, ’92, of Portland; proviug absolutely thatscores
the
Rev. Rodney F. Johnnot, ’79, of Auburn;
Prof. W. H. Hartshorn, ’87. and George
M. Chase, ’93, and Capt. Dennis of the
team. Music was furnished by the college band and refreshments were served. can be overcome
by the NEAL :f-nAT
Waterville, Me., Nov. 1. Colby TKEATSIKNT. Xo hypodermics
used.
Day was observed tonight by the stu- absolutely certain. Call upon, address orK.'suits
phono.
dents of Colby College very successfully The Seal Institute, 65 I’leasaut Avenue.
in spite of inclement weather. Hundreds Portland. Me. Tel. 4316.
of the alumni gathered in the gymna- Drug Habits Specially Treated
sium tonight and heard addresses
by with Great Success.
William C. Crawford, ’82, master of the
W ashington-Allston
School, Allston,
Mass., the principal speaker of the
evening; Dr. Anton Marquadt, professor of German; Pres. Arthur J.
Roberts,
Coach Edward J. Daley, Capt. Chester

■

h

this

with a
ance of students and alumni.
ers included Hon. Carl E.

LINIMENT
sore

1. Bates night
observed in the gymnasium at Bates

College

ANODYNE

It alleviates

SAVED HER

Lewiston. Me., Nov.

JOHNSONS

colds,

COLBY CELEBRATE.

SEARSPORT.

STOCKTON

Clarence Gilkey left Monday for Boston.
Mrs. Henry G. Curtis is visiting friends in

IU1VA.

SPRINGS.

Mrs. Jennie Richardson and son Horace were
in Belfast, shopping, Nov. 4th....Mrs. Annie
Bailey assisted Mrs. Jere Webb with her

Capt. Horace Staples fepent Oct. 22nd in
Searsport for business purposes.

Presque Isle.

The Current Events Club

was

house*cleaning

entertained

Eugene left Wednesday afternoon, Oct 30th, by Mrs. Albert 1*. Colcord, East Main street
John Leary of Belfast is visiting Mr. and
Mr. Louis Barrett, his cousin, Miss Sadie
Mrs. Michael Ward on Leach street.
Merrithew and friend, Miss Clara Mixer, spent
Mrs. James B. Parse left Saturday for New last Thursday in Bangor for shopping.
York, where she will spend the winter.
Oct. 31st Mr. L. S. Titcomb picked a fullPercy L. Harrinfan has moved to the Henry sized green cucumber in his Sylvan street
S. Harriman house in North Searsport.
garden, one of the best in the village.
Last Thursday afternoon the Ladies’ Aid soMrs. J. C. Nickels left Thursday for Brookciety of the Universalist parish met socially
lyn, N. Y., where she will spend the winter.
with Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church 3treet.
Mrs. C. A. Webber left Saturday for ProviThe “Rally Day” last Sunday brought out a
dence, R. 1., where she will spend the winter.
large congregation at the Universalist church
A. Eugene Nickerson and family of Portland
to listen to the excellent discourse given by
are at the Searsport House for a week’s stay.
Mrs. Alice T. Shute and
Monday for Boston.

daughter.
Franklin

Miss Harriet K. Webber, who

spending
h

cme

has

been

few weeks in town, returned to her
in Providence, R. I.. Saturday.
a

j

|

!

Grape

Powder

__

Royal

ment prove the right thing in the right pit ce!
October gave us remarkably tine weather.
On the last day of the month Mr. E. M. Lancaster picked a full-blown dandelion by the
roadside. Quite a novelty so late in the autumn !

Mrs. A. V. Nickels left Saturday for Boston,
where she will spend the winter with her
of Presque Isle was
Benjamin
jn town last week, the guest of Capt. and Mrs.
H. G. Curtis on W’ater street.

Bolting

It is expected The ^Stockton will soon open
its doors to the traveling public. Our village
needs a good hotel. May this new arrange-

George Hawley of Boston, superintendent of
the Sprague Coal Co., was in town last week
on business.

£]

only

the pastor, Rev. Arthur A. Blair.

Mr. and Mrs. James B. Sw’eetser are visiting
friends and relatives in W'est Brooksville for a
few days.

Mr.

Ht

BakingPowder

the house.
Ladies' Aid

society

No Lime

Phosphates

Mrs. W. P. Putnam, who has been visiting this good work for parish purposes.
her sister, Mrs. C. M. Nichols, on Water
Mrs. Almeda H. Rendell seems somewhat
street, returned to Dorchester, Mass., Monday. strengthened the present week; has almost priate emblems—stood in the center of each.
David W. Kane, second officer of the steamer stood alone once or twice. This is her first in- A genuine witch flitted in and out among these
Minnesotan of the American-Hawaiian line, dication of returning physical power in the ; gay revelers, adding greatly to the pleasures
who has been spending a two weeks’ vacation limbs since her shock two months ago.
of the occasion. Characteristic games weie
at home, left Saturday for New York.
At this writing, Monday, the Congregational
played, tempting refreshments were served,
C. A. Powers of Fort Fairfield, the well
parish have bills posted for a sale of fancy j and after a laughing, jolly evening the happy
work and an evening entertainment in Hich- friends departed, regetting only the absence
known produce buyer, arrived Friday anil is
loading the schooner Catawamteak, Capt. born Hall tomorrow, Friday, afternoon and j of those prevented from sharing in the gala
Keller, with potatoes and turnips for the Bos- evening. A generous pationage is solicited j features of their merrily 6pent Hallowe’en,
each bearing an appropriate souvenir of the
ton market.
by these active ladies.
joyous occasion, long to be carried in their
Middle
street,
Albion
P.
Master
a JUVENILE
Goodhue,
arty.
Un Hallowe'en night,
memories.
his
widowed
Mrs
daughter,
at the residence of Mr. John Frame, “Time” accompanied by
took a long step backward when Mrs. Frame Carrie A. Gardner, will leave the present week,
entertained the “Friday” Club at a juvenile for Boston to 6pend the winter in that city.
party. The little boys and girls were gaily Old neighbors regret having their hospitable
dressed, all in their best, and the screams home closed through the long winter.
BUCKSPORT.

County Correspondence.

laughter that greeted the victors in
the various games gave evidence of their
enjoyment. Nettie Packard won the “apple-ducking” contest; Addie Sargent won
the “apple-string” prize, and “Little Lida Curof

tis”

was

victor in the

“doughnut-eating”

Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens, Church street
the Dr.’s mother, Mrs. S. J. Stevens of
Troy and Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat as
guests, motored to Belfast, Oct. 22nd to leave
Madam Stevens at the home of her son, Dr. E.

with

L. Stevens.

con-

Emma Mortland, having the most lung
power, blew out the candle first. Mamie Gilkey tended the window at the postoffiee, and
all had letters. Willie Goodell whistled for
his supper and Anna Coison accompanied.
Frankie Nye and Jackie Frame sang an original duet, while Lora Emma Clark and Emmie
Sawyer danced the “Roly-Pol$’-Romp.” At
midnight Jennie Carver while pursuing a witch
discovered a table laden with goodies. The
children danced with joy at this discovery,
and soon all was merry in the dining-room.
When the cake was cut Emmie
Sawyer had
the thimble, Anna Colson the money, and
Angeline Carver the ring. Angeline received
marked attention from Davie Nickels and
Frances Harriman throughout the evening.
After more games and songs the children departed, tired but happy, the little girls carrying their dolls. Little Jamie Parse was afraid
to go home, so it being
leap year Cora Eaton
escorted him. All declared it the best time of
the season. Those present were Nettie Packard, Lora Clark, Davie Nickels, Angeline CarJennie Carver, Frances Harriman, Emma
Mortland, Mamie Gilkey, Fiankie Nye, Willie
Goodell, Addie Sargent, Emmie Sawyer. Jamie
Parse, Lidie Curtis, Cora Eaton, Anna Colson,
Jackie Frame, Isabel Frame and Mrs. Albert
Nickels.
test.

Mr. Elmer E. Thompson, Church street, has
employed for several weeks in putting interior and exterior improvements upon the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heath in
been

Sandypoint village.
est
W.

Mrs. Heath is the young-

child of the the late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph

Thompson.

The house and barn of Harry Smith of Millwere burned to the ground Thursday
morning, Oct. 31st. Mr. Smith and family
were at breakfast when they heard the cracking of fire up Btairs but it had gotten such a
headway then that the house could not be
saved. The fire started on the roof around
the chimney. Mr. Smith with the help of the
neighbors saved part of his furniture. It is
vale,

known if the property was insured-The
concrete foundation for the new Seminary
building is all in and the masons are laying the
brick for the basement and gymnasium which
not

will be in the lower floor.
The Current Events club will be entertained
on Wednesday afternoon, Nov. 13th, by Mrs.
WEST LIBERTY,
J. A. Flanders, East Main street. A full at- ;
Albert Boynton of this place has raised the
tendance is desired as it is expected that Rev. largest crop of potatoes ever raised by one
A. A. Blair will addres the ladies upon some man in this town. He had 1516 bushels. Mr.
particular topic of general interest and which j Boynton is a progressive farmer. He owns
none will w ish to miss hearing.
three farms and has modern
to

machinery

Last week’s weather in Stockton was as
follows: Sunday, nice mild day; Monday, beautiful all day; Tuesday, fine day, quite cool;
Wednesday, dull morning, foggy mid-day,

work them. He recently sold his mill machinery to Allen Boynton of Jefferson. This
mill has stood for over 100 years and was formerly owned and run by R. H. Colby. At that

evening; Thursday, clear sky, quite
cool; Friday, overcast, threatening storm, rain
in evening; Saturday, lovely sunshine, mild for

time it

the

there has been

clear in

season.

Capt. French Hichborn is suffering an ill
turn which causes the numerous friends of
this aged citizen—now 87 years old— consi lerable anxiety. Dr. J. A. Pierce is his medical
attendant. Mrs. Jennie (Richardson) Staples
is his housekeeper and nurse. We are hoping
to hear of the development of favorable
J.

!

|

was not a strange thing to see from
200 to 300 cords of stave and heading lumber
to be sawed each spring, but of late years

practically

no

lumber sawed

to

2,000.

L'.NCOLNVILLE.
The schools in tow n will close Friday for

one

week’s vacation... Miss Jennie Cudworth has
returned from New Hampshire, where she has

symptoms.
BLANKET LANE (Prospect.)
Last Thursday evening an extremely pleasbeen employed as milliner... Nathan Miller is
The remains of Hosea B. Littlefield, who died
ant social dance was held in Densiow hall, the at home from Boston for a short visit with his
in Melrose, Mass., arrived here Oct. 25th and
village people furnishing the entire company. parents_Mr. and Mrs. Willis Harwell of
were laid to rest beside those of his father
! So enjoyable it proved the participants resclv- Camden were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
anE mother in the family lot in Maple Grove
ed to hold a similar gathering this, Thursday, Miller Wednesday.... Mrs. Mary Cross and
cemetery. The remains were accompanied by
evening. It is hoped a goodly sized company Mrs. Adelbert Carver were in Rockland Thurshis wife, his son Andrew and lady friend, Miss
may assemble to “trip the light, fantastic toe,”
day, shopping... Miss Georgia Hall, who has
Dudley, and his son Benjamin and wife. Mr. in the old, inspiring fashion !
been working at millinery in Belfast, is at
Littlefield was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Mr. H. L. Hopkins and son, Mr. George, ac- home for a few days-Mr. Gerald and Miss
Littlefield, who formerly iived at Waldo where
companied by Capt. Ralph Morse, Mr. L. Al- Mary Coggins are making an extended visit
Hosea was born. His father bought the John
bert Gardner and Mr. Colson motored to Banwith relatives in Bangor, Ellsw’orth and Surry.
Hagan estate and moved to Prospect when
The re will be a dance at Cilley’s hall Satgor recently to hear the address of Gov. Hiram
Hosea v.as 12 years old, and he lived here unW. Johnson of California upon political topics. urday evening, Nov. 9th, with music by
til he went to Melrose, Mass. He married
All were much pleased with ihe man, his talk,
Townsend’s orchestra.... Mrs. Belle Russ viswhen
very young Clara daughter of the
and his forceful style of bringing his points ited friends in Belfast a few days last week.
late Benjamin and Sarah Partridge of Stockto the minds of his listeners.
....

urn

pimgs.

air.

any rare.

uitieneid

are

still

well remembered by the traveling public as
host and hostess of the Maple Wood
Hotel,
Prospect, which was a strictly temperance
house.
The family have the sympathy of the
entire town-Mr. Andrew Littlefield, accompanied by Miss Dudley, called on us at Blanket
Lane
He wished us to contradict the
report
going the rounds that his father was found by
the old family blind dog. He said it was his
own dop, a very intelligent St.
Bernard, that
found his father_Parker Watts of
Sandypoint has been in the Lane "in the interest of
his picture business_Mrs. Helen Gray and
Mrs. Ida Gay were in Belfast last week visiting friends-C. A. Bowdoin of Mt. Hagan
was in the Lane on his way to the
railway station after goods for his trade_i. M. Cummings drove to Sandypoint Friday to look after
some lumber-L. C. Dow was in the lane
every day last week with his delivery wagon.

clearly
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citizens

writing,

are

iMunuay

evening,

earnestly dwelling
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were
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Sizes and

variety
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THE MODERN CLARION

_SOLD

Down—has
to

HALLDALE.

Rev. and Mrs. David Brackett visited relain Brooks last week.... Mrs. Abbie A.
Small of Augusta is visiting friends here....
Henry Clement put a wind-mill up last week
to bring water from a spring to his buildings.
....Mrs. Maggie Hopkins, who spent the summer here with her sister, Mrs. Bert Hall, returned to her home in Lowell, Mass., Nov. 2nd
....Mr, and Mrs. Frank Stewart and children
left Oct. 31st for New Hampshire, where they
have employment_Mrs. Cora Lamb of Portland is visiting her brother t nd sister here.

tives
1

|

point where

a

without

ment

Runabout,
Touring Car,
Town Car,

Sibley;

on Dublin given, and a
story read.
regular meeting will be Nov. 19th
with Mrs. Murch. Mrs. Dodge and Mrs. McGray have the program. Subject, Literature.
....Mrs. Mary Moulton was the guest of Mrs.
Frank Fuller the past week_Mrs. May
Thompson from Boston was the guest of her
sister, Mrs. D. W. Dodge, recently_Mr. and
Mrs. George Worth have returned to their
home in the village after passing the summer
on their farm in Unity_Professor Rowe and
Mrs. Rowe and the lady teachers of the Academy attended the ball game in Waterville Nov.
2nd-Miss Orrie Worth from Bates college
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Worth, last week....Mrs. Mattie Cross from
Boston is visiting her sister, Nellie Banton_
The harvest concert given by the Sunday
school was largely attended and a goodly sum
was received, which will go towards
buying
books for the church library.... Mr. and Mrs.
Hezzie Ward were guests of Mrs. W'ard’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. bred Nichols, Nov. 3rd_
The new bell which was recently put in the
church rang for the first time Sunday morning,
Nov. 3rd... .Miss Hazel Sparrow is visiting
her friend Mrs. Harry Kenney in Burnham_
Mr. and Mrs. Smith from Pittsfield and Mr.
William Farwell and Miss Bertha Bryant took
an auto ride Nov. 3rd.... Miss Winifred
Dodge
is in Waterville,the guest of Dr. and Mrs. Hurd.
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FORDTHE
ceases to

by

in great

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,
Bangor, %
BY W. A. HALL, BELFAST.

Established 1839

Ford

read

styles

to meet all

but only
0rie
quality—the best we pan

to be

was

economy

ble line.

with an original conundrum. The many hits
on club members and well remembered
events
added much to the merriment of the occasion.
After returning to the parlor the regular
program was taken up. A paper on the govern-

of^Ireland

expense’

characterize this remarks,

The next

$555.00

%

630.00
830.00

new prices, delivered in
Belfast, with all equipment. An
early order will mean an early delivery. Get particulars from

These

CARLE & JONES,
Ford

Agents for Waldo County.

MONROE.

BELFAST

A sad accident occurred in town last week.
near Monroe village,
went upon the scaffold to pitch some hay and
in the darkness made a misstep and fell to
the floor. He was so badly injured that he
died Monday night. Mr. Peavey was a resident of this town for twenty-five years and
made many friends by his genial manner and
honorable dealings. He was a kind neighbor
and a true friend and his family has the sympathy of the community-The annual meeting of the Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural
Society was held at the town hall Wednesday
Oct. 30th, and the following officers were
chosen for the ensuing year; Frank A. Little-

PRICE

CURRENT

Corrected Weekly for T

Wesley C. Peavey, living

NORTH ISLESBORO.
A delightful Hallowe’en party was given by
Miss Leola Coombs at the home of her grandmother, Mrs. Harriet Decker. The evening’s ;
amusement for the young folks began when
red and brown caps were presented each one
as they left the hall, to be worn
during the
evening. After enjoying games for a while
dainty refreshments were served and a
souvenir of the occasion was given each one.
Those present were Doris Coombs, Helen
Decker, Ada Ladd, Emily Farrow, Verna Wilfield, president; A. D. Colcord, secretary; C.
ley, Zama Yeaton, Lc urania Yeaton, Kittie
M. Moore, vice president and treasurer; C. M.
Yeaton, Mary Herbert, Elsa Bates, Herbert
Conant, auditor; H. S. W’ebber, trustee for
Williams and Rafford Herbert....Capt. O. F.
Monroe; Fred A. Nickerson for Frankfort;
Coombs is having a visit at home_Mrs. M.
Henry J. Luce for Newburg; Fred Haley for
R. Trim and Mrs. Emma Parker recently visit- THORNDIKE.
Prospect; Herbert Hadley for Jackson; Henry
ed in Boston. Mrs. Parker is now in Morrill
Haley for Winterport; J R. Littlefield for
At the Center church last Sunday afternoon
Brooks; Elmer Gould for Dixmont; Joseph
with her daughter, Miss Ethel, who is teaching
Mr. Miller spoke from Isaiah 45-22, “Look unto Marden for Swanville; Charles Page for Hamp1 there.... Mrs. Adriana
Bunker and Miss Lena
den. It was voted to hold the fair two days
Rose returned Oct. 29th from a two weeks’ me and be ye saved all the ends of the earth, next year. The receipts of the fair this year
for I am God, ar,d there is none else.". will more than pay the bills.
visit with Mrs. L. G. Gurney in Atlantic, Mass.
....Mrs. R. P. Coombs who has been visiting Mr. Henry Parsons, who had quite a serious
Texas Triplets Named for Taft, Roosevelt
her children in Boston, returned home last ill turn iast week, remains in a weak condition.
and W ilson.
week....Miss Rita Yeaton has been spending It is hoped that he will soon be stronger....
I
! her vacation with friends in New
Mr.
J.
Dumont
Haven....
Higgins was in Belfast Friday
WASHINGTON, Nov. 4. Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Mrs. Alanson Yeaton had a new piano put in on business.... Mrs. Will Sprague of this town, Kyler of Denison, Texas, sent a telegram to
President
Taft, received today at the White
her home last week.
accompanied by Mrs. Granville Small of AuHouse, announcing the birth of three sons,
gusta, passed Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. named William Howard Taft
Kyler, Theodore
WHITE’S CORNER,! Winter port.)
Joseph Higgins... Mrs. Leonard, who has been Roosevelt Kyler and Woodrow Wilson Kyler.
A. L. Blaisdell spent last week in the woods visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Ida Carlyle, in In the President’s name Assistant Secretary
I of Northern Maine on a hunting trip
Mrs. Dorchester, Mass returned home Oct. 30th... Brahany today sent a telegram to the parents
expressing the wish that the triplets would
A. D. Godsoe went to Hampden last Saturday Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Philbrick were
guests Oct. live long and prosper.
and will visit there and in Bangor for two 30th of Mrs. V. N.
j
Higgins_Mrs. Oliver
w’eeks.Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements and Sherman is the guest of her friend Miss Hattie
HOW’S THIS?
Mrs.
Julia
White
attended
the
meetVeterans’
\ Elliott.... Mrs. Cassie Roberts passed a few
|
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
I ing in Monroe Oct. 31st.... Mr. and Mrs. W. J. 1 days last week with Mrs.
Henry Parsons_ for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
I Bartlett were passengers on Monday’s boat for I Mrs. Fred Patterson
passed last week with cured
by Hali’s Catarrh Cure.
I Boston. Mr. Bartlett has closed his meat and ! her son Guy and family in Brooks_Mr. Leon
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
| grocery business here and will spend the win- Parsons is threshing the grain in the Higgins
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
tet in Boston. He expects to enter the comfor
the last 15 years, and believe him
and
will
lrom
there
into
neighborhood
the
Cheney
j
go
j mission business and his many friends wish west part of the town_Two well dressed perfectly honorable in all business transachim success in his undertaking_Mrs. R. L.
Clements entertained the W. C. T. U. last SatAbout twenty ladies from
I urday afternoon.
j this vicinity and Monroe were present.... Mr.
and Mrs. R. C. Nealey were guests of Mr. and
j
Mrs. S. P. Stevens in Monroe last Saturday
evening and Sunday.Mr. and Mrs. L. A.

|

|

I

j

|

j

jI
j

funeral services of the late Lorenzo

!
[

Garcelon ^were held Wednesday afternoon at

portance of to-morrow's national voting, wonthe house, Rev. James Ainslie of Unity offi- i
dering what will be the outcome of the vigorciating. A quartet composed of Mrs. C. A.
ous campaign of the past two months. Whichever candidate wihs some of our people will
C offin, Mrs. L W. Knight, Arthur Bagley and
rejoice and some will grieve. We hope to see F?ank Fairbanks sang two selections. Those
the best man for our manifold American inter- present from out of town included Miss Agnes
ests carried to the White House!
Peabody and Miss Mary Cotton of Lewiston,

Mr. and Mrs. Orrison Chandler and Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Garcelon of Burnham, John Weymouth of Plymouth, Fred Weymouth of Boston, and William Garcelon of Burnham.
Prea ching services were held Sunday at West
Troy. Next Sunday Rev. James Ainslie will
speak at the church at2 p. m....The best entertainment given in town foi some tijie was
given by the T. C. R. C., last Wednesday even-Eugene Young is about to start Hopkins
ing, at the Troy Grange Hall. Miss Maude
Hay press. He reports it is a hard job to get
Andrews of Augusta delighted the audience
men to run the press
Mrs. F. C. Cunningare daily sympathizing
family
acquaintances
ham will not go to Brookline, Mass this month.
with her humorous readings. Excellent music
with those in such deep, present anxiety, hop-Mrs Ella Young was in
Sandypoint two
was furnished by Pomeroy’s orchestra, assistdays last week-Fred Quimby took the boat ing some encouraging features may speedily
ed by Messrs. Adams and Pendleton. After
last Saturday for Boston, where he will visit
appear in the case.
his brother for a few weeka. He has a chance
the entertainment the boxes were sold at aucto drive a coal wagon for the winter.
From Cape Jellison piers the following re- i tion,
A social followed, with music hy the orport was .telephoned Monday evening: Oct. ; chestra, and all had a jolly time till a late hour.
NO REASON FOR DOUBT 29th, sch. George P. Edmunds arrived with a
cargo of acid phosphate for Aroostook county, APPLETON.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Simmons of Marlboro,
A Statement of Facts Backed by a
Strong and steamer Millinocket arrived with a general cargo from New York. Oct. 3Cth, steam- Mass., are visiting friends in this place....
Guarantee.
We guarantee complete relief to all suffer- er Millinocket sailed with paper freight for I Mrs. Frank Kimmens has returned from
ers from constipation.
In every case where Boston and New York. Oct. 31st, tug Carlisle
Scmerswoith.N. H.,accompanied by her daughwe fail we will
arrived for water and sch. Alice Murphy sailed
supply the medicine free.
j
Rexali Ordeilies are a gentle, effective, dewith lumber for New York. Nov. 1st, schs. ; ter, Mrs- Hill, who will remain with her parpendable and safe bowel regulator, strengthents a few weeks....Charles Simmons of
ener and tonic.
They re-establish nature’s Ella M. Storer and Mary Curtiss arrived to load
functions in a quiet, easy way. They do not lumber. Nov. 2nd, tug Carlisle sailed for Phil- ! Whitingsville, Mass., is the guest of Mr. and
cause any .inconvenience,
griping or nausea. adelphia, and sch. Charles Trickey arrived, Mrs. B. F. Simmons.... Miss Edna Morang is
They are so pleasant to take and work so easily
light, for .lumber. Nov. 4th, sch. H. S. Lan- visiting her brother and his wife in Chelsea.
that they may be taken by
anyone at any time.
Miss Linda Annie is in Swampscot, Mass.,
They thoroughly tone up the whole system to pher sailed with lumber for New York, and
healthy activity.
steamer Millinocket arrived
with general where she will spend the winter with her
Rexali Orderlies are unsurpassable and ideal
niece, Mrs. Phillips... .The funeral services of
cargo from New York.
for the use of children, old folks and delicate
Lindley M. Gushee were held Thursday in the
persons. We cannot too highly recommend
The
weather—a
unpropitious
rainstorm- Union
them to all sufferers from any form of constichurch, Rev. Mr. Russell of Union officiof
the would-be participants
pation and its attendant evils. Two sizes, 10c. prevented many
ating. There was a very large attendance of
and 2£c. Remember,
from
you can obtain Rexali
joining in the festivities arranged for relatives and friends and the seating capacity
Remedies in this community only at our store the
large Hallowe'en party given by Miss of the church was entirely too small to accom--The Rexali Store—City Drug Store, Edmund
Clara Mixer at the Sylvan street home of her
Wilson Prop., 93 Main Street.
modate all present. The deceased was a Past
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mixer. The Grand of
Appleton lodge, I. O. O. F., and the
guests on arriving were met by two ghosts, impressive rites of the order were observed
by
who silently conducted them to the dressing- members of the
lodge, led by Brother A. M.
rooms.
On emerging, these young gentlemen Hill of Warren
Lodge. Interment was in the
and ladies found themselves in tastefully decofamily lot in Pine Grove cemetery. Among
rated rooms-green and orange being the color the relatives
present from other places were
scheme. Suspended from the parlor ceiling Mrs, Grace Bliss of
Winthrop, Mass., and Mr.
was a swaying white ghost, while a witch was
Almond Gushee of Dorchester, Mass. He is
nodding from the center of the sitting-room survived by a widow, Helen Gushee; by three
ceiling. The tables were ornamented with daughters, Grace, Rosa and Florence; by one
•corns, greens, etc., and pumpkins, filled with son, Harry N.. and one brother, Almond. The
long streamers, which were attached to the sympathy of the entire community is extendfavors—black cats, witches and other appro- ed to the family in this and bereavement.
Much sympathy is extended to the husband
mother and brother of Mrs. Charles Devereaux
of Rutherford, N. J., who is at present very
seriously ill at the home of her mother, Mrs.
John M. Ames, School street. Although in
frail health lor several years this young lady
has always carried so bright and cheerful a
countenance—ever so winsome in appearance—
her numerous friends find it hard to realize the
seriousness of her condition at present. All

young

men were

in town

recently soliciting

work....Mr. Burton Gross was in Waterviile
over
Sunday.... Mr. Howard Hurd passed

Saturday night

and

Sunday

with his

family

in

Waterviile.... The schools in town wiil close
Nov. 8th fora vacation of two weeks_One

of the highway inspectors was in town SaturMrs. R. L. Clements and Mr. day to
inspect the piece of State road recently
and Mrs. C. B. Jewett weie among the guests built
by Mr. J. Ii. Say ward and W. S. Dolloff
at a whist party given by Mr. and Mrs. F. T.
....The bare trees and frozen ground remind
Bussey of West W interport on Wednesday us that “The melancholy
days have come, the
evening, Oct. 30th.Mrs. Julia White en„ saddest of the year."... Ross C. Higgins
tertained the Ladies’ Club of twelve Monday
bought a milch cow of J. D. Higgins Saturday.
afternoon. Whist and a social hour were fol....George Ward bought several pigs in this
lowed by refreshments.Mr. and Mrs. G.
neighborhood recently; one of H. N. Higgins,
H. York were in Jackson Saturday evening to
one of Richard Higgins, one of Lena Higgins,
attend the meeting of Star of Progress and
one of Billy Oxton, besides hens, calves
and
were entertained Saturday night
Grange,
and other animals... .Miss Gertrude Hogan is
and Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. in Pittsfield where
she has a position as bookMcKinley.Miss Marian Johnson of Ban- keeper for the White Star laundry_Mr. Carl
gor was the guest of the Misses Conant at the
Hogan has employment in Boston.. .Encouraghome of their father, C. M. Conant, several
ing news comes from Mr. Lewis Hogan who is
days recently.
in the Massachusetts General Hospital for
treatment.... Mrs. Fred Cole and Mrs. James
BURNHAM.
We understand that D. M. Susi is negotiat- Cole were guests Friday of Mrs. Leonard and
ing for the mill property in the village owned Mrs. Arthur Oliver.
by C. A. Milliken of Augusia and hope he
makes the trade, for he is a hustler and will
make use of the water power, which has been
of but little benefit to the town for a number
of years past....J. A. Call and son have be-

White,

Mr. and

gun the winter’s work on their lumber lot....
K. A. Baxter went into camp Nov. 2nd.H.

each

loading potatoes at this station.
price paid last week was 40 cents.Mrs.
Caroline Hunt recently had a gift of several

interesting a speaker.... Arthur Morgan of Boston is visiting his mother,
Mrs. Eliza Morgan, who boards at W. E.
services of

|

so

Lancaster’s....Miss Ola Goodrich spent Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Cora Goodrich....
Mrs. Oscar Farrington passed the week-end
with her daughter, Mrs. F. L. Libby, in Waterville....Karl McKechnie and Glendon Libby
attended the Maine-Colby football game in
Waterville Nov. 2nd-Miss Maude Connor of
Troy visited Alida Heald last Thursday night
and attended the Hallowe’en party given by
Burnham Grange....The fall term of schools
closed in town Nov. 1st for a three weeks' vacation. A number of the parents visited the
village school Diet. No. 10, taught by Nellie
Shaw and enjoyed the closing day exercises by
the scholars. A nice treat of confectionery
was served.Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Mudgett and
daughter Ruth passed Sunday at M. W. Monroe's, in Troy.

Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act-

ing directly

PRODUCE

MARKET.

Apples,

per Dbl, 75al.09 Hay,
dried, per lb.,
7 Hides
Beans, pea,
3.00a3.25 Lam
Beans. Y. E„ 2.60a2.7B!Lamb’sk;-.
Butter,
28a30 Mutton
Beef, sides,
7JalO Oats,; k :i
Beet,forequarters,
SiPotat,.-60 Round 1W
Barley, bu,
Cheese,
19 Straw.
Chicken,
20 Turkov
Calf Skins,
18 Tallow
Duck,
20 Veal
40 Wot,..
Eggs.
c.
£owlJSjWood, hard
Geese,
18,Wood, sol:,
RETAIL

I

PRICE.

i

RETAI! l;.4lUET

17 Lime
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 14 lb.. 18a22 0at Mo..
Corn,
83 Onions.
Cracked Com,
78 Oil, kor
Com Meal.
78 Polio,-k

Cheese,

24 Pork.
1.75 Plaster,
10 Rye Mon,

Cotton Seed,

Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,

lOShorts,
28 Sugar.
6.00a7.25 Salt,
4.50 Sweet p

Clover Seed.

Flour,
u. Seed,
Lard.

H.

4n

15 Wheat

BOB St

1

Bowen. In Isle au Haut, ,,
and Mrs. Charles L. Bowen, a
Calderwood In Vinalhav
to Mr. and Mrs. Clinton 1.. I.,...
Gray. In South Penohs,
Mr. and Mrs. Olin C. Gray, a ,:
I
I Shute. In Rockland, Octoh.
Mrs. George H. Shute, a daugl :■

upon the blood and

MAIt

Cousins-Harriman.

Family Pills for constipation.

fat

rves
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It drive* out and keeps out colds ■

by raising endurance-power ■
and creating strength.
I
Reject substitutes
Scott & BowifK,

for SCOTT’S.

Bloomfield, N. J. 12-61
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Plano for Sale
A square piano is offered for sale, cheap

Apply at
No. II High Street, Beltaet

■

!

1UEI>

i

In Belfast.
Beckwith.
William H. Beckwith, ago.:
CaLDERWOOD. In \ ::
Susie Delano, wife of Clint
Elms.
In Belmont. Oct'

j

i
j

Elms of Searsmont, aged u5
French. In Camden, O.
widow of the late Capt.
aged 65 years.
Leyensaler. In Jeffers
Thomas Levensaler. Intern
Partridge In Ellsworth.

|
j
j

New York, Oct 30.
Sld, sch Thelma, Savan- i
nah; Brigadier, Rockland; 31, ar, schs City of
for
Augusta, Stonington
Philadelphia; Clarence H Venner, do fbr do; Elizabeth Gilbert,
Savannah for Providence; John Bossert,
Georgetown, S C; sld, sch Annie R Lewis, J. Partridge, aged 80 year-.
Perry. In Hallowed, < h-t
eastern port; Nov 1, ar, sch St Croix, Stockton; 2, ar, schs Wm Jones, Stockton; N E Ayer, Ephraim Perry, a native of N
82
P
years, 5 months ami 25
schs
Susie
sld,
Oliver,
Bangor;
Stockton;
Wescott. In Bluehill, OAlice Holbrook, Philadelphia; Wm H Sumner, :
B.
Wescott, aged 71 years a
Norfolk; Clarence H Venner, Stonington for j
Young. In Surry, Octnm
Philadelphia; City of Augusta, do for do; M V j
B Chase, Bo ton; 5, ar, sch Mark Pendleton, I C. Young, aged 68 years.
Stamford.
Boston, Oct 30. Ar, schs Augusta W’ Snow,
Jacksonville; Lewiston, do; Henry P Havens,
Calais; Susan N Pickering, Perth Amboy; Mary
Ann McCann, Bangor; sld, sch Mary Brown,
Bangor; 31, sld, sch Hugh Kelley, Bangor and
New York; Nov 1, ar, schs S P Blackburn,
Blackburu, Bangor for Newport News put in
for a harbor; Annie and Reuben, Stonington;
Irene B Merritt, Bangor; Lizzie Lee; 3, ar,
schs American Team, Windsor, N S; A F Kindberg, Bangor; sld, schs Mary A Hall, Darien;
Irene E Meservey, Bangor; Lizzie Lee, do; 4,
ar, sch Omaha, Bangor; 5, ar, sch R L Tay,
v

Money Buck
Remedy for
Dandruff

29.
Sld, sch Edward H
2, ar, stmr F J Lisman,
for Bangor); 4, sld, sch

unsettled!
elements and serves as the
great source of our body-heat.
Greater body-warmth means
richer blood, more fat, not
obesity but fat which the body
consumes for warmth, vitality,
resistance-power—as a furnace
consumes coal for heat—
Scott’s Emulsion does this.
A teaspoonful after each
meal makes body-warmth—
healthy, active blood—
sharpens the appetite, and
makes all good food do good.

it enables

Stonington.

1

SHIP

Newport News, Oct

only keeps cold out, but
conserves body-warmth; body-

In in-

Hinckley-Chase. In Blue,
Wallace R. Hinckley and Mi
both of Bluehill.
Moon-Holbrook. In Rook,
Franklin Moon and Etta H. II
Rockland.
StoVEH-Curtis. In ! '.1,1
Walter E. Stover and Me.
both of Bluehill.
Titcomb-Lord. In Brew
Rev. H. A. Sherman, Verm
Belfast and Miss Helen Mat

Falling

Cole, San Juan; Nov.
Boston (and sailed
George E Walcott, Bangor.
Norfolk, Oct 29. Sld, sch J Manchester
Hay nes, Savannah; 31, ar, sch Frontenac, Portland.
Stonington, Conn, Oct 30. Ar, ach Flora
Condor, Machias.
Wiggin, S C, Oct 30. Cld, sch Blanche H
King, New York.
Wilmington, N C, Nov 2. Ar, sch Etna,
Port

au

Prince.

Savannah, Oct 31. Ar, sch Wm E Litchfield,
Boston.
Pascagoula, Miss, Nov. 1. Ar, sch Joseph W
Hawthorn, Cienfuegos.
Bangor, Oct 30. Ar, schs C B Clark, Providence; Catawamteak, Weymouth; Northern
Light, do; Fannie F Hall, Boston; 31, sld, schs
A F Kindberg, Boston; Omaha, do; Nov 2, ar,
schs Thomas L James, Newark; Mary Langdon,
Weymouth; Hugh Kelley, Boston; Eagle, do;
Ida B Gibson, do; 4, sld, schs Andrew Nebinger, New York; Catawamteak, Searsport; 5, ar,
schs Charles Davenport, Newport News; Irene
E Meservey, Boston; Lavolta, Gloucester.
Searsport, Oct 29. Sld, stmr Kennebec,
Norfolk; 30, sld, barge Boylston, Rockland
Stockton, Oct 30. Sld, stmr Millinocket,
Boston and New York; sch Alice Murphy, New
York; Nov 3, sld, sch H S Lanfer, New York;
4, ar, stmr Millinocket, New York; sch Harry
W Haynes, Rockland.
Calais, Oct 30. Ar, sch Pendleton Bros,
Phila.
West Sullivan, Me, Oct 20. Ar, sch Wawenock, Bangor.
Bucks|.ort, Me, Nov 1. Ar, sch Elizabeth N,
Grand Banks, N F.
FOREIGN

PORTS.

Puerto Mexico, Oct 29, 1pm. Sld, stmr
Oregonian, Curtis, New York; 30, ar, 9 am,
stmr Hawaiian, Dow, New York.
Salina Cruz, Nov 1, 7 am. Ar, stmr Missourian, Lyons, San Francisco, etc.
Windsor, N S, Nov L Ar, sch Henry R
Tilton, Ellsworth.

Hair and Sea.;

A. Howes & Co.

are 'i i

ised to Uuaran'

Calais.

not

I,

mucous sur-

gists.

Take Hall’s

It 11

19, Raymond L. Cousins and
man, both of

faces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

Bangor.

The

thousand dollars from her brother in the west.
....Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Allen, who were recently married, will go to house keeping in
their new home, the faim bought of the heirs
of the late T. R. Hunt. The house has been
remodeled and newly furnished. We wish
them much happiness, and are very glad to
have them settle down here among us as they
are very estimable young people and a great
help in the work of the Grange, in which both
hold responsible offices.... Rev. Arthur Black
of Bangor began his services as pastor Nov.
3rd.fc*We are very fortunate in securing the

tions and financially able to carry out any oligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OK COMMERCE,

Philadelphia, Oct 29. Sld, sch White Wings,
Jacksonville; 30, cld, sch James W Paul, Jr,
Portland; Nov 1, ar, sch S; Nov 3, ar, sch Clarence H Venner, Stonington; Pendleton Sisters,

E. Kinney will begin lumbering operations
Monday, or as soon as he can get the crew together. He will require 15 men.... F. W. Sayward, H. E. Kinney and O. B. McKechnie are

....

\

without needless
Efficiency and

..

or

made up into lime casks in this vicinity, while
20 years ago nearly every farmer made from
1,000

was

twelve.^ .The place

No Alum

of the Universalist
parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon,
with Mrs. H. L. Hopkins, Church street, for
sewing. All are cordially invited to assist in
The

The barken tine Mabel I. Meyers, Capt. C. N.
Meyers, sailed from Boston Monday for Montevideo with a cargo of dry lumber.

Lunch

I

housekeeper wants, with,
out bother, without
delay

The Tuesday Club met with Mrs. Mary Sibley Tuesday, Oct. 29th, for an all-day meeting.

AlwIutetyPnre

Mr. and Mrs. Huse have leased the place
Morse avenue belonging to Mrs. Addie S.
Dickey, and are having some interior painting
and needed japering done before occupying

QUALITY

give just the service every

freedom.

'

on

CLARION

the past week....Mrs. Susan

Gilchrest still remains very sick.... Miss Helen
Bennett and Master Hilton Shibles went to
Belfast Nov. 2nd....J. C. Aborn of
Belfast,
Mrs. Lottie Watts of Framingham, Mass., and
Mrs. Chas. Gibbs were guests Of Mr. and Mrs.
B. L. Aborn Sunday.Mrs. Sarah Larrabee
has been staying with Mrs. Clara fcackliff the
past two weeks....Mrs. Grace Shibles and
Mrs. Hattie Wentworth went to North Searsmont Nov. 4th to attend the funeral services
of a cousin.... Elmer Munson went to
Bangor
Monday to visit his mother.... B. L. Aborn and
Bradford
took
an
auto
ride
Perley
to Etna and
Pittsfield Oct. 30th...,Horace Richardson has
been appointed one of the meat inspectors for
Knox....Mr. and Mrs. Allie Howes, son and
daughter of Liberty Were guests of their
daughter, | Mrs. Stella Bailey, for a few days
recently....Mrs. Wm. Mattrom of Lewiston
came Oct. 26th to attend the
wedding reception
of her brother, Fred Bailey, and to visit
her
Mrs.
Julia
mother,
Bailey.

son

I

They will do more; if aft-,
of PARISIAN Sage you do:
and most delightful hair tom
ever used—money back,
offer.
Young women who negi<

j

grow old before their time,
ning at the temples; if it :s

color, fadirg
PARISIAN

or

Sage

turning

and you

gr.v
w

Large bottle 50 cents at A.

pealers everywhere.
every package.

Girl

w

SEARSMONT

Miss Jennie Whitney of
guest of the Hanson sistei:
and Mrs. J. F. Warden am
comb made an auto trip to A
Mrs. Ella Wentworth w
her home Fridays and
Martz’s” show drew a full

j

....

night.... Rev. H. P. Taj
thorough job on the parson;

]

been raised two feet, had
repairs, which adds greath
place.,.. Miss Lizzie Fuller,
old and lives four miles fron
to church last

Sunday

j

morning.

the inhabitant-

village just
from their morning
as

nap.

If

interested as she there wou
pews there.The Ladies Ai
McFarland’s October 81st. Th«
attendance

ana

plans were

i

j

n,

sale December 12th. Mr*
will have charge of the fano
Sarah Fuller the apron table.
mas

j
1

Corrison the domestic rugs
Mrs. M. O. Wilson and Mrs ^
bundle sale.

^

«jn

j

